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Introduction. 
 
 Welcome to the exciting world of turtles; there’s nothing on Earth quite like them. In these pages 
we hope to introduce you to the freshwater turtles of North America, their captive husbandry (a.k.a. ‘pet 
care’) and natural history (a.k.a. ‘life in the wild’), designing and equipping an enclosure, obtaining the 
proper food, basic lay evaluation of common medical problems and perhaps try your hand at breeding. 
Whether you’re a newcomer to the hobby or a seasoned keeper, we hope you find much to enjoy here. 

 
Female Red-eared Slider – Newport Aquarium in Kentucky 

 

Chapter 1: What is a Turtle? 
 
 Most everyone recognizes turtles as those cute little animals with shells, ranging in size from a 50 
cent piece to a dinner plate or larger, often smooth looking, with a small head, fairly long neck, 4 short legs 
and no fur. Some recall more unusual turtles; snapping turtles, softshells and tortoises. Everyone has some 
crude idea of how to recognize a turtle, but there’s more to a turtle than its shell. 
 
 Turtles are presently classified as reptiles (there’s been debate that turtles arose from amphibian 
ancestors separately from other reptiles, but that’s irrelevant here). In terms of their place in the animal 
kingdom, they have a number of important attributes. 
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1.) Turtles are vertebrates – they have backbones encasing their spines. In turtles, the backbone and ribs are 
fused to the interior of the upper shell (carapace). 

 
2.) As reptiles, they lay shelled eggs on land (unlike amphibians, which tend to lay gelatinous masses in 

water). Unlike some reptiles (i.e.: snakes), all turtles lay eggs (they are ‘oviparous’) – none bear live 
young. The eggs must incubate on land, so even sea turtles have to leave the water briefly to lay eggs. 

 
Hatching Alabama Map Turtles – Photo by Timothy Miedema 

 
3.) As reptiles, their skin is typically less permeable to water than a fish or amphibian’s, but water turtles 

are (if taken from water) wet (but not slimy, although excess algae can make the shell slick) and most 
have skin that feels like thin leather, with such tiny scales they don’t appear scaly. 

 
4.) Turtles are variously called ‘cold-blooded,’ ectothermic or poikilothermic. All these terms mean the 

turtle’s body temperature is determined by (and roughly the same as) its surroundings. On the other 
hand, mammals (i.e.: humans, dogs, cats) and birds are ‘warm-blooded’ (a.k.a. endothermic or 
homeothermic) – they burn calories to maintain a constant body temperature regardless of cooler 
surroundings, often higher than their environment. This lets mammals operate at higher activity levels 
at the cost of needing more food for fuel (which is why a snake can get by eating once a month and a 
dog can’t). The smaller a mammal is, the faster it loses body heat and the more it has to eat relative to 
its size. Being ‘cold-blooded’ lets some turtles stay small without having to eat much. 

 
5.) No existing turtle has teeth. They have eyelids and can blink (unlike snakes), and inner ears and can 

hear (also unlike snakes). No turtle is venomous, although eating a turtle that’s eaten toxic mushrooms 
may be dangerous. They can smell and see in color. All turtles breathe air. 

 
6.) All turtles have a shell. The top part of the shell is the carapace; the bottom part is the plastron; they 

are connected at the sides (between front and back legs) by the bridge (some, including U.S. box 
turtles, lack the bridge). In most turtles, the shell is formed by a base of bone plates, over which are lain 
down sheets of keratin (the protein your fingernails are made of) called scutes. The shell may be domed 
and very strong in land-based turtles who can’t flee quickly or hide in water from predators (i.e.: box 
turtles and tortoises), thinner and not as strong in those who rely on water for protection (i.e.: red-eared 
sliders) or even skin-covered without scutes (i.e.: softshell turtles). Some turtles can close the plastron 
against the carapace to seal the turtle in (i.e.: box turtles) but most cannot. 

 
7.) Turtles are solitary – in the wild, they don’t live in packs, form families or raise their young. Once the 

mother lays her eggs (many cover them but not all do), they’re on their own. You may see wild turtles 
basking on logs together, but this is tolerance, not community. They don’t make friends (even with 
other turtles) or play with people, and can be stressed by handling and may bite if annoyed. Individuals 
may display dominance (or aggression) and submission (or fleeing) to each other, and juveniles may be 
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more driven to feed if other turtles (competitors) are present. Whether turtles benefit from the 
intellectual stimulation of other living things (fish or turtles) moving about the tank isn’t clear. 

 
8.) All turtles are wild animals, more driven by instinct than learning. They are ‘born ready’ for life in the 

wild, without training by a parent. They’re not domesticated so their instinctive drives and behaviors 
have not been molded by many generations of selective breeding to conform to human care and 
expectation. Turtles can learn to some extent (i.e.: to beg for food and eat from your hand), but no 
matter how well you properly feed them, they’ll seek more food, gorge with every opportunity and steal 
food from each other as though they don’t know where their next meal’s coming from (since they 
don’t). 

 
9.) Turtles are long-lived. What we know of life span is anecdotal and inferential so potential life spans are 

estimates, but in general, the chicken turtle is reputedly a ‘short lived’ species with an estimated 
potential life span of ~ 18-20 years (Cris Hagen, pers. comm.). Red-eared sliders have been known to 
clear 40 years. A stinkpot at the Philadelphia Zoo lived over 54 years. Expect your turtle to live over 20 
years with good care, with 20-40 years likely and longer quite possible. 

 
10.) Turtles can carry and transmit Salmonella, bacteria that can cause the disease Salmonellosis. Many 

other animals can, too, including dogs and cats. 
 

So there’s more to a turtle than you probably thought, but understanding basic qualities about turtles 
will help you understand their care. For example, you’ll need to provide a basking heat bulb and 
submersible heater because they can’t generate their own body heat, and you should feed a turtle a lot less 
than you’d feed a furry pet of the same size least you cause obesity, organ damage and shell deformities. 
 

 
Softshells (like this juvenile male Eastern Spiny caught in Hopkinsville, KY) lack keratin plates on carapace and plastron. The shell is 

somewhat flexible and has a leather-like feel. This turtle relies on wariness, camouflage, water & speed to evade predators.
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Chapter 2: Basic Turtle Terminology. 
 
 You need to know some of the terms we use for describing turtles, their anatomy and their 
measurements. This will help you understand this book, other books and online articles. 
 
1.) Tortoise – In the U.S. hobby, people refer to the predominantly herbivorous, nearly exclusively land-
based turtles with blunt, elephant-like ‘feet’ who can’t close their shells completely as tortoises, and all 
other turtles as ‘turtles.’ Technically they’re all turtles, but it’s still a useful distinction. Be aware North 
American box turtles are omnivorous, often spend some time in water, don’t have elephant-like feet, can 
close their shells completely and are not tortoises. 

 
Desert Tortoise      Star Tortoise 

 
2.) Terrapin – In the U.S. ‘terrapin’ often refers to box turtles, but hobbyists avoid it, since it’s part of the 
name of the aquatic Diamondback Terrapin of the coastal U.S. In other countries the terms turtle, tortoise 
and terrapin are often used differently. We won’t deal with tortoises or box turtles in this book. 

 
Diamondback Terrapin      3-Toed Box Turtle 

 
3.) Basking – When a turtle leaves the water & deliberately exposes itself to a source of heat &/or light. 
Basking warms the turtle (increasing capability regarding activity, digestion and immune function) and 
exposes the skin to sunlight’s UV-B rays. 
 
4.) In respect to measurements, the apostrophe symbol ‘ represents feet and the quotation mark “ represents 
inches. 
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5.) #.#.# - A listing of turtle maturity and gender in a group, in order of known males, known females and 
unsexed juveniles (i.e.: a stinkpot collection listed as 2.5.3 has 2 males, 5 females & 3 unsexed juveniles). 
 
6.) Taxonomy – An ordered system of naming reflecting natural relationships. Life forms (a.k.a. organisms) 
are organized into a hierarchical system of groups based on presumed relatedness via evolution. Plants and 
animals are distinguished at the level of Kingdom (Kingdom Animalia). From there, we keep going to 
Phylum Chordata (animals with a hollow dorsal nervous cord), Subphylum Vertebrata (animals with 
well-differentiated spinal cords), Class Sauropsida (Reptiles & Birds), Subclass Anapsida (turtles & 
some extinct relatives), Order Testudines (Turtles). The turtles are broken down into Super Families 
(where softshells and Fly River turtles separate from the hard-shelled turtles), Families (leatherback sea 
turtles in one and all other sea turtles in another, mud & musk turtles in another, etc…)), Subfamilies, 
genera and species (even subspecies). As a non-turtle example, dogs, wolves and coyotes are all in genus 
Canis and along with foxes are in Family Canidae, but the fox is in genus Vulpes. Cats are in Family 
Felidae. We may infer dogs and coyotes are more closely related than dogs and foxes, and that dogs and 
foxes are more closely related than dogs and cats. (Note: all domestic dogs are one species, although 
different breeds). 
 
7.) Genus – A taxonomic group of organisms presumed closely related via evolution and who share 
significant characteristics. Examples (Canis – dogs, wolves, coyotes, Trachemys – slider turtles, Graptemys 
– map turtles, Sternotherus – musk turtles). Different species in the same genus can often interbreed. 
Sometimes species of different genera can breed (i.e.: a red-eared slider and a Mississippi map turtle). 
 
8.) Species – A taxonomic group of closely related organisms capable of interbreeding. There may still be 
some variation within the species (esp. regionally over large geographic areas). 
 
9.) Subspecies – A taxonomic subdivision of a species consisting of an interbreeding distinctive group of 
individuals. Often geographically isolated but not always. Examples: False Map Turtle/Mississippi Map 
Turtle, Loggerhead Musk Turtle/Stripe-neck Musk Turtle. 
 
10.) Scientific Name – The official name of a species (or subspecies) in the taxonomic system recognized 
by the scientific community. It is composed of 2 parts, the Genus (in italics, first letter capitalized) and the 
specific epithet (in italics, all lower case - denotes the specific species within the genus). Scientific names 
are Latin (or Latinized), a ‘dead’ language (in other words not in common use by any large group outside 
the scientific community; in this way they are standardized worldwide without regard to language or 
nationality, and unlikely to be misused and distorted by the lay public). Sub-species have a 3’rd designation 
after the specific epithet, also all lower case. Examples: The map turtles are all in genus Graptemys; the 
Texas map turtle’s specific epithet is versa, the False Map & its sub-species the Mississippi Map share the 
specific epithet pseudogeographica, and are distinguished by their sub-species specifiers 
psuedogeographica and kohnii. 
 Map Turtles – Genus Graptemys. 
 Texas Map Turtle – Graptemys versa. 
 False Map Turtle – Graptemys pseudogeographica pseudogeographica. 
 Mississippi Map Turtle - Graptemys pseudogeographica kohnii. 
 
11.) Common Name – Any name (other than the taxonomic scientific name recognized by the scientific 
community) of an organism in usage. For example, a dog’s common name is ‘dog’ (also ‘pooch’) but its 
scientific name is Canis familiaris. 
 
12.) Hibernation – A dormant state entered by organisms (mainly mammals) to wait out a cold season 
characterized by greatly reduced metabolic activity (i.e.: slowed heart rate), surviving off nutrition stores in 
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the body and lowered respiratory rate and body temperature. Usually done in a sheltered environment. True 
hibernators are typically unconscious and don’t rouse readily. Warning: Bears aren’t true hibernators and 
do rouse fairly readily! 
 
13.) Brumation – Very similar to hibernation. The degree of dormancy varies and the animal may even be 
active on warm days. The animal may well be conscious or easily rousable if warm enough. Some animals’ 
reproductive cycle is tied to brumation and it may induce breeding behavior afterward. Reptiles in 
temperate climates may brumate, but many tropical species cannot. 
 
14.) Aestivation – A state of reduced activity (and consciousness, although the animal may be rousable), 
typically in shelter, used to wait out unfavorable hot conditions (i.e.: a chicken turtle may leave a drying 
Carolina Bay in the Summer and hide in a burrow in the forest floor until cooler weather in the Fall, then 
return to the replenished water body). 
 
15.) UV-A & B – Ultraviolet is a high energy, short wave-length light whose wavelength (‘color’) is 
invisible to the human eye. Comes in 3 forms (wavelength ranges), UV-A, UV-B & UV-C. UV-A is visible 
to some animals (some birds, reptiles & insects) and may impact behavior. UV-B enables conversion of a 
precursor to Vitamin D3 in the body; excess UV-B exposure causes sunburn in humans. UV-C is screened 
out by the ozone layer, & would be dangerous (i.e.: burns, cancer) but is used in enclosed housings by UV 
Sterilizers to kill algae & other microbes. 
 
16.) Herp – Short for Herptile, a common slang term for reptiles and amphibians. 
 
17.) Herping – Searching for and observing reptiles and amphibians in the field; analogous to bird 
watching. 

Basic Anatomy 

 
Leucistic Common Snapper 
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Carapace – The upper portion of the shell.   Juvenile Northern Map 
Plastron – The lower portion of the shell. 
Bridge – The side connecting structure between the carapace and the plastron. 
Hinge – Some turtle shells have a cross ways hinge on the plastron allowing some mobility. In North 
American box turtles this lets the turtle seal the shell shut. Some water turtles have hinges and some don’t. 
Mud turtles have 2 hinges; box turtles have 1. 
Scute – A keratin plate – they form the exterior surface of the shell (carapace, bridge and plastron). Keratin 
is the protein human hair and fingernails are made from. 
Gular – Refers to the throat. In turtles, it’s usually a reference to a pair of scutes at the front of the plastron. 
In most mud & musk turtles the gular scutes are merged into a single gular scute. The razorback musk turtle 
lacks the gular scute. Loggerhead musk and razorback musk turtles look very similar as hatchlings, but 
loggerhead’s have a gular scute. Some turtles have a single scute in front of the gulars, called the intergular 
scute, but a mud/musk’s front scute is a gular, not an intergular. 
Nuchal – Refers to the neck. In turtles it usually refers to a small marginal scute on the anterior carapace 
just above the neck (a.k.a. cervical scute). 
Straight Carapace Length (SCL) – The straight-line length from the front of the middle of the carapace 
(right above the head) to the rear of the middle of the carapace (in other words, the length of the carapace, 
middle-front to middle-back). 
Cloaca – The area inside from the vent, which collects both urine and feces (sort of a cross between the 
rectum and bladder in humans); reproductive excretions and eggs also pass through it. 
Vent – The hole where wastes leave the body, comparable to the human anus. 
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Chapter 3: Turtles as Pets; Are They Right for You? 
 
 Now that you know what a turtle is, let’s talk about what a turtle needs and whether one is right for 
you. If you want one or are undecided, you need to learn about the different kinds and their care. Let’s open 
with an overview to get a general idea of what’s involved. 
 
How Big Do They Get - Most hatch about the size of a 50 cent piece. Hatchlings of the smaller species 
(i.e.: mud and musk turtles) may be slighter larger than a dime and look like little beetles. They grow fairly 
fast the first year, depending on genetics and environment (especially protein intake), and the most 
common reach an SCL (straight carapace length) of around 2.5” – 4” the first year, but top out at 5” – 12” 
as adults. Most are oval-shaped and moderately domed but much less than a box turtle (snapping turtles and 
softshells can get much larger than 12” and have unusual shapes and characteristics we’ll deal with later). 
Female sliders, painteds and cooters get larger than males, female map and softshell turtles get much larger 
than males, gender makes little difference in mud/musk and spotted turtle size and male snappers are larger 
than females.  In short, most North American Turtles common in the pet trade (red-eared sliders, painted 
turtles, cooters) get from larger than a milk saucer up to dinner plate-sized, mud/musk turtles are roughly 
between a Jumbo large egg and a standard computer mouse, some female cooters, softshells and all 
common snappers get huge, and male alligator snappers get boulder-sized. 
 

 
 
What Kind of Enclosure Do They Need – You can start with a 20 gallon long aquarium for hatchlings 
(but it’s cheaper to start with the adult enclosure); as adults the smallest turtles (i.e.: mud turtles) need at 
least a 20 gallon long tank, medium-sized turtles (i.e.: male red-eared sliders) at least a 75 gallon tank, and 
larger turtles (i.e.: female red-eared sliders) larger tanks (typically ~ 125 gallons). You can start out with a 
cheap 40 gallon plastic storage bin from a dime store (but sides bow if filled > ½ way) or stock tank; much 
cheaper, but the walls aren’t transparent. 
 

Considering a hatchling slider? Those 
cute little green turtles at the pet store? 
You’d better consider the adult female it 
may become… (That’s my friend Wallob 
holding a juvenile & adult female). 
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What Kind of Equipment Will I Need? 
 

Minimum You’ll probably want to add 
An Aquarium, storage tub or stock tank. Driftwood/logs (real or synthetic). 
A Basking Platform. Plants (real or synthetic). 
A lamp with a basking bulb (for heat). A UV-B bulb. 
A Gravel Vacuum (if no Python). A Python No Spill Clean ‘N Fill System. 
A Powerful Filter (rated at least 2x what you’d use 
for fish in that size tank) – must have biomedia. 

Extra biomedia. 

Water and air thermometer(s). Tongs to grab things off the bottom (keep arm dry). 
A submersible heater. A heater guard (to minimize burn risk). 
Algae Scraper Pad. Possibly a bed of river rocks, too large to swallow. 
Bottle of dechlorinator (that also handles 
chloramines). 

A natural looking aquarium background paper 
(taped to the back of the tank). 

 
 Minimum - a heat lamp for basking, a basking platform, a submersible heater to maintain a good water 
temperature, a strong filter (at least twice what you’d use for a same-sized fish tank), a gravel vacuum, a 
bottle of dechlorinator (that also handles chloramines), a thermometer (to monitor water and at least test 
basking platform temp.s), an algae scraper (to keep algae on the front tank wall from obscuring visibility) 
and a can of a good brand name commercial turtle food (i.e.: ReptoMin® or Mazuri®). You will probably 
want a Python No Spill Clean ‘N Fill system (or its competitor, a Lee’s Aquarium & Pet Products Co.’s 
The Ultimate Gravel Vac®) to simplify tank cleaning and water changes, a fluorescent (or mercury vapor) 
UV-B bulb (i.e.: ReptiSun® 5.0 or 10.0), and driftwood and/or rocks and plants (synthetic or real) to 
provide tank ‘furniture’ (giving the turtle an interesting environment to hunt, cover for security and a 
resting area near the surface to reduce fatigue). Bare-bottom tanks are easier to clean and keep clean, but 
many keepers prefer the look of a bed of gravel or (increasingly popular) river rocks (large gravel most 
turtles can’t swallow). 
 
What Will I Feed Them – Most U.S. turtles are fed a staple diet of quality brand name commercial pellets, 
varied with various live (i.e.: earthworms, crickets, mealworms) and frozen (i.e.: bloodworms, krill) foods 
and plants (i.e.: Romaine lettuce, Anacharis, duckweed and dandelion greens). A good starting schedule is 
to offer a small portion of the higher protein food (i.e.: commercial pellets and animal products) daily the 
first 6 months of life, then every other day the next 6 months, then feed 2 – 3 times weekly for life. Green 
leafy plants my be offered daily for graze-at-will, but be wary of higher protein plants (i.e.: duckweed) if 
intake is strong and the turtle grows too fast. Turtles past early hatchling stage can easily go a week without 
eating which comes in handy if you take long trips. Some people use vitamin and mineral supplements (i.e.: 
calcium and vitamin D3). 
 
Are They an Appropriate Pet for Children – Only if the parent assumes ultimate responsibility and 
ensures proper care is given. Turtles are interesting up front but get monotonous over time to many 
children, who lack adult standards of duty and responsibility. Turtles make fine family pets for many. 
Young children often want to hold, ‘pat’ and play with small animals; at best this is needless and stressful 
for the turtle, and can lead to sick or injured turtles and grieving or bitten children at risk for contracting 
Salmonellosis. Turtles are ‘look at’ pets, like fish, not ‘play with’ pets like dogs and cats. 
 
How Much of a Chore is Upkeep – A 125 gallon aquarium is not simply emptied with buckets, carried 
out back and dumped out, scrubbed out and refilled. Feeding is usually easy; most turtles come to be fed. 
Feeding in a separate container to improve tank hygiene (optional) adds a little work. Many use a Python 
(or gravel vacuum) to siphon out most of the tank water every 2 to 4 weeks, sucking up bottom crud in the 
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process, then refill via Python attached to the sink. Some take steps (like pouring bleach in the sink 
afterward) hoping to reduce Salmonella risk. For a single tank, maintenance takes about 20 minutes to an 
hour every week or two. About weekly we scrape the front tank wall with an algae pad for aesthetics and 
visibility. Filters need servicing when their flow rate drops off; this varies from monthly to every few 
months. 
 
What Do They Cost – Little to buy, a lot to own. The most common in the pet trade may run $10 apiece or 
less (i.e.: red-eared sliders), most run a bit higher (i.e.: $15 – 20 for painted turtles), some are moderate 
range (i.e.: $75 for hatchling black-knobbed map turtles or chicken turtles) and some quite expensive (i.e.: 
$125 for hatchling spotted turtles, $135 for Blandings turtles, $300 for Pacific Pond Turtles). On the other 
hand, a well equipped 75 gallon aquarium setup with oak cabinet, powerful canister filter, good lighting 
system and accessories may run ~ $1,000. The purchase price is a small fraction of the total cost of 
ownership and they live for decades, so get the turtle you want, not the ‘cheapest.’ 
 
Are They Legal – Varies by species and state (see Appendix V. for nation-wide legalities, esp. the 4” 
Law). Check with your state’s Department of Natural Resources to see if there are state laws regarding 
ownership of certain species and how they enter your state. Laws may change in the future; if a legally held 
species is outlawed in the future, you might stay legal having ‘grandfathered it in.’ For that reason, always 
keep receipts/packing slips and a record of when, from whom and where the turtle was purchased (or 
caught). 
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Chapter 4: Housing a Turtle. 
 
 Most turtles are kept in glass aquariums, but you have a range of options including acrylic 
aquariums, medium-sized plastic storage bins (~ $15-25 at Wal-mart®, K Mart®, etc…), stock tanks, pre-
formed ponds, liner-based or concrete ponds and kiddie pools. Most turtles are kept indoors but some are 
kept outdoors part or all year long.  
 

First, figure out how large an enclosure you need – if you’re set on a given species that may answer 
the question, but money or space may determine this for you. Second, decide how important it is to view 
the turtle through the enclosure walls – only glass and acrylic aquariums are suitable for this, but they’re 
the most expensive. Third, decide whether you’ll keep your turtle outdoors all or part of the year. Fourth, 
indoors what’s the largest size enclosure you can afford/accommodate? 

 
Step 1: Determine the Enclosure Size. 
 

 Although hardy enough to exist in small, substandard housing, turtles deserve a large enough water 
area to allow good mobility and exercise, some mental stimulation, and keep wastes diluted between water 
changes. There are varied rules of thumb in practice; 1 gallon (tank size) per inch of SCL, a water depth at 
least equal to SCL, as much as you can give, etc… Our recommendations are based on practical 
experience, size, activity level, waste control and personal judgment. 
 

1.) Small Enclosures (29 – 55 gallons) are suitable for our smallest turtles – musk turtles, mud 
turtles, spotted turtles and male southern painted, Texas and Cagles map turtles. 55 Gallon 
aquariums are typically 4 feet long and tall enough for larger species (like a 75 gallon), but the 
front-to-back ‘depth’ is very narrow. A small mud turtle or two might do in a 20 gallon long. 

2.) Medium Enclosures (75 – 90 gallons) are suitable for medium-sized turtles such as male sliders, 
male painted turtles (and some female southern painteds), male map turtles, female Texas and 
Cagles map turtles, male chicken turtles, male spiny and smooth softshell turtles and (either 
gender) Chinese softshell and Pacific Pond turtles. 75 gallon aquariums are typically the length 
and width of 55 gallon tanks, but roomier front-to-back. 90 gallon tanks are often just taller 
versions of 75 gallon tanks. 

3.) Large Enclosures (125 gallon to 240 gallon & up) – are suitable for larger or more active 
medium-sized turtles such as female sliders and western painted turtles, female map turtles, 
most cooters, male Florida, female smooth and small-to-medium female spiny softshell turtles, 
Blandings turtles, female chicken turtles and common snappers. 

4.) Ponds – over 240 gallons most people turn to stock tank, concrete or liner-based ponds, ranging 
from 300 gallons to well over 1,000 gallons. Ponds are suitable for large common snappers, 
female spiny and large female smooth softshells, the largest female cooters and groups of turtles 
(i.e.: a red-eared slider collection) or a mix of turtles and fish. Most ponds are outdoors, so 
except for the extreme southern U.S. you must let your turtles brumate or bring them in for the 
winter (and base your decisions on the smaller, indoor enclosure). In areas with harsh winters 
where brumation is planned it’s recommended the pond be in-ground and at least 4 feet deep at 
some point. 

Standard Rectangular Aquarium Size Appropriate For These Species 
Small – 29-55 Gallons Musk (stinkpot, razorback, loggerhead, stripe-neck), 

Mud (eastern, Mississippi, Florida, 3-striped, 
yellow), Spotted, male southern painted, male Texas 
map, male Cagles map, male black-knobbed map. 

Medium – 75-90 Gallons Male sliders, male painted turtles, female southern 
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painted turtles, female Texas & Cagles maps, male 
map turtles, male chicken turtles, Chinese softshells, 
male spiny & smooth softshells, Pacific Pond 
Turtles. 

Large – 125-240 Gallons Large female sliders, most cooters, large female 
western painteds, female map turtles, female 
chicken turtles, female smooth & small-to-medium 
spiny softshells, male Florida softshells, common 
snappers. 

Ponds – 300 Gallons & Up Large female cooters, large female spiny softshells, 
female Florida softshells, female alligator snappers. 
A large adult male alligator snapper should have a 
massive enclosure – roughly 800 gallons & up. 

 
Step 2: Determine the Enclosure Type. 

 
1.) Glass Aquariums – the gold standard in pet turtle keeping. They come in a range of standard 

sizes (commonly used are 20 gallon long, 29, 55, 75, 125 & 240 gallon tanks). Glass is fairly 
strong, scratch resistant, cheap at small tank sizes, offers great visibility, many algae scrapers 
and exterior tank glass cleaners are available for it and accessories with suction cups stick right 
to it. Custom tanks are available. On the other hand, they are expensive, very heavy and often 
cannot be shipped at larger sizes (I’ve seen 2 grown men strain to carry a dry, empty Oceanic 
200 gallon tank, and 4 men carry a Glasscages.com 240 gallon tank only with great (and 
dangerous) effort). Broken glass is dangerous. Glass tanks typically use tempered glass for the 
bottom; tempered glass is stronger but if it breaks, it tends to shatter. You can buy glass tanks 
with drilled holes for filtration (common for reef tank keepers) but getting holes drilled later is a 
hassle. Many turtle keepers choose tanks 125 gallons and up. One of your local pet stores can 
probably special order a large (over 125 gallon) aquarium (glass or acrylic). GlassCages.com is 
located in Dixon, Tennessee and delivers to some reptile expo.s they attend.  

 
2.) Acrylic Aquariums – Similar to glass aquariums, much more resistant to blunt trauma (and 

don’t shatter), lighter, have better light transmission than glass and insulate the water better. A 
number of vendors will custom-build one for you, and can make them in strange shapes. But 
acrylic is more expensive than glass (prices narrow with larger sizes) and prone to scratches 
(how easily rectified these are is subject to debate). Larger acrylic tanks may have a partially 
covered top with ‘port holes,’ limiting accessibility (no small problem; a 240 gallon tank may be 
2’ tall and on a 2-3’ stand; reaching in is a challenge!). Turtles tend to spend a lot of time 
begging at tank-side or trying to swim through the tank walls, scratch the walls with their claws 
and scrape the carapace edge along them. Tenecor Innovative Solutions in Phoenix, Arizona 
makes the Ultraquarium line and a number of resellers carry it (maybe one near you!). Overall, 
we recommend glass over acrylic for turtles for most setups. 

 
3.) Plastic Storage Bins – These are the $10-25 plastic tubs at general stores like Wal-mart®. The 

40-50 gallon size rectangular tubs are a great cheap alternative to small glass aquariums for the 
tight budget. They’re light-weight and come in a range of shapes, sizes and colors (some are 
partially transparent, but not enough to watch your turtles through). Bonus feature – after the 
turtle’s through with it, it’s handy around the house, sparing you ‘empty tank syndrome’ (left-
over small aquariums have a way of getting filled…). But the sides bow out badly if filled over 
~ ½ full (you can build a support frame around it with boards, but that adds cost and work), and 
tank accessories with suction cups won’t stick to the walls. Some power filters like 
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AquaClears® may not hang vertically and can spill water on your floor. A good choice for 
temporary housing (i.e.: juvenile aquatics, hospital tank or ‘quarantine’ tank for sick turtles); 
popular for box turtles (who’ve a rep. for persistently trying to walk through transparent walled 
aquariums). 

 
4.) Waterland Tubs Water Enclosures – Large long rectangular enclosures with a smaller land 

section at one end, then a sloping easy grip ramp into the moderately shallow water section that 
runs most of the length of the tub. Made of high density polyethylene with UV-stabilizers. 
Optional lid available for small tub. A fine choice for small species, those preferring shallow 
water (i.e.: spotted turtles) and breeding females who need to lay. There are 2 sizes; Small (15 
lbs, 55”x 25”x 1’ – 6” water depth) and Medium (60 lbs, 76”x35”x 2’ – 11” water depth). 
http://www.waterlandtubs.com/. 

 
 

5.) Vision Tubs – Large rectangular plastic tubs. 3 Sizes: Small (40”x 26”x 11”), Medium (68”x 
35”x 14”) and Large (76”x 40”x 22”). Medium available in granite finish but large are white. 
http://www.visionproducts.us/cages/htm/tubs.html. 
 

6.) Fiberglass Tubs – Fiberglass is opaque and expensive, but far lighter than glass and thinner 
than acrylic. You can see some at Aquatic Eco-Systems, Inc. (www.aquaticeco.com). 
 

7.) Stock Tanks – medium-to-large tubs made of metal or plastic compounds (some hard, some 
soft and flexible) used to feed and water livestock outdoors year round. Usually round or oval 
and up to 2.5’ deep. Built to withstand abuse from cattle and climatic extremes, stock tanks vary 
from moderately to very blunt trauma and weather-resistant. Stock tanks are much cheaper than 
glass aquariums, available in very large sizes (300 gallon Rubbermaid® stock tanks are 
common at farm supply stores, but stock tanks ~ 600-1,000 gallons aren’t unusual). But you 
can’t see through the walls, and larger tubs may not fit through door ways. A popular semi-
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flexible medium-large stock tank that fits through most doorways is the Tuff Stuff Products 140 
gallon heavy duty oval tank (38”x 56” x 20”) made of recycled LDPE. (Tuff Stuff Products™: 
http://www.tufftubs.com/). The largest I’ve seen fit through a normal house doorway is the 
Freeland Industries 300 gallon ‘Poly-tuf’ poly stock tank (82” long, 48” wide, 25 ¾” tall) made 
of ‘structural foam’ and rigid (http://www.freelandind.com/portatubtank.htm). Another popular 
large, rigid, nearly circular stock tank is the Rubbermaid® 300 gallon stock tank (5’ 3 ¼” long, 
5’ 9” wide, 25” tall), made of ‘structural foam’ (feels like thick, hard plastic). I prefer the 
roughly 1,000 gallon poly stock tanks (some manufacturers include Behlen® Country and Sioux 
Steel Co. (Dura Life® line)). Circular 1,000 gallon poly stock tanks tend to be ~ 9’ diameter and 
2.5’ deep.  

 
Freeland Industries 300 gallon ‘Poly-Tuf’ stock tank in my kitchen. 

 
8.) Pre-Formed Ponds – common at hardware and garden supply stores, these hard plastic molds 

are set in-ground, offer a large surface area and variable depth (often with ‘plant shelves’ around 
the perimeter) and are affordable. But they typically hold a low water volume for their size, 
aren’t deep enough for safe brumation in cold climates, require you to dig a large hole, are at 
risk to overheat in extended hot sun exposure and you must build a walled enclosure around it 
since turtles will otherwise exit and leave (some turtles can climb and dig). Most pre-formed 
ponds are quite shallow by pond standards, and have plant shelves. These shelves offer raccoons 
a place to sit in the water and ‘fish’ for your turtles, so for ponds in areas vulnerable to raccoon 
visitation (rural or suburban not fenced in with a resident dog; many suburbs have raccoons and 
don’t know it!), be wary of using pre-formed ponds. 
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This small fish pond is a good example. A rigid preformed shell is put in a hole & the surface perimeter surrounded by overhanging slabs of 

rock. Often a water fall or fountain is used for aesthetics &/or aeration. It’d need an escape-proof perimeter if used for turtles. 
 

9.) Liner-based Ponds – Theory – dig a big hole any shape/depth you want, put a liner in it and fill 
with water. Practice – put a lot of work into digging a huge hole, line with an additional 
protective layer (i.e.: underlayment, old carpet) or sand, put the liner on top of that, smooth out 
the folds as best you can, line the perimeter of the hole with rocks or blocks to conceal the liner 
(for a ‘natural’ look), and be watchful since tree roots are a hazard. Some large, powerful turtles 
like adult snappers might pose a danger to some liners. They wear out over a very long time 
(may last well over 20 years) and can be patched (if you know where the leak is). In the U.S. I 
currently recommend use of EPDM (a popular brand is Firestone®) liners rather than PVC or 
polyethylene liners. In Europe Butyl liners are very popular, and they have a U.S. following 
also. Liner-based pond design is very flexible, and lets you incorporate features such as a 
skimmer (which you’ll want, but need to jury-rig a screen over the mouth of to keep turtles out), 
a large filter and possibly even a water fall. Before you touch a shovel, do a lot of online 
research on liner-based pond design, focusing on ponds designed for Koi (large, high-waste 
producing fish). Planning your filtration system (skimmer, hose/pipe connections, filter, pump, 
UV-Sterilizer, possibly bottom drain) is a major challenge. Many koi keepers recommend 
bottom drains, involved to install but said to be worth it. 

 
10.) Concrete Ponds – Built properly, they’re durable. Unfortunately, they’re labor-intensive, 

expensive to build, require some expertise (properly mixing, applying and curing concrete, 
etc…), and cannot be moved or easily modified after construction. A great choice for people 
who get it right the first time! As permanent yard fixtures they’re only for land owners, not 
renters, and for in-ground ponds you must dig a huge hole. I strongly you start with at least one 
liner-based pond to ‘learn the ropes’ before you even consider a concrete pond. 

 
11.) Landscape Timber Liner Ponds – I’ve seen rectangular ‘boxes’ made of landscape timbers 

(which can be held together different ways) with the interior space water-proofed with a pond 
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liner. You can use river rock for a bottom substrate or leave it bare. It’s a good way to get a 
large pond indoors into a room you couldn’t fit a stock tank through (assemble it in the room!). 
You may see these outside pet stores where they contain Koi, goldfish or live plants. 

 
This Liner-based Pond is used for Koi. A turtle pond would require an escape-proof perimeter & a basking platform. 

 

 
A Liner-based Landscape Timber Pond in front of The Aquatic Critter pet store in Nashville, TN. 
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12.) Above-ground Swimming Pools – Some permanent above-ground swimming pools are 
sturdy, durable and suitable for turtle-keeping. These are the $800 - $2,000+ models intended to 
last many years, not the cheap inflatable or lower-grade pools made to amuse children. They 
tend to be about 4’ deep, 12 – 24’ diameter and are usually circular. Aquatic Eco-Systems, Inc. 
(www.aquaticeco.com), offers the Sand Dollar line. When I checked 11-26-06, they were 4’ tall, 
12’ (3,375 gallon), 16’ (6,000 gallon), 18’ (7,595 gallon), 21’ (10,337 gallon) or 24’ (13,500 
gallon) diameter, with a 20 year warranty on liner, frames and walls.  

 
Step 3: Indoor vs. Outdoor. 

 Most keepers favor indoor enclosures; some use outdoor stock tanks or ponds in summer to offer 
more space and natural sunlight part of the year. Those in the extreme southern U.S. or planning brumation 
(not recommended for newcomers) may use year-round outdoor housing. Consider this comparison: 

Indoor Enclosures Outdoor Enclosures 
You can use transparent-walled aquariums for great 
viewing. 

You can use huge stock tanks, 300 – 1,000 gallon+, 
cheap but sturdy. 

You can precisely control water temperature and 
basking platform temperature, and observe the 
turtles for signs of sickness. 

Natural sunlight is a great UV-B source, considered 
better than artificial lighting. Day-night lighting 
cycles are more natural. As long as your turtle is 
‘climate appropriate’ for current weather it should 
do fine – but beware overheating! Consider 
drilling several emergency drain holes in the side 
(of above-ground ponds) in case of heavy flooding! 

If the turtle escapes, it’s probably in the house & can 
be found (if you find it before the dog does). 

If the turtle escapes, unless it can’t penetrate a 
yard/enclosure fence it’s probably gone. 

No predators except dogs, cats, tank mates and 
visitors. 

You must ‘predator-proof’ against raccoon, dogs, 
wandering children and teenagers and possibly even 
adults. If your turtles are small cats, bullfrogs,  
crows, hawks and herons are quite dangerous. 
Turtles who spend time on land could face rats, fox, 
coyote, skunks and even shrews. 

You can observe what each turtle eats. You can’t closely monitor each turtle in a group, but 
it’s easier to offer large amounts of plant matter 
such as water hyacinth, water lettuce and such for 
forage. 

Most turtles will be personable & come to be fed. Most turtles are wary & dive into the water if 
anyone comes near. 

Aquarium filters are often sold as complete units in 
one box. 

Pond filters are typically modular, and deciding 
which products to get for your system can be 
complex & you’ve got the challenge of providing 
electrical power outdoors (to the water pump if 
nothing else). They’re very powerful for their cost. 

Many turtles can catch & kill fish in small to 
medium aquariums. 

It’s easier to keep fish with some turtles (i.e.: sliders 
and painted turtles), but you still won’t be mixing 
Koi with snappers & large softshells. 

Most aquariums on stands are high enough off the 
ground to be (reasonably) safe in the home. Tank 
gear could theoretically convey Salmonella (i.e.: 
draining the tank water into the sink via a Python 
system, or washing tank items in the sink). 

Young children can drown in very shallow water & 
can be found dead in your pond, a horrible tragedy 
even with trespassing strangers. Put a fence (with 
locked gate) around your pond at a minimum (many 
cities mandate certain standard safeguards). 
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Step 4: Determine the Substrate Type. 
 

Substrate is what (if anything) you make a layer of in the bottom of your tank. With the possible 
exception of softshell turtles, most North American water turtles don’t ‘need’ any particular substrate, so 
your aesthetic tastes and acceptance of the added maintenance burden determine your choice. Let’s take a 
look at your options. 

 
1.) No Substrate (a.k.a.; Bare-Bottom Tank) – the tank’s glass bottom is bare except for driftwood, 

rocks and plants (live or plastic). It’s very easy to ‘gravel vacuum,’ crud often collects more so in select 
areas (due to currents), and it doesn’t look nearly as bad as you’d think – by the time you add some 
naturalistic tank ornaments (i.e.: driftwood, synthetic rocks, etc…) and bushy plants, and view the tank 
from a sitting position in your chair, you’ll hardly notice the glass bottom. Many people turn to bare-bottom 
tanks after they get fed up with substrates. It does look less natural and doesn’t give the turtles good 
traction for bottom-walking. 

 
2.) Standard Aquarium Gravel Bed – the tank has ~ 2-3” of small-to-medium gravel sold for 

aquariums in expensive little bags at the pet store. People who haven’t seen natural habitat (where the 
bottom is mainly mud) think it looks natural, and it gives the turtles good traction to scamper around. It 
accumulates crud (excess food scraps, dung, shed skin, decaying live plant bits, etc…). This is the substrate 
most commonly used on under-gravel filter plates. Gravel vacuuming can remove much of the crud (a 
longer, more laborious process than a bare-bottom tank) but you’ll never get all the crud out no matter how 
much you vacuum. Many turtles mouth small bits of gravel for reasons unknown; some swallow it. There 
are rare cases of health problems due to gravel ingestion, such as intestinal prolapse (where a length of 
intestine is pushed out the vent). Though many people have used aquarium gravel for years without 
problems, some keepers avoid it due to the risks of ingestion.  

 
3.) River Rock – the tank has a layer of larger gravel similar to standard aquarium gravel but the 

rocks are too large to swallow (unless you’ve got a large snapper or female softshell). The larger stones 
have lower total surface area than a standard aquarium gravel bed, and if the bed’s thick it may be hard to 
jam a gravel vacuum tube down into it. River Rock beds trap crud, too. But for a naturalistic ‘safe’ 
substrate that gives good traction, it’s become very popular in recent years. You can buy large bags of 
River Rock cheap at gardening stores (including outdoor sections of Lowe’s® and Home Depot®). 

 
4.) Sand – the tank has a 2-3” layer of sand (likely Play Sand from a hardware store; be careful 

since not all types of sand are suitable). Sand is considered the best substrate for softshells, since they 
burrow into it and feel secure (plus their heads and necks sticking up like snakes amuse people). It looks 
somewhat naturalistic. Sand got a bad reputation for destroying filters; most aquarium filters contain an 
internal part called an impeller (usually at least partly plastic) which spins very fast to pump water. If sand 
gets sucked into the filter intake, it can damage the impeller. To prevent this either use a sponge pre-filter 
on the filter’s intake or set the intake at least 6” above the sand bed and unplug the filter during water 
changes or when moving things around the tank (since you may stir up sand). Critics also say sand may 
build up pockets of decaying crud; take care when you gravel vacuum to thrust the tube into the sand and 
stir it up a bit. Dark detritus stands out on a white sand bed, and that can get somewhat ugly (yet resembles 
natural water bottoms). Before adding sand, rinse thoroughly to release fine, light dust – sparing your tank 
cloudiness. 
 

5.) Flourite – An iron-rich brown or reddish small clay gravel medium sold for growing live aquatic 
plants. Looks like gravel but actually hard clay. Feels a bit rough on the edges but I’ve had a young male 
Eastern Spiny Softshell who burrowed into it without evident problems. Fairly expensive but quite 
attractive in a tank. Same basic issues as a standard aquarium gravel bed. It’s very important you 
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thoroughly pre-rinse Flourite before putting it in the tank. When you add water a new Flourite bed gives off 
a dense reddish cloud that may last for days. Extensive pre-rinsing makes the cloud less dense and settle 
faster but expect it anyway. 

 
6.) Tile – available in a variety of forms (i.e.: vinyl, ceramic, slate), fairly cheap, readily available at 

large chain hardware stores (i.e.: Lowe’s® & The Home Depot®) and may be cut-to-fit your tank base. It 
often comes in square blocks with obvious seams that spoil some of the natural look, and even some tiles 
with a natural rock appearance are smooth enough I question what traction the turtle would get on them. 
Actual slate tiles can be had (I’ve ordered them in a box of 5 1’x1’ square tiles at Home Depot®). You can 
drill holes in slate tile with a power drill using mortar bits (see Appendix X); drilling ceramic tiles is much 
harder (you may have to submerge them a bit and drill slowly to prevent overheating and breakage, and put 
a few layers of masking tape over the tile to keep the drill bit tip from sliding around; you’ll need at least 
carbide-tipped masonry bits and diamond-tipped or specialty ceramic-drilling bits are better still). If you 
use tile, take care to use tiles that only contain inert substances (i.e.: vinyl, ceramic, slate) – not glues, for 
example. Very few keepers use tile but I expect it to get more popular in the future. 

 
7.) Slate Pieces – sold in pet stores by the pound (said to be cheaper at rock quarries). You can add a 

few large pieces to an otherwise bare-bottom tank to make it look more natural. Slate’s edges are sharp 
enough I don’t recommend it with softshells and crud accumulates underneath so it’ll make gravel 
vacuuming the bottom a hassle (as you flip or push pieces aside). 
 
 8.) Crushed Coral – Calcium Carbonate occurs in different forms such as aragonite and limestone. 
Reef-building marine corals produce aragonite for housing and protection. Crushed aragonite (a.k.a. 
‘crushed coral’) is an abrasive substrate sold for use in marine tanks where high dissolved calcium 
carbonate and hard water buffered into the alkaline pH range are desired (typical for salt water tanks, not 
most fresh). It’s sometimes used in the brackish water setups of some Diamondback Terrapins. Surprisingly 
given that they resemble softshell turtles, the exotic Fly River Turtle (native to hard, alkaline waters in 
Australia & elsewhere) is said to do well with a crushed coral substrate (Jan Matiaska, pers. com.). Until 
real world experience proves otherwise, I don’t recommend it for North American softshells; they love to 
burrow and should have non-abrasive setups as they are vulnerable to wounds getting infected. 

 
I recommend newcomers to the hobby start out with a bare-bottom tank. Most start with a standard 

aquarium gravel bed but it’s expensive, work to clean while you have it, and work to get rid of when you 
choose to ditch it (getting those last few bits out is harder than you think).  
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A Bit About Outdoor Ponds 
 
 Most keepers start out with an indoor setup but many later craft an outdoor ‘summer pond.’ If you 
opt for an outdoor setup, you’ll face the challenge of getting electricity to the pond equipment (pump, UV-
Sterilizer, possibly a submersible pond light). It is beyond our scope to give professional advice on safely 
mixing water and electricity; you’re on your own! I’ll show you what I’m doing, with no safety guarantees 
given or implied. I have a large extension cord (made for outdoor use) running out a spare room window 
(plugged into an inside ground fault circuit interrupter outlet) to a weighted down (with content) garbage 
can. The extension cord (which has 3 outlets) runs into the garbage can. Cords from my pond equipment 
run from over the pond edge to the garbage can interior. They are plugged into the extension cord. The lid 
is placed on the garbage can top (loosely, since power cords run over the rim), and a large black plastic 
garbage bag is turned upside down and slipped over the top of the garbage can like a sock on a foot, 
secured with duct tape. This is for water-proofing and to secure the lid. 
 
 Outdoor setups face risks of overheating and flooding. Use a thermometer to monitor water temp.s. 
You can let floating water plants (i.e.: water hyacinth, water lettuce) cover most of the surface to keep sun 
off the water. Shade is quite effective; trees (which dump a lot of leaves in the pond), suspended platforms 
(i.e.: plywood sheets, tarps – make sure it can’t fall into the pond and let the inmates escape!), and putting 
the pond in-ground instead of above-ground will cool it. Shade Cloth is a product that partially screens out 
sunlight, letting a percentage through (which varies depending on which you buy). Kiddie pool setups with 
shallow water and full sun exposure are at risk to overheat and it’s a terrible way to die. For small ponds 
you can freeze 2L water-filled soda bottles at night and put them in the pond by day. If my large stock tank 
overheats I run the water hose a few minutes to get cool water, put it in the stock tank, and let cool water 
run in while warm water drains out my overflow ‘flood prevention’ holes. 
 
 Recent years in the U.S. have shown hurricanes can disrupt weather patterns across much of the 
U.S. I didn’t think southwestern KY could get 8” or so of rain within a few hours and flood my 1,000 
gallon poly stock tank; it happened. Now I drill a few ‘overflow’ holes at opposite ends of the tank (in case 
floating plants/roots/etc…block some holes) – this also lets me cool the tank (as described above) and clean 
the crud film off the surface (by overflowing it out the drain holes). On the topic of weather, one keeper 
had animals in a metal stock tank killed when lightning struck a nearby tree. 
 
 It may surprise you to learn your turtles will escape your backyard pond given the chance, however 
large it looks to you. In-ground ponds require walls or fencing (if turtles can climb out of the pond) or (to 
keep them in) the top edge to extend out over the water (to prevent climb-outs) to establish an escape-proof 
perimeter. Some can climb wire fencing! Railroad crossties (which I suspect could contain toxic 
preservatives, & might be rough enough for a skilled climber to climb), stacked and secured landscape 
timbers, many options exist, but know some species dig into the ground (especially mud turtles) and may 
aestivate for weeks, most climb fairly well thanks to fore-claws, and escaped turtles are prone to head for a 
wall/fence and run the perimeter looking for a way out (so if there’s just one place in your backyard fence a 
turtle could squeeze out, he may find it). While above-ground ponds may let you forgo fencing, beware 
potential ‘bridges’ like falling tree limbs and sturdy floating water plants (i.e.: water hyacinth) growing too 
close to the enclosure edge. 
 
 Predator-proofing ponds has its own entry in Appendix IX. Some turtles die inexplicably when 
transferred to outdoor setups; for most common pet species, wait until nightly lows are in the mid. 60’s, 
highs in the 70’s, & water temp.s at least the lower 70’s. You may prepare them for outdoor temp. 
fluctuations by periodically turning off indoor submersible heaters at night, and add some pond water to the 
aquarium to expose them weeks before to some of the pond’s microbes (in theory to develop an immune 
response). In theory pond lighting at night might help prevent disorientation and drowning. 
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Sample Setups 
 
 Let’s see some real world examples of turtle setups. (Note: these prices are rough estimates, high 
enough to reflect tax &/or shipping, but consistent with online vendors (except tank combo. & stand). 
Buying the entire system local retail will cost more). If you start out with a small setup for hatchlings and 
later move to a large adult setup, you’ll spend a lot more money vs. starting out with the final setup. 

29 Gallon Setup for a Stinkpot.  
1.) 29 Gallon Glass Aquarium ~ $50. 
2.) Stand. ~ $65. 
3.) Black Clamp Lamp with Ceramic/Porcelin socket for heat bulb ~ $20. 
4.) 1 100 watt submersible heater & heater guard ~ $25. 
5.) 1 Fluval® 305 Canister Filter (media included) ~ $135. 
6.) Medium-Turtle Ramp ~ $15. 
7.) Digital Thermometer ~ $10. 
8.) 1 Can ReptoMin® Aquatic Turtle Food ~ $10. 
9.) Python System for water changes ~ $30. 
10.) 1 Bag of ‘River Pebbles’ from Lowe’s® ~ $10. 
11.) Standard 75 watt incandescent light bulb ~ $1. 
12.) 1 ReptiSun® 5.0 tube fluorescent bulb for UV-B ~ $25. 
Total: ~ $400. 
Budget Options: Use a plastic storage bin from Wal-mart® & build a frame of 2x4” boards 
to reinforce the sides & prevent bowing outward. 

 

 

 
20 Gallon long tank with a power filter & artificial plants. The basking platform should be closer to the water surface. Hatchling 
common snapper in the middle foreground (Note: tank deeper than ideal for this species; there’s structure to rest near the surface). 
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75 Gallon setup for a male Mississippi Map and male red-eared slider.  
1.) 75 Gallon glass aquarium combo. with fluorescent light hood & glass canopy  ~ $350. 
2.) Oak Stand Cabinet ~ $375. 
3.) Black Clamp Lamp with Ceramic/Porcelin socket for heat bulb ~ $20. 
4.) 1 250 watt Stainless Steel submersible heater ~ $40. 
5.) 1 Rena FilStar XP3 Canister Filter with additional purchase of biomedia ~ $100. 
6.) Large Turtle Ramp  ~ $30. 
7.) Digital Thermometer ~ $10. 
8.) 1 Can ReptoMin® Aquatic Turtle Food ~ $10. 
9.) Python System for water changes ~ $30. 
10.) 2 Bags of 'River Pebbles' from Lowe's® (cheaper than pet store gravel) ~ $15. 
11.) 100 watt Ceramic Heat Emitter (more expensive but longer lasting than light bulbs) ~ $25. 
12.) 1 ReptiSun® 10.0 tube fluorescent bulb for UV-B ~ $25. 
(Use in place of one of the fluorescent bulbs that came with your tank combo. with this bulb, nearest the basking platform).  
Total:  ~ $1,030. 
Budget Options: use a pond filter (noisier but cheaper & good mechanical filtration for water 
clarity), build your own basking platform, use a regular 100 watt light bulb for basking heat & 
a large stock tank (warning: stock tanks look 'smaller' for their volume than glass aquariums 
& you can't see through the walls). 

 

 

 
75 Gallon Tank on cherry wood stand with 2 65-watt power compact fluorescent lights, a clamp lamp (with mercury vapor basking & 
UV-B bulb), 2 large Turtle Docks, real driftwood, synthetic log and stump, plenty of Anacharis and a floating aquatic fern in genus 
Salvinia. A musk turtle is visible in the front lower right-hand corner. Filtration via an Eheim® Pro II 2028. 
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75 Gallon shallow water setup (on cherry wood stand) with hanging silk plants for backwall, synthetic white log, driftwood, large piece 
of cork bark for basking platform, single 95 watt power compact fluorescent lighting fixture, clamp lamp with heat and UV-B bulb, 
and filtered via an Eheim® Pro II 2028. Contains live Anacharis. Suitable setup for Eastern & Mississippi Mud and Spotted Turtles. 
 

125 Gallon setup for a large female red-eared slider, Florida Red-belly turtle & a 
stinkpot. 

 

1.) 125 Gallon glass aquarium combo. with fluorescent light hood & glass canopy  ~ $650. 
2.) Oak Stand Cabinet ~ $450. 
3.) Black Clamp Lamp with Ceramic/Porcelin socket for heat bulb ~ $20. 
4.) 2 200 watt Stainless Steel submersible heaters ~ $40. 
5.) 2 Rena FilStar XP3 Canister Filters with additional purchase of biomedia ~ $200. 
6.) Large Turtle Ramp (for female RES or big males plan to build your own platform) ~ $30. 
7.) Digital Thermometer ~ $10. 
8.) 1 Can ReptoMin® Aquatic Turtle Food ~ $10. 
9.) Python System for water changes ~ $30. 
10.) 3 Bags of 'River Pebbles' from Lowe's® (cheaper than pet store gravel) ~ $25. 
11.) 100 watt Ceramic Heat Emitter (more expensive but longer lasting than light bulbs) ~ $25. 
12.) 1 ReptiSun® 10.0 tube fluorescent bulb for UV-B ~ $25. 
(Use in place of one of the fluorescent bulbs that came with your tank combo. with this bulb, nearest the basking platform).  
Total:  ~ $1,500. 
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Budget Options: use a PondMaster® 1700 or similar pond filter (noisier but cheaper & good 
mechanical filtration for water clarity), a single 300 watt stainless steel heater (no fall back if 
one fails), build your own basking platform, use a regular 100 watt light bulb for basking heat 
& a large stock tank (warning: stock tanks look 'smaller' for their volume than glass 
aquariums & you can't see through the walls. A 140 gallon Tuff Stuff Products™ stock tank 
seems smaller than a 125 gallon glass aquarium). 

 

 

 
200 Gallon tank (7’x2’x2’). Back-to-Nature brand synthetic rock modules siliconed to rear tank wall. Real driftwood at surface; 
synthetic driftwood stump submersed on left. Live plants (Aponogeton ulvaceus and Red Ludwigia). 2 96 Watt power compact 
fluorescent light fixtures (later replaced with shop lights from Lowe’s®). The clamp lamp is too close to the glass canopy plastic hinge 
and melted the plastic. Oak stand. 
 

Medium-size Indoor Stock Tank Setup  
1.) 140 Gallon Tuff Stuff Products™ Stock Tank ~ $150. 
2.) Black Clamp Lamp with Ceramic/Porcelin 
socket for heat bulb 

~ $20. 

3.) Pondmaster® 1500 Pond Filter Kit ~ $100. 
4.) 2 200 watt Stainless Steel submersible heaters ~ $40. 
5.) Large curved piece of cork bark for basking ~ $25. 
6.) Small chain & 4 metal ‘S’ hooks to attach cork 
bark to stock tank edges (may need to drill holes in 
cork bark, or lay a couple of wooden dowels over 

~ $30. 
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the tank to suspend the DIY basking platform from 
7.) Digital Thermometer ~ $10. 
8.) 1 Can ReptoMin® Aquatic Turtle Food ~ $10. 
9.) Python System for water changes ~ $30. 
10.) 3 Bags of 'River Pebbles' from Lowe's® 
(cheaper than pet store gravel) 

~ $25. 

11.) 100 watt Ceramic Heat Emitter (more 
expensive but longer lasting than light bulbs) 

~ $25. 

12.) 1 ReptiSun® 10.0 tube fluorescent bulb for 
UV-B 

~ $25. 

13.) 4’ Shop Light holding 4’ fluorescent bulbs ~ $30. 
(Use in place of one of the fluorescent bulbs that came with your tank combo. with 
this bulb, nearest the basking platform).  
Total: ~ $520. 

 You can hang the shop light from the ceiling via small chains; hardware store shop lights are 
affordable, and you can use 1 full spectrum fluorescent bulb alongside 1 ReptiSun® 10.0. There are several 
brand name pond filter kits to choose from; the PondMaster® is a decent choice although the pumps can be 
noisy. Consider a lower flow rate Rainbow Lifegard Products, Inc. Co. Quiet One® pump for noise control. 
 

 
140 Gallon Tuff Stuff Products™ stock tank-based enclosure with a 3-bulb shop light & a clamp lamp (with a basking bulb) (both 
suspended via chains from the ceiling) with duckweed and a potted tropical water lily. Used to house a stinkpot and male chicken 
turtle. Filtration via a small pond filter. 
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 If you can find a ~ 950 – 1,000 gallon poly tank (~ 9’ diameter, 2.5’ deep) it has more volume, may 
stay a tad cooler and is a better choice. But they are harder to find. Depending on local laws and if you’ve 
got a properly fenced, locked and secure back yard, you may forgo the dog kennel. 
 

 

Large Outdoor Stock Tank Pond  
1.) ~ 600 Gallon Poly Stock Tank (~ 7.5’ diameter, 
2’4” deep) 

~ $300. 

2.) 6’ (tall) x 10’ x 10’ C & W Manufacturing Inc. 
FenceMaster® Chain Link Dog Kennel (for security) 

~ $250. 

3.) Bioforce®1000 UVC Pond Canister Filter, Titan 
800 Pump, Tubing for connections (covers water 
pumping, filtration and UV-sterilization) 

~ $350. 

4.) Pool Thermometer ~ $10. 
5.) Large Basking Log (natural) Free (pick it up in the woods or at the river) 
6.) Chain and large nails to suspend basking log ~ $15. 
7.) 10 Bunches of water hyacinth ~ $30. 
8.) 2 Large Plastic Plant Pots ~ $10. 
9.) 2 Large Hardy Water Lillies Free (if you can find them locally wild) 
10.) Padlock for Dog Kennel Gate ~ $10. 
Total:  ~ $975. 
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(Above) Roughly 1,000 gallon stock tank-based outdoor pond (roughly 9’ wide, 2.5’ tall) with water hyacinth. A sunken pot 
near the surface holds plants (blue rush, variegated rush and lizards-tail) near the center. The basking platform is a large piece of 
curved cork bark on the pot edge. Holes drilled in the sides near the top let me place a thin PVC pipe to tie the pot to and keep it 
centered. Just visible on the rear-left above the water line are 3 small drain holes drilled to prevent flooding during heavy rains (I later 
added 3 more to the opposite side, to increase flood protection and in case floating plants plugged the holes at one end). A Titan 1450 
water pump sends water through the 20 watt PondMaster® UV-Clarifier and out to circulate water in the pond. 
 

 
The water hyacinth was later thinned out to reduce the risk of escapes; for a pond this full water lettuce would’ve been a 

better choice. Note the 3 flood drain holes (cool water’s running into the pond via hose to quickly cool it on a hot day). 
 
Summary: Most turtles are kept in indoor glass aquariums much like fish, except ~ 2/3 – ¾ filled with 
water. While a 20 gallon long tank is fine for hatchlings, adult males of the common pet trade species (red-
eared sliders, most painted and map turtles) need 75 gallon or larger tanks; females get larger and need 
larger tanks, typically around 125 gallons. Glass aquariums are usually preferred over acrylic. Plastic 
storage tubs (i.e.: Rubbermaid® and Sterilite®) from general stores (i.e.: Wal-mart®) around 40 – 50 
gallons provide cheap but effective enclosures but if filled over half full the sides may bow out (unless you 
brace them). Stock tanks (made for feeding and watering livestock) are strong, durable, useful outdoors or 
indoors and much cheaper than aquariums but you can’t see through the walls and large stock tanks won’t 
fit through the door. ‘Kiddie pools’ and pre-formed ponds are useful but take a lot of space. You’ll 
probably start out with a glass aquarium. 
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Chapter 5: Basking Setups, Submersible Heaters & 
Lighting. 

 
 Nearly all North American water turtles bask out of water (at least occasionally), even musk, 
softshell and common snapping turtles (despite what you’ll read elsewhere, we’ve often seen it in the wild). 
With the possible exception of medium-to-large alligator snappers, you need to provide a basking platform 
(though some turtles bask at the water’s surface near a heat source at times). If nothing else it’s an 
emergency haul-out your turtles might use if a heater malfunction overheats the tank.  
 The components of a basking setup are: 

1.) Basking Platform – a physical ‘small island’ or log the turtle climbs out of the water onto. 
2.) Lamp (a.k.a. light fixture) – to hold & power the bulb. For the more powerful heat bulbs (i.e.: 

mercury vapor bulbs, ceramic heat emitters) use a lamp with a ceramic socket. 
3.) Heat Bulb or ceramic heat emitter. 
4.) *Optional but recommended for most setups is a UV-B bulb. Some UV-B producing mercury vapor 

bulbs produce both heat and UV-B. 
5.) *Optional but recommended for most setups is a halogen basking bulb (for broad-spectrum lighting 

& UV-A) or, better yet, a good brand mercury vapor bulb. 
6.) *Optional but recommended for most setups is a timer to turn the lights on in the morning and off at 

night. Timers are cheap but anecdotal reports indicate they often fail and need replacement. 
 

Basking Platforms 
 
Basking Platforms should be large enough so the turtles can move back and forth between a hot end and 

a cool end, float well enough to keep the turtle completely clear of the water and dry quickly enough so the 
turtle’s plastron dries completely (to help prevent shell rot). You can buy a commercial platform or build 
your own. The commercial products work well for small and medium turtles but larger turtles often require 
DIY (do-it-yourself) platforms. Commercial versions often use suction cups to stick to the tank wall; they 
stick to glass but not most plastic tubs or stock tanks. Let’s take a look at options: 

 
1.) Rock Pile – pile gravel or rocks at one end of the tank so a ‘hill’ rises out of the water. Practical with 

small tanks and shallow water enclosures. 
Pro.s: Fairly simple to make. DIY project. 
Con.s: Except in shallow tanks takes volume away from the water space. Larger rocks may shift, 
fall and pin the turtle (warning: turtles may dig under rocks, get pinned and drown). Larger rocks 
add a lot of weight, and can fall against the tank wall – breakage hazard in glass tanks. 

2.) Natural Driftwood Log – you use a large, heavy piece of driftwood (often bought with a slate base) 
which protrudes from the water, or find a way to adhere a smaller piece to the tank wall at the surface 
(see photo. example below). 

Pro.s: Can be done as a DIY project or purchased at a pet store. Each piece is unique. Wood can be 
cut to fit your plan. Natural looking. Excellent choice for shallow water enclosures. 
Con.s: Most pet store driftwood floats (at least for weeks) – exceptions are Malaysian and African 
driftwoods. Larger driftwood pieces with slate bases may not sink well enough unassisted, take a lot 
of room from the water space and are quite expensive (unless you make them yourself). Once wet, 
wood doesn’t dry fast. 
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Pet Palace pet store in Clarksville, TN sold me this natural driftwood piece with suction cups fitted over screws in the back of the 
piece, so it can adhere to the tank wall. 
 

3.) Wedged Piece of Corkbark – Resembles particularly rough oak bark, is light and can be wedged into 
tank spaces. Very buoyant. 

Pro.s: Readily available at online vendors (i.e.: Black Jungle) and some retailers (i.e.: PetsMart). 
Can be had in varied lengths and forms (i.e.: flat or curved) and cut to fit your plan. Natural looking. 
Natural deep crevices in the wood provide quick drying and good air exposure to the plastron. 
Con.s: Floats strongly so if not wedged in place must be secured somehow. As with any natural 
wood product if you order sight unseen you’re unsure what you’ll get. Securing a large piece for a 
large basking turtle may be a hassle. 
 

 
 

4.) Habi-Scape Floating Island – A natural-looking floating synthetic island offered in 3 sizes (small, 
medium and large) with suction cups on one side. Looks like a rock slab. Made by PET-TECH 
Products, LLC. 

Pro.s: Natural looking. Floats well. Doesn’t take up water space. Doesn’t stay wet. As a commercial 
product you know exactly what you’re getting. Inexpensive. 
Con.s: In my experience the suction cups sometimes don’t work well (you can replace them with 
others, albeit with a little DIY work). Some peoples’ turtles reportedly don’t like to use them for 
unknown reasons. Even the large is only appropriate for medium-sized turtles. 
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Large size Floating Island 

 
5.) Zoo Med Laboratories, Inc.’s Turtle Dock – Somewhat rectangular hard synthetic platform that 

resembles a rock slab (albeit with some yellow streaks) – a black plastic frame with suction cups 
attaches to the rear, holds it to the tank wall and lets it move up and down with your water level. One 
end has a ramp for easy access. Offered in 3 sizes (small, medium and large). 

Pro.s: Floats decently. Doesn’t take up water space. Doesn’t stay wet. As a commercial product you 
know exactly what you’ve getting. Looks like a rock slab. Long enough to offer small turtles a 
range of basking temp.s. Good suction cups. Fairly inexpensive. 
Con.s: I consider even the large version useful for up to medium-sized turtles. We’re had reports of 
some turtles biting off chunks of the platform, allegedly eating some of it, despite it being hard. The 
plastic frame and odd yellow streaking initially detract from the natural appearance. Rough enough 
that I believe in theory could pose a hazard for softshell turtles. 

 
Large size Turtle Dock. This old one has faded colors; the yellow streaking is more prominent on new docks. 
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7” SCL 1.5 lbs RES on Large Turtle Dock. Photo by Kristin Enriquez. 

 
6.) Zoo Med Laboratories, Inc.s Floating Turtle Log – A natural-looking hollow cylindrical synthetic 

log with holes in the sides and ends. Bottom-weighted. Size: 12”x5 ¼”.  Advertised as holding up to 2 
4” SCL turtles without sinking. There are 2 smaller versions termed ‘Floating Aquarium Logs.’ 

Pro.s: Floats without requiring a base. Doesn’t stay wet on top. Small turtles can get in it. As a 
commercial product you know exactly what you’ve getting. Looks natural. Long enough to offer 
small turtles a range of basking temp.s. Fairly inexpensive. 
Con.s: Not made for larger turtles and mostly submerged even with nothing on it. No suction cups 
so you’re on your own to secure it under the basking lamp. In theory a turtle could get stuck in one. 
 

 
ZooMed Floating Turtle Log 
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ZooMed Floating Turtle Log & the 2 sizes of Floating Aquarium Logs 

 
7.) Tetra Rep Turtle Ramp/Deck – Transparent plastic platform with green traction pads. Has an easy 

access entrance ramp and a couple of different levels. Adheres to tank wall via suction cups. 
Pro.s: Decent looking. Adheres strongly to glass tank walls. Offers more than one basking level. 
Large version wide enough to give small turtles a choice of basking temp.s. Good suction cups 
make a strong seal, although they may eventually wear out. Good traction but smooth enough for 
softshells. Many turtles take to it readily. Fairly inexpensive. Replacement suction cups are sold. 
Con.s: Unnatural looking. I consider even the large only large enough for medium-sized turtles. 
 

 
Large size Turtle Ramp 

 
8.) Synthetic Rock Stepped Terrace – a choice of brands (i.e.: ESU Reptile® Corner Cave Basking 

Platform, ESU Reptile® Giant Reptile & Turtle Basking Platform, Tetra Terrafauna® Critter Terrace) 
and sizes, these feature a gray rock platform with sloping ‘stair-step’ sides allowing easy access. Fairly 
small and made for shallow water so most suitable for hatchlings or making underwater hide areas (i.e.: 
2 arranged side-by-side to give a juvenile snapper a cave). 
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Pro.s: Fairly natural looking (rock-like but smooth). Heavy enough to be fairly secure. Doesn’t take 
up much water space. As a commercial product you know exactly what you’ve getting. Fairly 
inexpensive. 
Con.s: Only suitable for small turtles. Require shallow water tanks or stay submerged (even the 
‘ESU Reptile® Giant Reptile and Turtle Basking Platform’ is only 6.5” tall). Doesn’t float. 
 

 
Tetra Terrafauna® Critter Terrace 

 
9.) DIY Suspended Platform – Too varied to describe universally, the basic plan is that you take some 

sort of platform base, whether a sheet of metal (avoid sharp edges), tile or acrylic (i.e.: Plexiglas® or 
Lucite®), and suspend it from the tank rim or an overhead support via twine, rope or chains. You can 
then stack additional features on top of the base to create different levels. For example, you could take a 
1’ x 2’ sheet of Plexiglas®, drill holes at the 4 corners, use metal ‘S’ hooks (like used to hang flowers) 
in the holes to attach the platform to small chains (or run the chains through the holes & tie them 
securely), then use more metal ‘S’ hooks to connect the chains to the tank rim. Or you could install pot 
hangers on the ceiling for the chains to descend from. Or lay wooden dowels across the enclosure top to 
hang chains from. 

Pro.s: Customized for your setup. Materials are fairly affordable, especially if you own a good drill. 
Can be made very strong and accommodate any size turtle. 
Con.s: Unnatural looking (unless you’re really good at design). Can be somewhat expensive. 
Requires more imagination/intuition/sense than ready-made commercial products. 

10.) DIY Above-Tank Platform – Some people custom build platforms that sit on top ~ ½ the aquarium, 
drop a ramp down for turtle access, and have vertical walls around the perimeter to prevent escape. 
Usually made of wood but acrylic sheets have been used. It’s a niche minority in the hobby that draws a 
lot of attention.  

Pro.s: Customized for your setup. Materials are fairly affordable, especially if you own the needed 
tools. Can be very strong & accommodate any size turtle. You can even add a small laying box with 
substrate for eggs. Lets you fill the tank up with water for maximum space use. 
Con.s: You need the creativity (or a good example/blue-print), craftsmanship & tools to make it. If 
you use wood, you need to seal it with a sealant that won’t hurt the turtles. It’s hard to light the tank 
area under the platform. 
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Submersible Heaters 
 
Most North American water turtles inhabit temperate climates, as opposed to the tropical climate 

many popular exotics hail from. Aside from suitability for hibernation, this mainly impacts water 
temperatures. Conventional wisdom holds that higher water temperatures (i.e.: 80° F) improve immune 
function. Unfortunately, said wisdom also holds it leads to faster growth, excessive skin shedding and 
unwillingness to bask. It’s believed keeping temperate species in tropical conditions may cause health 
problems and shorten life (see Chapter 12’s section on Overly Rapid Growth).  

 
In nature, climate varies by geographic range within the species (i.e.: Stinkpots from southern 

Canada vs. southern Florida) or between species (i.e.: Northern Red-belly Turtle vs. Florida Red-belly 
Turtle), habitat choice between species (i.e.: Northern Map Turtles sticking to rivers and large lakes vs. 
some Sliders in roadside ditches) and different usage between sexes (i.e.: some female maps in deeper 
water than males) and age groups (i.e.: young Sliders sticking to shallower, more vegetated areas nearer 
shore than adults). Temperature varies by season (i.e.: early spring vs. late summer), location (warm 
shallows vs. deeper waters) and time of day or night and degree of sun exposure. So there’s no universal 
answer to the question ‘What should the water temp. be?’ 
 
 For most North American aquatic turtles our hobbyist community has come to favor water 
temperatures of 76-80° F (set the submersible heater for 78° F and use an external thermometer to confirm 
it) the first few months of life, then 74-76° F from then on. This is a starting point and works well for 
turtles who bask often and regulate their own temp.s. Individuals of some species (i.e.: mud, musk, 
softshells and common snappers) vary greatly in willingness to bask in captivity; provide them the option 
and consider leaning toward 76 rather than 74 for those who seemingly never bask. Note: Some bask when 
no one’s home, or at night when the room’s dark (so a night time ceramic heat emitter may be appreciated). 
 
 Smaller enclosures with heat lamps on 24/7 may stay warm enough (if not too warm), but most U.S. 
keepers either live in cool climates or use air conditioning so most need submersible heaters. Conventional 
wisdom suggests 3-5 watts heater/gallon water volume. In the past submersible heaters didn’t have 
thermostats; you turned the heat up and down until a separate thermometer gave the right temp. (so you 
calibrated it). If you ever switched to a smaller volume enclosure and didn’t re-calibrate the heater, it could 
overheat and kill your turtles (this happened to me!). Many modern submersible heaters have built-in 
thermostats and can be set to maintain certain temp.s regardless of water volume; use these, not the old 
kind! 
 
 Most submersible heaters are enclosed in long glass tubes. Some popular brands include Tronic and 
Visi-Therm®. Some keepers have switched to steel thermometers for breakage resistance; they use a 
separate sensor but the thermostat knob is often outside the tank, making adjustment very convenient.  
 
 We’ve had anecdotal reports of turtles allegedly burned by submersible heaters (yes, underwater) so 
some keepers use heater guards. Tronic markets one; you can make your own by taking a length of PVC 
pipe, drilling many holes in it to ensure good water circulation and slipping the heater into it. 
 
 Always unplug heaters before a water change! Submersible heaters exposed to air rapidly overheat 
and can inflict serious burns (to you!) and may shatter when contacting water again.  
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Lighting 
 
 Natural sunlight lets turtles see, heat themselves, dry the shell and skin to make their bodies 
inhospitable to germs, and convert a dietary precursor into Vitamin D3. In excess it can overheat the water 
and broil your turtle to death. Like fire, sunlight (and man-made substitutions) are necessary in moderation 
but dangerous if misused. For many outdoor enclosures natural sunlight is a given, but indoors you must 
substitute. 
 
 Lighting systems are controversial because we don’t all agree on how closely we should replicate 
natural sunlight. Turtles need warm basking spots and general lighting for visibility, but there’s great 
debate whether to provide UV-B lighting (vs. relying on Vit. D3 content in food), and beyond that whether 
turtles benefit substantially from broader spectrum lighting (i.e.: mercury vapor and halogen bulbs and 
‘full-spectrum’ fluorescents), particularly with UV-A, higher intensity lighting (since sunlight is far 
stronger than most aquarium lighting) and photoperiod (i.e.: whether to turn the lights off at night). You 
can design a lighting system that’s cheap and marginal, moderately expensive that meets expected needs or 
expensive and covers theoretical bases.  
 
 To keep from getting bogged down in minutiae here, the background info. on sunlight, lighting 
technology and controversies is summarized in Appendix XIII.) Lighting Systems for Turtles. In this 
chapter we’ll focus on how to provide basic low-end setups (basking heat and viewability), intermediate 
setups (adding UV-A and UV-B) and top notch setups (more expensive but covering theoretical concerns 
about spectrum and intensity). In order of importance, you must provide basking heat (rare exceptions: very 
few species almost never bask) and general lighting, many recommend UV-B lighting, some recommend 
UV-A (which some reptiles see and it can impact behavior) and broad-spectrum lighting, and intense 
lighting is more true to nature. Most turtles do fine if lights are left on 24/7, but this is unnatural and 
wasteful of electricity so I recommend a timer and a consistent 12 hour day/night cycle. 
 

Options For Your Lighting System. 
 

1.) Ceramic Heat Emitter – Produce heat but no light. Expensive but long-lasting and more durable 
than light bulbs. Use in clamp lamps with a ceramic socket. 

2.) Standard Household Incandescent Bulb  - The bulbs you use in household lamps, usually 60, 75 or 
100 watt. They give good heat and decent light (in a small area) but a poor spectrum (Robert 
MacCarger, pers. com.). Won’t light the whole tank. Often used in cheap metal clamp lamps for 
basking heat.   

3.) Basking Incandescent Bulbs (for reptiles) – As standard incandescents + broader spectrum with 
UV-A (check the box & make sure); in theory makes colors look ‘normal’ to reptiles and may 
provide psychological benefit. ~ $8-12 at pet stores. 

4.) *Halogen Basking Bulbs (for reptiles) – Similar to incandescents with higher output of heat, visible 
light and UV-A and a broader spectrum. A 50 watt halogen’s heat output may roughly match a 75 
watt incandescent’s (MacCarger, pers. com.).  Beware spot halogens (project a longer range 
concentrated beam of heat). ~ $15 at pet stores. 

5.) *Self-ballasted Mercury Vapor Bulbs – Provide intense heat, light, UV-A and UV-B. A step up 
from halogens due to UV-B output and the best bulbs give excellent UV-B. Self-ballasted bulbs are 
allegedly somewhat prone to early failure (some have been sold with pro-rated warranties), esp. if 
jostled. Use a clamp lamp with a ceramic socket. Brand name is critical as products have varied 
between uselessly low and dangerously high UV-B. ReptileUV.com’s Mega-Ray® and T-Rex’s 
Active UV-Heat (flood version allegedly based on Mega-Ray® technique) are the only 2 current 
bulbs I endorse. Beware spot versions (intense beam of heat & UV-B). ~ $30-50. 
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6.) *Externally-ballasted Mercury Vapor Bulbs – At this writing only the Mega-Ray® line has this 
option. The ballast costs extra money up front but the bulbs are more durable over time. They 
produce strong UV-B but too little heat for basking. 

7.) Standard Aquarium Tube Fluorescent Bulbs – Produce visible light over the tank but poor spectrum 
and little or no UV-A or UV-B. Far too little heat for basking. 1 Watt/gallon will let you see the 
turtles & grow a few types of low-light tolerant plants. 2 Watts/gallon allows a range of plants. 3 
Watts/gallon allows ‘strong light’ plants. 

8.) *Full-Spectrum Tube Fluorescents – Per standard fluorescents + broader spectrum lighting (still 
little or no UV-A or UV-B).  

9.) *UV-B Tube Fluorescents – Produce UV-A & UV-B. Quality varies; at this writing I only endorse 
Zoo Med Laboratories, Inc.’s ReptiSun® 5.0 & 10.0, Iguana Light 5.0 & Rolf C. Hagen Corp.s 
Repti Glo 8.0. The ReptiSun® 10.0’s light is purplish so use alongside a full-spectrum tube for 
aesthetic reasons. ~ $25-35. (Note: a Repti Glo 10.0 is now available). 

10.) Coil Fluorescents – Sold for more efficient light production (vs. incandescents) in homes. 
Little heat. There are UV-B versions sold for pet use. Some coil UV-B’s are allegedly poor quality 
so at this writing I only endorse the ReptiSun® 5.0 & 10.0 coils. There is a sentiment at 
TurtleForum.com that some coils are more failure-prone than the ReptiSun® tubes. 

11.) Power Compact Fluorescents – Expensive fixtures and bulbs for planted and marine tanks 
using long, very thin ‘folded double’ fluorescents in high wattages such as 65 and 96 watt. Intense 
light, little heat, spectrum varies by bulb, and popular with plant enthusiasts. An option for people 
who want intense lighting and think hardware store shop lights are ugly. Cheap shop light fixtures 
and bulbs at hardware stores appeal to me. 

12.) Metal Halide Bulbs – Expensive fixtures and bulbs for planted and marine tanks used in 
hanging ‘pendant’ fixtures. Not used much for turtle tanks. 

* - Recommended. 
 

 
T-8 24” Fluorescent Tube (top), T-12 24” Fluorescent Tube, CompactSeaLife 96 watt Power Compact Fluorescent bulb, ZooMed 50 watt 
Basking Bulb with UV-A (bottom left), Ceramic Heat Emitter, ReptileUV 100 watt Self-ballasted Mega-Ray® (narrow flood), ZooMed 

160 watt PowerSun (flood version), ZooMed 50 watt Halogen Basking Bulb. 
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Example Lighting Systems For Your Tank. 
 

I.) Low-end Setup: Basking Heat & General Visibility. 
a. Clamp lamp with 75 watt household incandescent bulb or a ceramic heat emitter for basking. 
b. Standard aquarium light fixture with tube fluorescent bulb(s) giving ~ 1 watt/gallon for 

general lighting. 
II.) Mid-range Setup without UV-B: Basking Heat & Broad Spectrum Lighting. 

a. Clamp lamp with reptile basking incandescent bulb (with UV-A) or better yet reptile 
basking halogen bulb for basking. 

b. Standard aquarium light fixture with tube fluorescent bulb(s) giving ~ 1 watt/gallon for 
general lighting. 

III.) *Mid-range Setup with UV-B: Basking Heat, Broad Spectrum, UV-B. 
a. Clamp lamp with reptile basking incandescent bulb (with UV-A) or better yet reptile 

basking halogen bulb for basking. 
b. A UV-B tube fluorescent bulb (i.e.: ReptiSun® 5.0) for overall lighting & UV-B. If using 

ReptiSun® 10.0 pair with a full-spectrum tube fluorescent. 
IV.) *High-end Setup: Basking Heat, Broad Spectrum, UV-B. 

a. Self-ballasted Mercury Vapor Bulb (i.e. Mega-Ray® or T-Rex Active UV-Heat flood 
version) for basking & UV-B. 

b. Full-spectrum tube fluorescent bulb(s) for general lighting. 
V.) *High-end Setup with Intense Lighting. 

a. Self-ballasted Mercury Vapor Bulb (i.e. Mega-Ray® or T-Rex Active UV-Heat flood 
version) for basking & UV-B. If bulb failure’s an issue pair an externally-ballasted Mega-
Ray® alongside a second clamp lamp with a ceramic heat emitter. 

b. Full-spectrum tube fluorescent bulbs for general lighting. Enough fixtures/bulbs to give 1.5 
to 3 watts lighting/gallon total tank size. Hardware store shop lights or power compact 
fluorescents are options. 

* - Recommended. 
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Chapter 6: Water Quality & Filtration. 
 
 Water quality is key to a beautiful, clear water tank with water that doesn’t stink or endanger your 
turtles’ health. We’ll discuss ammonia, nitrite, nitrate and particulate removal under Filtration. First, let’s 
take a look at some quality concerns not directly related to filtration. Most of us use straight tap water 
(without modifying pH or hardness) but add dechlorinator and I recommend you get water testing kits sold 
at pet stores for fish keepers to see how your water tests fresh from the tap, and just before and after water 
changes. After you monitor a few weeks and your tank water chemistry is predictable, you can switch to 
occasional testing (every few months). 
 

pH 
 
A measure of the hydrogen ion concentration in a solution. In practical terms, the pH scale lets you 

measure water to see where it falls in the range of acidic (pH < 7.0) to neutral (pH 7.0) to alkaline (i.e.: 
basic) (pH > 7.0). The pH scale is logarithmic; a change from 1 unit to the next (pH 6.0 to 7.0) involves a 
10-fold change in hydrogen ion concentration (higher at low pH, lower at higher pH).  
 
 A higher animal’s body functions within a fairly narrow blood pH range; get too far outside it and 
you die. Humans regulate their blood pH by exhaling carbon dioxide (to rid the blood of carbonic acid) and 
using the kidneys to regulate blood levels of bicarbonate (which raises pH). Doubtless turtles’ means of 
maintaining functional blood pH levels during prolonged submersion are interesting, but beyond our scope 
in pet keeping. Just be aware that a turtle is designed for a range of natural habitats, including pH ranges, 
and using particularly acidic (pH < 6.0) or strongly alkaline (pH > 8.5) water isn’t recommended. The 
kidneys may cope with the extra burden of maintaining blood pH despite taking in water with an acidic or 
alkaline ‘load,’ but this burden hardly seems desirable. In more alkaline conditions conversion from 
ammonium (toxic) to ammonia (more toxic) makes biological filtration even more important.  
 
 Microbial life forms, presumably including some pathogens, prosper best around a neutral pH 
range. Some keepers use acidic or alkaline conditions to maintain a more sterile tank. I don’t advocate this 
unless your species is native to such conditions in nature. If you desire unusually sterile water a UV-
Sterilizer can do this safely. Most U.S. turtles do fine in captive conditions with regular tap water (pH ~ 6.5 
– 8), although exceptions exist (in The Spotted Turtle, North America’s Best32, author Al Roach expressed 
a belief that spotted turtles seem to prefer, exhibit less illness and produce more eggs with pH 4-5 as 
compared to pH 7.5). Altering tap water pH is seldom necessary, costs time and effort, and during water 
changes adding fresh tap water may trigger rapid pH shifts that kill sensitive fish. 
 
 Warning: Some exotic species are also exceptions. The Mata Mata of South America reputedly hails 
from acidic conditions, and many keepers provide such (i.e.: via ‘blackwater extract’). The Fly River 
Turtles of Australia reside in alkaline waters and are considered ‘hard water specialists’ (Scott Thomson, 
pers. comm.). 
 

Hardness 
 

A measure of dissolved mineral content in water; water is often called soft (low concentration), 
medium or hard (high concentration). Tap water in much of the U.S. is moderately hard to hard. Hardness 
is an issue because the dissolved minerals in water act as buffering agents, in effect ‘anchoring’ the pH 
toward a given range. Harder water tends to be more alkaline, with pH above 7.0, and more difficult to 
acidify by adding acid. If you gradually add acid to hard water, the pH may gradually creep down, then 
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suddenly (when the buffering capacity is overwhelmed) drop far and fast. Rapid, large pH shifts can kill 
some sensitive fish. Soft water has low mineral content, low buffering capacity and tends to be acidic. 
 
 Hardness can be an issue if you ‘top off’ your tank’s evaporative losses with tap water and never do 
water changes. When tank water evaporates, it leaves all mineral content behind. Over time as tank water 
drops, you add tap water (which has more mineral content), it drops again, you add more tap water and so 
on, your tank water can get extremely hard. Balance that against the natural acidifying nature of some 
chemical reactions in the tank (i.e.: metabolic reactions and decay) and it’s hard to judge which way the pH 
will go. Water changes keep mineral content and nitrate levels in check. 
 
 Hardness is an issue for most keepers because it leaves ugly looking dried white mineral deposits on 
the tank wall above the water lines. You can remove it (i.e.: with a razor blade on a glass tank; do not try 
with acrylic), but it takes effort and the deposits come back. You can soak it (i.e.: fill tank full awhile - with 
turtles in a separate enclosure) to soften it for easier removal. Some use vinegar to loosen it (in smaller 
tanks they can empty out, clean, then rinse well before reuse). I let the mineral build-up alone and over time 
it reaches a rough equilibrium (doesn’t seem to get worse).  
 

Distilled, Reverse Osmosis & Deionized Water 
 
 Water (including tap water and that from wild water bodies) contains dissolved salts. In water, these 
salts dissociate to yield ions. Some of these ions, such as sodium, chloride and calcium, also occur in the 
blood of higher animals, where like pH they must be kept in an acceptable range or the animal may suffer 
(i.e.: seizures or death). These ions also exert a ‘pull’ on water; water moves toward higher ion 
concentrations, an effect we call osmosis. For our purposes, the term ‘electrolytes’ is synonymous with 
‘ions.’ 
 
 In our bodies, we have certain ionic concentration ranges in our blood and inside our cells (which 
differ between blood and cell interior). These differences are very important for maintaining adequate cell 
hydration, triggering nerve impulses and muscle contractions (i.e.: heart beats) and other things. Humans 
get ions from our food and beverages and lose them through sweat, urine and feces; water turtles live in 
water so they are impacted by it as well. I would expect the impact of their tank water to be greater for 
species with more water-permeable skin (i.e.: spiny softshell turtles33). The kidneys regulate ionic 
concentrations in the blood. In humans, drinking too much water can dilute blood sodium levels and cause 
hyponatremia, which can lead to complications such as seizures and death. 
 
 Distilled, Reverse Osmosis (RO) and Deionized Water use different methods to achieve mainly ion-
free (except hydrogen and hydroxyl ions) water. Distilled in particular, and the others to some extent, are 
very nearly ‘pure’ water, lacking impurities (so extremely soft and rather acidic). Distilled water is sold by 
the gallon at grocery stores; RO units are sold to marine aquarium keepers to (inefficiently) convert tap 
water to deionized for use with additives to get precise water chemistry. 
 

Turtle keepers sometimes consider using it to avoid potential pollutants and the hardness of their tap 
water. In theory it could place turtles at risk for electrolyte depletion (i.e.: hyponatremia) and I don’t 
recommend exclusive use of it. For topping off evaporative losses between water changes (probably 
unnecessary, but it’s your money), or diluting very hard tap water (say, a 50/50 mix), I see no problem. RO 
units cost money, the process is wasteful and the membranes need replacing occasionally. Ion exchangers 
may replace ions you can measure with ions you can’t (i.e.: removing calcium and adding sodium). 
Distilled water costs money and wastes plastic jugs. 
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Chlorine & Chloramines 
 
 Some believe chlorine can harmfully impact beneficial gut microbes (Gurley3, referencing pers. 
com. by Ashton). Chlorine burns the eyes and mucous membranes of humans, kills sensitive fish, and at 
high concentrations at least partially sterilizes swimming pools. While it defuses out of water over time, 
some municipalities now use chloramine, which is similar but more stable and long-lasting in water. Not all 
turtle keepers use dechlorinators, but I recommend using a dechlorinator (that also handles chloramines). 
I’ve yet to hear of one harming a turtle, and the theoretical risks of chlorine are a concern. 
 

Oily Film on the Water 
 
 Over time a thin, white, oily film forms on still tank water, then gets thick and waxy-looking. It 
seems harmless but upsets keepers because it’s ugly and looks polluted. You can reduce this layer by 
feeding your turtles in a separate container, but it’s easier to just get rid of by directing your filter’s outflow 
to create surface turbulence or using an air stone (hooked by air line tubing to an air pump) to break it up. 
That mixes it into the water column; hopefully biofiltration and water changes can break it down and 
remove it. Regardless, you don’t have to look at it. 
 

Algae & Green Water 
 

Many people (esp. newcomers to aquarium-keeping) want sterile-looking tanks where only the 
chosen inmates are alive. When tiny hopping bugs, tiny worms (about 2-3 mm long, crawling on tank 
walls) or algae come along, they get upset. Usually the hopping ‘bugs’ (common in tanks with surface-
exposed natural driftwood) are harmless, the worms non-parasitic freeloaders and the algae lightly coats 
objects making them look more natural. But sometimes the tank water turns green and turbid, or a keeper 
can’t seem to get past the irrational myth that algae is ‘dirty.’ If keeping the tank away from strong 
sunlight, cutting down on hours of light exposure, cutting back on feeding to reduce nutrients and a few 
weeks time don’t solve the problem, then what? The ultimate solution for ‘green water’ is a UV-Sterilizer, 
but it only kills free-floating algae. What about all those algae killing chemicals sold for fish tanks? They 
may work, but I’ve yet to see a long-term research study documenting their safety in large numbers of 
turtles across a range of species. I don’t use them. If you want to experiment, that’s up to you. I like algae 
and embrace it as an enhancement, not a detriment, and just use an algae scraper to clean the front tank wall 
for viewing. Life’s easier that way. 
 

Filtration 
 
 Filtration is important for turtle tanks. Most people think the purpose of filtration is to remove 
particulate matter to make the water clear and clean-looking (mechanical filtration); true to a point. Some 
use activated carbon (known loosely as ‘charcoal’) to improve water clarity and remove odors and 
unspecified wastes from the water (chemical filtration). The mark of a good keeper is good biological 
filtration (which makes the water safe for your turtle). A filter is basically any device water passes through 
whereby something is removed from the water. 

 
The 3 Types of Water Filtration 

 
1.) Mechanical – Removes solid particulates (a.k.a. ‘bits of crud’) from the water. Works like a 

spaghetti strainer; water passes through either coarse or fine filter media to re-enter the tank looking 
clear and clean. Most aquarium filters do well on small tanks and poorly on large tanks; in large 
tanks the water volume doesn’t completely pass through the filter as often, and the suction is only 
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effective over a small area immediately around the filter intake. Pond filters with large intake 
surfaces and powerful flow rates do better. 

2.) Chemical – Removes varied waste products from the water by using chemical media. The most 
commonly used is activated carbon, which adsorbs wastes (adsorbs = sticks to, not the same thing 
as absorption). Activated carbon can remove tannins (pigments that discolor water, sometimes 
leaked from new wood) and some fish medications, and reduce unpleasant odors. It can make water 
look more clear and bright. It’s also expensive, exhausts quickly, can’t be ‘recharged’ and 
conventional wisdom holds replace it after 2-4 weeks. Marineland® has released a reusable product 
called Purigen, supposedly to do much the same thing. There are other chemical media, such as 
phosphate removers, but none are used as much as activated carbon. Some remove ammonia, nitrite 
and/or nitrate, but must be replaced or recharged (unlike true biological filtration). Peat-based media 
can be used to lower pH (not usually an issue with most North American species, and few exotics). 

3.) Biological – High surface area ‘bio’media are colonized by beneficial bacteria who convert harmful 
ammonia to (less) harmful nitrite to (except at high concentrations) harmless nitrate, which is kept 
diluted via water changes (which can range from ~ 25% tank water weekly to ~ 95% monthly). The 
necessity of biological filtration is well-known to fish enthusiasts; its application to turtle-keeping is 
more theoretical. Ammonia can irritate mucous membranes and damage fishes’ gills. Nitrite impairs 
the oxygen-carrying capacity of fish blood. Nitrate at very high concentrations can kill fish, and 
high nitrate-contaminated water can harm humans, especially infants. Ammonia, nitrite and nitrate 
are odorless and colorless at toxic levels (to fish) in tank water, so your tank can look very clean 
with clear water and be poisonous. These beneficial bacteria are aerobic (require oxygen) so you 
must leave the filter on 24/7 to keep them supplied with oxygen. 

 
The Nitrogen Cycle 

 
Nitrogenous (nitrogen-containing) wastes are produced by animals and excreted from the body in 

water via the kidneys. The most basic form is ammonia. Ammonia is very toxic in the body and only 
aquatic creatures can use enough water to keep ammonia cleared from the body (without dehydrating). 
Land-based creatures often convert ammonia to less toxic substances so they can retain more nitrogenous 
waste in the body safely (to conserve water used to excrete it). Reptiles and birds use uric acid for this; 
mammals use urea. Fish and (to some extent) aquatic turtles produce ammonia, as they hail from 
environments were water conservation isn’t an issue. 

In nature, ammonia is excreted into large open water volumes, or smaller volumes with high surface 
area (i.e.: live plants) where there are means by which it is broken down. In an aquarium without biological 
filtration (or certain types of chemical media), the ammonia concentration simply builds up and can 
damage fish gills and irritate some tissues. We have anecdotal reports of turtles acting as through their eyes 
were irritated in water with elevated ammonia levels. 

Ammonia is converted by bacteria to nitrite. Nitrite impairs the oxygen carrying capacity of fish 
blood and is considered dangerous to fish albeit less so than ammonia. We infer it may be dangerous to 
turtles. 

In a new tank with biomedia, over the course of about 4 to 6 weeks different types of beneficial 
bacteria will colonize the biomedia. Bacterial colonies arise to convert ammonia to nitrite, leading to a 
drastic drop in ammonia concentration but a spike in nitrite concentration. Then different bacteria slowly 
colonize the biomedia and convert nitrite to nitrate. When both ammonia and nitrite levels are near 0 ppm 
and nitrate levels rise, the tank is said to be ‘cycled.’ 

 
Denitrators 

 
 Denitrators are devices using anaerobic (oxygenless) reduction of nitrate to nitrogen gas, which 
bubbles out of the tank water. (Note: This is done in some reef tanks by deep sand beds). Denitrators are 
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available as commercial products or DIY projects (imagine taking a long strip of air pump tubing, spiraling 
it into a Pringles® chip can, and sending a slow flow of water through it and you’ve got the idea). Turtle 
keepers seldom use denitrators. Nitrate is considered by some a ‘marker’ for dissolved wastes in the water; 
while tank water may contain other wastes, nitrate is the one we can measure. A denitrator can reduce 
nitrate levels and extend time between water changes, but would not reduce those wastes we can’t measure. 
 

General Principles of Turtle Filtration 
 
 Our strategy for filtering turtle tanks is based on modified fish filtration principles. Turtles are 
bulky, produce a lot of waste and stir up crud scampering around the bottom. It’s often said a fishes’ 
stomach is about the size of its eye; while turtles should be fed conservatively, they can hold much more 
food than most equivalent size fish, and tear larger food items with their claws. So, with that in mind… 

1.) Pick a filter rated for at least 2x’s your tank’s total size (ignore air space; tanks over ½ full are 
treated as full). So a ¾ filled 55 gallon stinkpot tank should have filtration rated for ~ 100 
gallons or more (i.e.: Fluval® 405 or FilStar XP3). 

2.) It’s very unlikely you’ll employ ‘too much’ filtration. 
3.) Aquarium filter intakes have a small field of suction; they won’t pull crud off the bottom, or 

turn over tank water often and thoroughly enough for good mechanical filtration unless you 
greatly over-filter a small tank. 

4.) Make sure the intake strainer is secure – if it falls off, small turtles can get pinned to the 
intake tube and drown. There’ve been a number of reports of small turtles found pinned with 
their heads pulled into the intake and hemorrhage of the eyes. Some were resuscitated. Some 
weren’t. This is not just a theoretical risk; it has happened. 

5.) Very powerful filters’ intakes may have enough suction to pin very small turtles even with the 
intake strainer intact. If you’ve got small hatchlings it may be worthwhile to place one on the 
intake and see if it can escape. 

6.) Use plenty of biomedia – in a canister filter with 4 media chambers, devote at least 2 to 
biomedia. 

7.) ‘Jump-start’ the cycling process by taking old dirty biomedia from a filter on an established tank 
and put it in your new filter’s biomedia chamber. If you can’t do that, put some furnishings from 
an old tank near the new filter’s intake. Worse case scenario, take some crud from an 
established tank and wipe it on your new biomedia. This ‘seeds’ your biomedia with types of 
bacteria needed for converting ammonia to nitrite to nitrate. 

8.) Power Filters aren’t ideal unless the tank is full; once it’s running, unplug it a minute, then plug 
it back in & see if it loses its prime and keeps running. 

9.) External Canister Filters (i.e.: FilStar, Fluval®, Eheim®) aren’t designed for partially filled 
tanks, either (although we use them this way). Some models are hard to prime on such tanks. 

10.) Internal filters (i.e.: the Fluval® 4Plus) often lack the large media capacity of external 
canister filters. 

11.) Classic Wet/Dry filters that rely on overflow techniques are not common on turtle tanks. 
Over time you may change tank residents, young turtles may grow, etc…, and you may need to 
change the water level. An overflow system must work at different water levels! 

12.) Pond filters are often cheaper, rated for much larger water volumes and have larger intake 
areas for better mechanical filtration but are often noisier than aquarium filters. 

13.) Consider a UV-Sterilizer for outdoor setups if green water (caused by algae) is a problem. 
Persistent green water in indoor setups can also be eliminated this way. 
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Main Types of Filters 
 

1.) Power Filters (i.e.: AquaClear®, Whisper) – Classic HOB (hang on back) filters aren’t 
designed for partially filled tanks and may lose their prime in power outages. When the power 
comes back on, they may run without moving water and burn out the motor. The water fall 
outflow may be too great in smaller tanks; a sheet of acrylic hanging down in front of it (taped 
or siliconed to the filter lid) can block the water fall and reduce noise and turbulence. Some 
power filters (i.e.: Marineland’s® Penguin and Emperor lines) have biowheels, which produce a 
splashing racket in partially filled tanks. 

2.) Internal Filter (i.e.: Duetto® DJ-100, Fluval® 4 Plus) – A plastic canister with an enclosed 
water pump and media chamber(s) that you submerse in the tank water. Often have small media 
capacity. 

3.) Vertical Internal Power Filter (i.e.: Whisper 20i In Tank Filter) – upright internal filter with a 
top-based water fall outflow like a power filter. Can operate in shallow water (i.e.: ~ 4-5”). 
Work in smaller tanks, but not sized for large tanks. 

4.) External Canister Filter – Large upright plastic cylinder or rectangular body with enclosed 
water pump and media baskets (often sponges and/or filter pads for mechanical filtration) 
offering high flow rates, large media capacity, media versatility (you can put most anything in 
those baskets) and rated for large tanks. Very common choice for medium to large tanks (55 
gallons+). Some are tough to prime on partially filled tanks. Typically very quiet kept under a 
tank stand. Designed to be under the tank; on the same level (i.e.: on floor beside stock tank or 
plastic storage bin) your mileage (and flow rate) may vary. 

5.) Wet/Dry Filter – Many forms of filter sharing one key feature; instead of keeping the biomedia 
constantly submersed well under water, they keep the biomedia wet (or alternately fill & empty) 
so oxygen-rich air diffuses quickly across the thin water film on the biomedia, letting the 
beneficial aerobic bacteria break wastes down faster. The classic wet/dry filter uses an over-
flow strategy and sump tank; water drains from a hole drilled in the side of the aquarium, runs 
down a hose to a smaller (a.k.a. sump) tank in the tank stand under the main tank, there passes 
through a fiber pad (mechanical filtration), then drains over bioballs (biomedia), pools and a 
water pump in the sump tank sends it back up another hose to the main tank. Eheim® has a 
canister filter that alternately drains and fills; biowheels spray water on a spinning biowheel; 
some DIY filters trickle water over biomedia (i.e.: bioballs or lava rock) – as long as the 
biomedia is wet, not constantly submerged, it’s a wet/dry filter. 

6.) Pond Filters – Typically consist of a submersible water pump + plastic hose + a filter body 
(often with one or more chambers for media, and sometimes a UV-Sterilizer) + an outflow 
(often a fountain or water fall). Powerful and economical but often noisy and modular – you’ve 
got to buy the pump and filter (& maybe even media) separately. Many are made to sit on the 
ground above & beside a pond to return water via gravity; pressured pond filters are similar to 
aquarium external canister filters (albeit with an external water pump), & some pond filters are 
submersible. There are other types of pond filter, such as Polybead Filters. 

7.) UV Sterilizer - devices with an internal quartz bulb that produces UV-C; water flows through 
the device and around the bulb, and UV-C kills algae and microbes. Great for eliminating ‘green 
water’ in outdoor ponds (and indoor aquariums) – won’t kill algae on objects in the tank. 

8.) DIY Filters - DIY Filters have a niche following; an example is to take a 3 gallon bucket, fill 
half full of lava rocks (for biomedia; get the ones sold for grilling), put a layer of generic filter 
floss or fiber pad on top, put a drain in the bottom, set this over the tank, and use a submersible 
water pump in the tank to send water up plastic hose into the top of the bucket; it runs through 
the floss or fiber pad (mechanical filtration), trickles over the lava rocks (wet/dry biofiltration) 
and drains by gravity back into your tank. See Appendix XI for one DIY Filter. 
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9.) Filtering Very Shallow Setups – For very shallow water setups (i.e.: 1 – 3”, for young juvenile 
mud and spotted turtles) most filters won’t work. A Duetto® or Danner Mfg., Inc.'s Ovation 
Submersible Power Jet Filter may work for some, but one option is to use a small water pump 
for circulation, some small biomedia (i.e.: Fluval® Biomax) in the path of the water flow and 
lay a couple of clumps of Java moss (not fern) or several strands of Anacharis in the tank for 
nitrate removal. Test the water every 3 days for awhile to see if ammonia or nitrite spikes, but 
otherwise it may serve. Another option is make a DIY trickle filter from a plastic jug; pack with 
biomedia, run tubing/hose from a water pump into the top, and poke drain holes around the 
base. Simple but effective. Another option is to use blocks in the tank corners to elevate an 
undergravel filter (UGF) plate a few inches above the tank bottom, put a rigid uplift tube on one 
corner of the UGF, & put a submersible filter (i.e.: Fluval® 4 Plus, Duetto DJ-100) under the 
plate & run the power cord up through the uplift tube, & put a thin layer of gravel on the UGF 
plate. This provides deeper water under the UGF plate for the filter to work, but very shallow 
water over the UGF plate where the turtle lives. It’d be a hassle to take a clogged filter out for 
servicing. For water changes, a siphon (such as those with a bulb sold for siphoning kerosene) 
with a small enough hose to put down the uplift tube should work fine. 

 
Common Filter Choices for Turtle Tanks 

 
 Any book falls behind the times in rapidly progressing product categories like filters and UV-B 
lighting. Be mindful of that as I share hobbyist experiences of popular models and their sequels at the time 
of this writing. No product is 100% guaranteed trouble-free, either; you may buy the current ‘favorite son’ 
and get a lemon. Sad, but it happens. Large external canister filters tend to be a lot cheaper from big name 
online vendors (i.e.: Big Al’s®, Doctors Foster & Smith’s Pet Warehouse®, That Pet Place (a division of 
That Fish Place)®) than ‘brick and mortar’ retailers. 
 

Mainstream Powerful External Canister Filters 
 
 Fluval® 404 (rated up to 100 gallon fish tanks). Rolf C. Hagen Corp. (the AquaClear® people) 
produces the Fluval® lines of internal and external canister filters. The Fluval® 404 external canister is a 
powerful, affordable, quiet-running versatile external canister with 4 media baskets and a fine reputation. 
Its Achilles’ heel amongst turtle keepers has been a rep. (at least amongst some of our community at 
TurtleForum.com) for being rather hard to prime on partially-filled tanks. Not everyone had this problem. 
The outflow design was intended to discharge near the surface of a filled tank so keepers ‘custom modify’ 
404’s by adding hose to get outflow below the surface in partially filled tanks. Hagen has replaced the x04 
line with the x05, so the newest generation is the Fluval® 405. Fluval® external canisters (except the 
FX5) are famous for including all the needed media. 
 
 FilStar XP3. Rena produced this worthy competitor to the Fluval® 404. Similar in most respects 
with a higher advertised capacity (175 gallons), 2 options for outflow setup (still needing customization to 
discharge below the surface in partially filled tanks, such as by sawing the spray bar in two above the 
discharge holes and splicing in a length of hose), and a rep. for being less prone to priming problems but 
slightly noisier than the Fluval® 404. Rena recently released the FilStar XP4 (rated for fish tanks up to 
265 gallons). FilStars have historically sometimes been sold without biomedia so examine the vendor’s 
offering carefully. You may want to discard the fine filtration pad if it clogs too fast on your tank. 
 
 Eheim® Pro II 2028. Eheim has a great reputation for making external canister filters. Reputedly 
powerful, dependable, long-lasting and very quiet. They also have a reputation for good parts availability 
quite awhile after a model’s discontinued. The old classic series are a great option for cheaper, high-
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capacity canisters (but without such luxuries as media baskets and easy priming) – such as the Classic 2260 
(up to 400 gallon fish tanks; don’t confuse with the Pro II 2026). The Pro II line is the current mainstream 
powerhouse line, esp. the Pro II 2028 (fish tanks up to 158 gallons) – I discarded the fine filtration pad 
since it clogged too fast on my tanks and didn’t rinse out well. Pro II outflow design makes using a longer 
outflow hose on the spray bar for partially filled tanks easy. Eheims® are often sold without media but 
vendors sometimes offer bundle deals with media included – shop around online. So why doesn’t 
everybody run Eheims®? You get what you pay for, and they tend to be expensive. 
 

New Ultra-Powerful External Canisters 
 
 Hagen and Eheim® created this category with recent releases of high-end canisters designed to 
independently handle very large fish tanks (i.e.: 300-400 gallon). I’ve yet to hear enough first-hand 
experience to give a detailed recommendation on either, but right now they’re the ones to watch. 
 
 Fluval® FX5. Rolf C. Hagen Corp. has introduced a whole new power class of external canister 
filter in the Fluval® FX5, a monster rated for fish tanks up to 400 gallons yet said to be very quiet. Sadly, 
at this writing (6/07) it only includes foam media (so plan to buy biomedia). The intake and outflow 
sections employ ‘cut to fit’ hoses and are easily placed below the water line, and the outflow divides output 
into 2 streams with independently adjustable direction (so one could spurt upward at an angle for surface 
turbulence, and one down at an angle to reduce stagnant areas). The intake strainer is quite large and so 
harder to clog with detritus. Mine rapidly self-primed when plugged in (having been pre-filled with water). 
 
 Eheim® Pro 3 2080. Rated for fish tanks up to 300 gallons. It doesn’t include all the needed media. 
I haven’t worked with one yet, and await feedback from other keepers. 
 

 
Some of my filter collection. From left to right, a Fluval® 4Plus submersible internal filter, Marineland® Magnum 350 (pictured without the 

BioWheel 60 attachment), Fluval® 404, Eheim® Pro II 2028 and Fluval® FX5. The latter 3 are shown without their hose attachments. 
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Chapter 7: Feeding. 
 
 Turtles eat for the same reasons we do; to take in the physical matter (i.e.: protein, calcium) to 
build/replace body tissue, the energy to drive the processes that maintain it (metabolism) and other needed 
substances (i.e.: vitamins). The diet must have not only adequate amounts of nutrients, but some in 
balanced ratios (i.e.: calcium and phosphate); some are harmful in excess (i.e.: protein, Vitamin A and D3). 
The goal of feeding is to produce proper growth, development and maintenance without nutritional 
deficiencies, soft shell, metabolic bone disease or kidney or liver damage. Surprisingly, there’s a lot of 
debate over what, how much and how often to feed turtles, and there’s no ‘one size fits all’ answer for 
every turtle and keeper. Ask around and you’ll get a maddening variety of answers. 
 

I’ll lay out guidelines to start a dietary regimen for your turtle, but you have to watch growth rate 
and shell development. If the growth’s too fast in some species, scutes can get ‘bumpy’ or develop 
concentric rings, carapace edges may curl upward or seams between carapace scutes may get markedly 
wider, and it’s time to review the diet, discuss it with fellow hobbyists and perhaps cut back on the protein 
content of the diet (i.e.: feeding fewer commercial pellets and more leafy greens). See Chapter 11,) Overly 
Rapid Growth, for more on proper growth and development. Note: Most water turtles can’t eat out of water 
(but a few can). Let’s get a handle on turtle diet basics to base our decisions on. 
 

Turtles range from near strict herbivores (i.e.: many tortoises) to omnivores (i.e. sliders and painted 
turtles) to relative carnivores (i.e.: musk and softshell turtles). Species’ digestive tracts are designed for 
those diets, and a radically unnatural diet (i.e.: lots of fruit for a grazing tortoise) can hurt a turtle. 
Herbivorous diets (using green roughage, not fruit) tend to be higher volume, much lower protein, higher 
fiber and harder to digest than carnivorous diets. (Note: Submerged aquatic plants in nature have a 
‘biofilm’ of algae and tiny organisms, which may add nutrition). Nearly all U.S. water turtles are 
omnivorous to some degree, and even carnivores may take some plant matter. Since non-fruit plant matter 
is low in nutrient value, stationary and often abundant, and animal prey scarcer, harder to catch, easier to 
digest and higher in nutrient value, many omnivores prefer animal over plant matter. Like a parent serving 
‘health food’ to kids begging for candy and fast food, you’ll set limits for your turtle. 

 
Broadly generalizing, common pet turtles can be grouped as: 

Strongly carnivorous (at least in captivity). 
1.) Snapping Turtles (also eat vegetation in the wild). 
2.) Softshell Turtles. 
3.) Mud & Musk Turtles. 
4.) Chicken Turtles. 

Mainly carnivorous (but often eat plants in captivity). 
1.) Map turtles. 

Mainly omnivorous (roughly similar amounts of plant & animal matter). 
1.) Painted Turtles. 
2.) Sliders (more herbivorous as adults in the wild). 
3.) Spotted Turtles. 

Mainly herbivorous. 
1.) Cooters. 

 These listings are for adults. Hatchling sliders are strongly carnivorous, start eating vegetation later 
and grow progressively herbivorous over time. Map turtles vary from eating a little vegetation to a lot (i.e.: 
2 of our maps, a Northern and a Black-knobbed, love romaine lettuce but our Texas map eats a little). 
Cooters are the most herbivorous U.S. water turtles. 
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Exact data on wild turtle diets can be hard to come by; Turtles of the United States and Canada1 is 
an excellent work including stomach content research data for some popular species. That said, most water 
turtles are opportunistic omnivores and a species’ diet may vary greatly in different habitat types (i.e.: 
sliders in a shallow, heavily vegetated ditch may have an easier time catching invertebrate prey than those 
in a sparsely vegetated pond). Turtles alleged to be carnivores often take some vegetation (i.e.: our 2 
razorback musks, northern map and black-knobbed map eat Romaine lettuce and wild common snappers 
eat lizards-tail plants). If you knew a species’ wild diet, you couldn’t duplicate it – there’s no ready supply 
of many invertebrates turtles eat, much less ‘gut-loaded’ with natural vegetation. Until you read broadly 
about turtle diet and food items, you’ll rely on a reputable brand name commercial turtle food to insure a 
well-rounded diet. 

 
Commercial turtle foods come in 4 main types: 

1.) Aquatic Turtle Diets - ~ 35-45% protein. 
2.) Box Turtle Diets - ~ 25% protein. 
3.) Tortoise Diets - ~ 5-10% protein. 
4.) Treats – often high-protein (i.e.: freeze-dried krill) &/or not a well-rounded staple. 

 
Some products’ labeling recommends feeding one or more times daily what the turtles eat in a given 

time frame. Problem: In the hobby today, many consider that too much. Commercial pellets are 
nutritionally ‘dense’ compared to natural foods, and turtles rapidly gorge. Turtles are ‘cold-blooded,’ lack 
the metabolic overhead burden of burning a lot of calories to keep constant body temp.s and need less food 
than mammals. Over-fed turtles grow rapidly and (some) get pyramiding (often permanently disfiguring) 
and possibly liver &/or kidney damage and shortened life expectancy. The most common pet U.S. turtles 
(sliders) start out carnivorous & grow more herbivorous over time; the degree of carnivory varies amongst 
‘aquatic’ turtles and the ‘one size fits all’ approach (i.e.: that adult cooters and hatchling musk turtles get 
the exact same diet) isn’t credible. 

 
Adjust your feeding schedule based on current hobbyist experience and observing your turtle. A 

rough default feeding schedule for an aquatic omnivorous or carnivorous turtle is: 
 
1.) Hatchling (up to 6 months old) - One small daily commercial aquatic turtle pellet feeding (i.e.: ~ 

1-2 ReptoMin® sticks, 2-4 Baby ReptoMin® sticks or 2-3 Mazuri® Aquatic Turtle pellets). 
2.) Older Juvenile (6 mo – 1 year) – One small to moderate commercial aquatic turtle pellet feeding 

every other day (amount varies by size; a 3” slider might get 4-5 ReptoMin® sticks). 
3.) Sub-adult to Adult – Feed a moderate amount of commercial aquatic turtle pellets 2 or 3 times 

weekly (i.e.: an adult stinkpot might get several ReptoMin® sticks Sundays & Thursdays). 
To this schedule, you may add all the Romaine lettuce the turtle wants. Many people offer 
Anacharis ‘buffet’ – as long as your turtle’s growth and shell development are normal, fine. 
Warning: some plants have substantial protein. 
 
It’s fine to substitute other carnivorous items for pellet feedings occasionally, or as a once weekly 

addition (i.e.: feeder fish, crickets, earthworms, ghost shrimp, grasshoppers, krill, bloodworms and finely 
chopped meats (i.e.: chicken, beef, fish) that can be swallowed whole (otherwise turtles claw at them, 
release juices into and putrefy the water)). Don’t overdo meats; they’re mainly skeletal muscle, high 
phosphate and not nutritionally complete (grocery store chicken may contain Salmonella, in theory adding 
the germ (or more of it, or a new serotype) to the turtles, so some keepers cook meats sold for human 
consumption. Bait stores often sell crickets much cheaper than pet stores and large numbers can (mostly) 
live a few days in a fisherman’s cricket cage with a shallow water container (I use plastic 2-L soda bottle 
caps) and food (commercial ‘gut load’ foods are an option). Crickets and grasshoppers may be caught wild 
if the habitat isn’t sprayed with pesticides or herbicides or otherwise substantially polluted. 
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Many keepers use commercially sold ‘feeder fish’ but don’t overdo it. Bait store minnows (a.k.a. 
‘shiners’) are often kept in blue water; it’s rumored to contain a copper compound and we advise against 
using those fish (note: copper compounds have several uses, such as algicides, fungicides, parasiticides and 
treating some fish diseases, and as an ingredient in turtle food; at high concentrations they can be toxic). 
Some pet store feeder fish are shipped in ‘blue water’ and may’ve had similar treatment (i.e.: copper sulfate 
for comet goldfish) but they’ve spent some store time in untreated water (hopefully reducing copper levels, 
though we don’t have specifics yet). Some fish contain thiaminase, an enzyme that breaks down thiamine 
(Vitamin B1) and can cause deficiencies in animals fed large amounts of fish (which some keepers try with 
young alligator snappers or picky eaters). Occasional use of pet store feeder fish seems well-tolerated, but 
we don’t advise they be a major portion of the diet. See Chapter 14 to learn about so-called ‘Fish T.B.,’ 
which may occasionally infect humans.  

 
Earthworms sold as bait may come from questionable substrates (i.e.: manure) – keeping them a 

couple of weeks in a container with ‘safe’ soil (i.e. commercially sold topsoil without pesticides, 
vermiculite or perlite, as opposed to potting soil, which may have additives) may be worthwhile. Online at 
www.Gartersnake.info, Jonathan Crowe put forth an article16 reporting the popular red wigglers (Eisenia 
foetida), popular for composting and fish bait, are toxic, and cited a posting17 by Biology Professor and 
Snake Ethologist Lani Lyman-Henley claiming first-hand experience with said toxicity on baby snakes, and 
another reference18 claiming toxicity. Despite that many keepers use red wigglers for water turtles without 
evident problems. My conservative recommendation pending further info. is avoid red wrigglers for 
hatchling turtles and delicate species, and if you use them, keep at least 2 weeks in clean soil with no 
manure (in case it turns out to be a contributing factor). 
 
 Snails are infamous as vectors for indirect life cycle parasites (i.e.: snails of the genus Goniobasis 
are known to transmit lung flukes to loggerhead musk turtles19). I recommend avoiding wild-caught snails, 
and if you maintain a feeder snail breeding colony (Columbian Ramshorn Snails are a good choice) do so 
in a turtle-free enclosure and only use second generation+ snails as feeders. If you add live plants from the 
pet store small snails will appear in the tank; most of us ignore those. 
 

Ghost shrimp and crayfish are easier for turtles to catch than fish but still a challenge. Ghost shrimp 
are helpless outside fleeing but crayfish have powerful claws, making them dangerous. Large crayfish can 
kill turtles smaller than themselves. Per an article by Sandy Barnett24, Wallach (1976)25 reported cases of 
ulcerative shell disease where the bacterium Beneckia chitinovora was isolated, a germ commonly 
occurring in crayfish, shrimp and crabs. In our experience crayfish substantially smaller than the turtles, 
and ghost shrimp of any size, are fine as occasional treats. Wild Chicken and Blandings turtles prey heavily 
on crayfish and common snappers love them. 

 
Hornworms (both tobacco and tomato species) are a type of large (to 4”) caterpillar sold as live 

feeders for reptiles. They cannot sting (despite the ‘horn’). Commercially sold hornworms (reared on an 
unnatural diet) are fine as treats but do not wild-collect hornworms as in nature they feed on a plant family 
that renders them toxic to predators. Hornworms are high in protein and fat27. 
 
 Never give turtles fireflies. There’s a published study22 indicating at least some are toxic enough to 
kill bearded dragons, and there are reports of toxicity in other species (i.e.: chameleons and White’s tree 
frogs). The thinking is that exotic animals from areas without poisonous fireflies lack the instinct to avoid 
them, a disdain for their taste or a resistance to their toxicity. Ergo we expect exotic turtles, or any from 
‘firefly-free’ regions to be at highest risk, but I see no reason to deliberately give one to any turtle. 
Unfortunately, they occasionally fall into outdoor ponds so time may tell how serious the risk is. 
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Some people use box turtle pellets or mix aquatic turtle and tortoise pellets to cut protein levels. 
Given that carnivorous digestive tracts aren’t designed to extract nourishment from hard-to-digest 
vegetation, we don’t recommend sole use of tortoise pellets for carnivorous turtles (though many eagerly 
eat it). 
 
 Edible plants include many aquatic plants (such as Water Lilies, Water Hyacinth, Duckweed, 
Anacharis, Water Lettuce, Water Fern, Pondweed, Water starwort, Hornwort, Water milfoil, and Frogbit), 
some vegetables (such as Zucchini, Squash, Collard Greens, Beet Leaves, Endive, Romaine, Red Leaf 
Lettuce, Kale, Escarole, Mustard Greens & Dandelions) and some fruits (i.e. Banana). We recommend 
Romaine lettuce (chosen over iceberg for higher fiber) & Anacharis as mainstays for the herbivorous 
portion of the diet. Since wild U.S. water turtles likely don't encounter fruit often, we don't recommend 
fruits except as rare treats. Use little or no spinach; despite substantial calcium content it also contains 
oxalic acid, which binds calcium. Use organically grown produce when available to avoid trace pesticides 
(your turtle may eat far more produce relative to its size than you do, and take in proportionately more 
pollutants) and if you collect your own plants be sure there are no pesticides, herbicides or fungicides used. 
 
 Reluctant feeders may be enticed with canned pink salmon, bloodworms, krill and the white meat 
squeezed from the tails of freshly killed crayfish. If your turtle doesn’t take to crickets or grasshoppers, kill 
the insect and crush the abdomen to extrude tasty innards – this creates a potent odor underwater and often 
leads to feeding. Your turtle will soon eat them uncrushed. As treats go, my turtles prefer frozen krill over 
other foods (including bloodworms). 
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Chapter 8: Sexing Turtles. 
 
 In many turtle species the male is smaller than the female (i.e.: sliders, painteds, chicken turtles, 
especially map turtles), and in a few the male is larger (i.e.: common snappers and esp. alligator snappers). 
You may want a male turtle to provide the maximum spacious home (i.e.: given aquarium), or avoid 
needing a larger tank later (i.e.: dorm room or small apartment), or a female for breeding later. You could 
just be curious. Regardless, when you get a turtle, you’ll want to know the sex. 
 
 Turtles have internal genitalia so we distinguish sex by secondary sexual characteristics, 
characteristics of males or females that develop as they mature (but aren’t evident when they hatch). Males 
of sliders, painteds and cooters may use a ‘fore-claw flutter’ head-to-head to entice females but even female 
turtles may use the claw flutter maneuver so this is non-specific; some map turtles use a rapid head-bobbing 
instead. 
 
 Turtle hatchlings aren’t reliably sexable! The closest you can come is to incubate at a temperature 
known to produce mostly one sex, and even that works on species with sex determined by incubation temp. 
(most species, but not softshells). For some common pet species unsexed hatchlings must be let grow a year 
or two, and then it’s easiest to sex males (since the female tail &/or claws will stay at juvenile proportions, 
and males’ tails &/or claws get much larger). Another difference in some species is a slight concavity in the 
male plastron (to aid mounting females). A male may ‘fan’ (stand tall on all 4’s and produce the penis, 
often quite long, black and irregular – often mistaken by keepers for a parasite!). 
 
 Secondary sexual characteristics vary by species. Some examples are given. 
Species: Look For: 
Sliders, Painted Turtles & Cooters Males – smaller adults, longer fore-claws (in cooters 

may be freakishly long), longer tails with a thick 
base. Females have thicker, bulkier bodies. 

Map Turtles & Diamondback Terrapins  Males – much smaller adults & lack very long fore-
claws but tail much longer with a very thick base. 
Females – much larger bodies, thicker bodied, 
smaller tails & in broad-head map species the 
female’s head may be much larger (i.e.: Barbour’s 
maps). 

Chicken Turtles Females get much larger. Males have longer tails 
with a more distal vent but lack long fore-claws. 

Eastern Spiny Softshell Turtles Males – much smaller adults, better retain juvenile 
coloration/patterning, have much larger tails. 
Females – Around 2.5” SCL hatchling rings/ocelli 
start blurring & eventually become lichen-like 
‘mud-blotch’ patches. 

Common Snapping Turtles Males considerably larger. When wild snappers are 
handled and upset they sometimes produce the 
penis. 

Alligator Snappers Males are much larger (150 lbs+ vs. ~ 60 lbs). 
Spotted Turtles Males have slightly concave plastron, longer tails 

and darker eyes & faces. 
Blandings Turtles Males – slightly concave plastron, darker upper jaw. 

Females – more domed carapace. More yellowish 
upper jaw. 
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The male cooter (left) displays the long foreclaws and long, thick tail typical of cooters, sliders & to some extent painted turtles. The 

female (Florida Red-belly) cooter (right) has short fore-claws & tail. Male cooters have the most exaggerated foreclaws of the 3. Males of some 
map turtles also have long foreclaws (i.e.: Northern Map) but some don’t (i.e.: Texas Map). These turtles were on display at Tennessee 
Aquarium in Chattanooga. 

 

 

 
In all Map Turtle species the female is substantially larger than the male; this is exaggerated in some, like the Texas Map male (top 

left) & female (top right). Relative to their size, males have long, thick-based ‘Isosceles triangle’ shaped tails, and females short tails. This is 
evident in the Texas Maps (top) & Yellow-blotched Maps (bottom) shown above. In the broad-head map species (i.e.: Northern, Mississippi, 
Barbour’s), females tend to have the largest, broadest heads. 
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Male Diamond-back Terrapin. 

 

 
Male Chicken Turtles are smaller & have somewhat longer tails with a fairly prominent thickness prior to the vent; females are much 

larger, often thicker-bodied (esp. Florida subspecies) & have short tails. These turtles were on display at Tennessee Aquarium in Chattanooga. 
 

 
Musk Turtles differ mainly by tail. Males (left) have a much longer tail, quite thick prior to the vent & narrow past it. The tail is 

nearly the size of a leg. This male’s tail is curled tightly to the left, & the narrow section distal to the vent looks claw-like. Females (right) have 
short tails. These wild stinkpots were caught in Hopkinsville, KY, photographed & released. 
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Chapter 9: Breeding Turtles. 
 
 Extensive breeding information is beyond the scope of this book, which is a pet care guide. We’ll 
provide an overview of the basics. Turtles are egg layers and the eggs must be laid on land or they will 
drown over a few hours. Turtles in enclosures without land areas with sand or soil sometimes become egg-
bound (potentially fatal) or lay eggs in water. To produce hatchlings, a male must fertilize the female (some 
species’ females can store sperm for months), she must lay eggs on land or they must be removed from 
water quickly, and they must be incubated in a given temp. range, proper humidity level, and given time to 
hatch. Most turtle species (except softshells) feature temperature-dependent sex determination, with higher 
temp.s producing females, lower temp.s males and intermediate temp.s a gender mix. For our overview 
we’ll share Timothy Miedema’s method for incubating a variety of North American water turtle species. 
Tim keeps temp.s between 76 & 82°F. He’s successfully incubated eastern box turtles, chicken turtles, 
painted turtles, red-eared sliders, common snappers, spiny softshells, northern map turtles, Alabama map 
turtles, Blandings turtles & peninsula cooters with his technique.  

Keep a sexually mature male with one or more females (more reduces harassment of females). 
Eventually the female may give in to his advances and allow him to mount. If need be you may introduce 
more than one male (to induce competitive behavior) &/or separate the sexes ~ 4 weeks then reintroduce 
them to stimulate interest in mating. Two or three weeks after copulation the female should be palpitated 
for eggs (you can do this by gently inserting a finger between carapace & plastron in front of the rear legs. 
If she is indeed gravid, you will feel several lumps. At this time provide a sizeable nesting area. 

Provide an area of damp sandy, loamy soil 12 - 14" deep. The female will search out a suitable area, 
possibly digging several ‘test nests’ before choosing a spot to lay. The egg chamber is constructed with 
alternating scoops of the hind feet. If laying is not witnessed, look for recently disturbed ground and 
carefully search that area for eggs. If you have doubts that she has laid eggs, just palpate her again. She 
should feel considerably lighter. 

The easiest way Miedema’s found to incubate the eggs is put them in a plastic container with a 
mixture of peat moss and cactus succulent potting soil or vermiculite (punch a few drainage holes in the 
bottom of the container with the eggs to prevent moisture from pooling). Bury the eggs in the substrate with 
only the top of the egg exposed (mark the top with a pencil in case they need to be moved for candling). Put 
the container on a wire rack inside of a cooler with a few inches of water at the bottom. Provide heat by a 
submersible aquarium heater (in the water) set to 78º to 83º F. This will also maintain a humidity level of 
75 to 85 % (important; for example, Midland Painted Turtle eggs are leathery and will dent or collapse and 
die if relative humidity is not maintained at 80% or better.) For midland painted turtles, incubation at 83º F 
will produce hatchlings in as little as 50 days. 78º F, 55 to 60 days. It is important to keep the substrate 
choice slightly moist, not damp and the eggs should be covered by a layer of moss or a slanted lid to 
prevent condensation from dripping directly on the eggs. In the last 2 weeks of incubation watch moisture 
levels closely; too much and the egg can rupture prematurely. When the eggs start hatching you can help 
the turtle hatch if it appears to be having trouble doing so on its own. The neonate will slice the egg with 
the egg tooth and use its front legs to peel back the rest of the egg. If the front legs are all that emerges you 
can gently remove the shell in front of the neonate’s head. This can prevent drowning in the egg. The 
neonate will remain in the egg for several hours or up to 2 days before absorbing enough of the yolk sac to 
emerge. It will then promptly bury itself in the substrate to finish absorbing the yolk (they should then be 
placed in another container inside the incubator to avoid them disturbing any un-hatched eggs. They can be 
introduced to very shallow water as soon as the yolk sac is almost completely absorbed and the plastron is 
no longer distended or very little bulging remains (once the yolk sack is absorbed the remnant sloughs off, 
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leaving a flesh-colored umbilical scar that disappears over time as the plastron hardens slightly and closes 
over it). They will accept food within 5 to 6 days of absorbing the yolk. 
 

Approximate incubation times for a number of species are listed in various books. Incubation times 
vary greatly with temperature. Reputable Spotted Turtle breeder Jason Petersen of Turtle Station incubated 
spotted turtle eggs at 82-83 degrees and they hatched at 59 days (exactly), but incubating 2 degrees warmer 
reduced time by 10 days and lowering the temp. added 7! In nature nest temp.s vary over time so 
incubation times given for wild populations in scientific studies may vary from captive, constant-temp. 
practices. Paul vander Schouw (another reputable breeder working with many species) reported that in his 
subjective experience incubating eggs with variable temperatures (i.e.: in naturalistic outdoor setups with 
day/night and day-to-day temp. fluctuations) seems to produce hardier hatchlings.  
 
 Breeders have manipulated incubation temperatures to achieve 2 main goals. 
 

1.) Produce specific sex hatchlings. Females of certain moderately expensive species or color morphs 
(i.e.: albino red-eared sliders) can be sold at higher prices since customers are often buying them as 
potential breeders. Males of some species stay much smaller than females and are more desirable as 
pets. This technique is not widely utilized in the pet market and few species are offered ‘temp.-
sexed.’ 

 
2.) Producing Pastels – long rumored (and confirmed for me by a source who chose anonymity), pastel 

red-eared sliders are often produced by incubating eggs at abnormally high temp.s, creating aberrant 
yet often attractive color morphs. Unlike with genetically determined morphs like albinos, the pastel 
quality isn’t hereditary and individual pastels vary widely. Due to high incubation temp.s they are 
usually female. They seem at higher risk for abnormal scute patterns (i.e.: extra scutes) and are 
rumored to average shorter life expectancies. Not all eggs incubated at high temp.s produce pastels 
(or hatch at all); the yield rates aren’t known to me. Due to the alleged health risks associated with 
pastel red-eared sliders, we do not recommend them. Note: ‘Pastels’ of other species have started 
appearing in the trade (i.e.: a pastel southern painted and stinkpot). Whether they were produced via 
abnormal incubation temp.s or are genetic mutations isn’t yet widely known. 

 
Juvenile Pastel Red-eared Slider
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Chapter 10: U.S. Water Turtle Species Profiles. 
 
 So you want a turtle, but which one will it be? There are many to choose from, but what’s available 
at the local pet store probably isn’t the best choice. Whether you’re picking a species to build an enclosure 
around, or need to pick a species to fit what you can offer, let’s look at representatives of the main types of 
turtles people keep. 
 
 When choosing consider hardiness (esp. if you start with a hatchling), adult size, environmental 
needs (i.e.: spotteds & Mississippi muds need shallow water enclosures), availability (bog turtles are 
protected by the ESA & go for ~ $900), cost (sliders are ~ $10, Blandings ~ $135, Pacific Pond turtles can 
run $300), nutrition (if watching it take down live prey is your thrill don’t get a cooter; if keeping it with 
fish don’t get a chicken turtle) and your situation (unless you’re a financially secure, stable adult with an 
understanding spouse & your state laws allow them, do not get an alligator snapper). 
 
 Our recommendations for ‘best first indoor’ turtles include southern painted turtles, male midland 
or eastern painted turtles, Texas map turtles (esp. males), stinkpots and razorback musk turtles. Adult and 
sub-adult 3-striped mud turtles are fine choices (but hatchlings delicate); loggerhead and stripe-neck musk 
are fine but more expensive and harder to find than stinkpots. For year round outdoor pond keeping, or very 
large indoor aquariums, your options are much broader. Cooters are reputedly more relaxed/laid back than 
sliders and Florida Red-belly Turtles are attractive. Adult & sub-adult chicken turtles are good choices but 
hatchlings are delicate (a.k.a. somewhat prone to die for no known reason!). These tables offer a quick 
comparison of some U.S. species by qualities pet owners value. 
 
Size Species 
Small Bog turtles, spotted turtles, mud & musk turtles, male Texas & Cagles map turtles, male 

southern painted turtles. 
Medium Female Texas & Cagles map turtles, most male map turtles, male eastern & midland painted 

turtles, female southern painted turtles, male chicken turtles, Pacific pond turtles. 
Large Sliders, male Florida red-belly turtles, western painted turtles, most female map turtles, female 

chicken turtles, Blandings turtles, wood turtles. 
Very 
Large 

Female peninsula & river cooters, female Florida & Northern red-belly turtles, female 
Barbour’s map turtles, female smooth & male Florida softshell turtles. 

Huge Common snappers, female alligator snappers, adult female spiny & Florida softshell turtles. 
Enormous Male alligator snappers (can exceed 150 lbs). 
Purchase Price Species 
Cheap (typically < $30) Sliders, painted, most cooters, southern painted, stinkpots, 

razorback musk, eastern mud, Mississippi mud, 3-striped 
mud, spiny & Florida softshells, common & alligator 
snappers. 

Moderate (typically $30-75) Texas, northern & black-knobbed map turtles, chicken 
turtles, wood turtles, loggerhead musk turtles. 

Expensive (typically $75-150) Cagles map turtles, Rio Grande cooters, Barbour’s maps, 
spotted turtles, stripe-neck musk turtles, Blandings turtles, 
albino red-eared sliders, pastel sliders. 

Very Expensive (typically > $150) Bog Turtles, Pacific Pond Turtles. 
Minimum Size Enclosure Species 
20 Gallon Long Aquarium Smaller male Texas maps. Smaller mud turtles (such as 1 or 
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at most 2 3-striped). A 20 gallon long is cramped even for 
these animals. Musk are allegedly more active than mud & so 
not included. 

29 Gallon Aquarium Male Southern Painted, male Texas map, male Cagles map, 
male Black-Knobbed map, Musk (stinkpot, razorback, 
loggerhead, stripe-neck), larger mud turtles (individuals, not 
so much species) or pairs of muds. 

55 Gallon Aquarium Female Southern Painted, male Midland Painted, male 
Northern, Mississippi or Ouachita map, Spotted Turtles, 
Pacific Pond Turtles. 

75 Gallon Aquarium Male Sliders, male Midland, Eastern or Western Painted, 
smaller female Maps (i.e.: Cagles, Texas), Chinese & male 
Spiny or Smooth Softshells  

125 Gallon Aquarium Female Sliders, male Cooters (larger species), larger female 
maps (i.e.: Barbours), Blandings, North American Wood, 
male Florida Softshell, female Smooth & smaller female 
Spiny Softshells. 

240 Gallon Aquarium Larger female Cooters (particularly river cooters), larger 
female Barbour’s Map, larger female Spiny Softshells, 
Common Snappers. 

300 Gallon Stock Tank Large female North American Softshells, Common snapper, 
female Alligator Snapper. 

Massive (500 Gallon+) Custom Enclosures Male Alligator Snapper. 
Hardiness Reputation Species 
Very Hardy Common Snapping Turtle. 
Hardy Sliders, Western, Eastern and Midland Painted Turtles, 

Cooters, Texas Map Turtles, Alligator Snapping Turtles. 
Hardy Adults but Delicate Hatchlings Blandings Turtles, Southern Painted Turtles, Mud and Musk 

Turtles.  
Hardy Adults but Particularly Problem-
Prone Hatchlings 

Chicken Turtles and 3-Striped Mud Turtles. 

Adults Prone to Health Problems Most Map Turtles if water quality isn’t good (Cagles and to 
some extent Black-Knob Map Turtles are reputedly esp. 
vulnerable). Spotted Turtles prone to skin fungus in crowded 
conditions. 

Adults Particularly Prone to Health 
Problems 

Bog Turtles. 

Appearance Species 
Bright Colors and Patterns; Striking Young and some adult Red-eared Sliders, Painted Turtles 

(esp. Westerns), some Rio Grande Cooters, unusually bright 
Florida Red-belly Turtles, Cagles Map Turtles, Black-
Knobbed Map Turtles. 

Obviously Attractive Colors and Patterns Young and some adult Yellow-bellied Sliders, fairly light-
colored Florida Red-bellied Turtles, young and some adult 
Map Turtles, Florida Chicken Turtles, Blandings Turtles, 
Wood Turtles, Spotted Turtles, Bog Turtles, 3-Striped Mud 
Turtles, Striped-neck Musk Turtles, male Spiny Softshell 
Turtles with good retention of juvenile pattern, young male 
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Florida Softshells and males with good retention of juvenile 
patterning. 

Mid-Range Attractiveness Cumberland Sliders, most adult Cooters, adult Map Turtles 
with faded coloration, Pacific Pond Turtles, Stinkpots, 
Razorback Musk Turtles, Loggerhead Musk Turtles, 
Mississippi Mud Turtles, Yellow Mud Turtles, some adult 
Softshell Turtles. 

Drab Species Melanistic adult Sliders and Cooters, Eastern Mud Turtles, 
Florida Mud Turtles, some adult Softshell Turtles.  

Monstrous Looking All North American Snapping Turtles, particularly the 
Alligator Snapping Turtle. Some adult female Florida 
Softshell Turtles. 

 
Since these profiles serve as blue-prints for care, let me open with a few broad generalizations to 

avoid vain repetition. 
 
What water depth to keep hatchlings and small juveniles at is widely debated. Wild hatchling and 

young juvenile aquatic turtles of many species tend toward shallower water near shore. Such waters tend to 
be warmer and are often more heavily vegetated than the deeper water adults frequent. This vegetation 
provides a rich supply of prey (small invertebrates) and cover (hatchlings are tiny, soft-shelled, not terribly 
fast and other than flight helpless). Yes, there are exceptions; I’ve seen very small Sliders basking in fairly 
deep, seemingly open (but murky) water in Red River in Clarksville, TN, and hatchling map turtles tend to 
inhabit brush piles but some bask on seemingly isolated logs or stumps in Red River. Understand - 
hatchlings don’t usually inhabit deep, crystal-clear open water (else large mouth bass, gar and other 
predators would eat more of them). So an otherwise empty aquarium with 1’ clear water and a basking 
platform is very unnatural. 

 
I recommend starting hatchling (and young juvenile up to 1.5” SCL) Sliders, Cooters, Painted 

Turtles, Map Turtles, Chicken Turtles and Musk Turtles in ~ 6-8” of water with plenty of underwater 
structure (bushy plastic or live plants, driftwood, etc…) so the turtle can feel securely hidden and rest in 
structure near the surface without swimming or hauling out. If the turtle is active, healthy and handles this 
well, gradually deepen the water over a few months until you reach adult levels.  

 
Mud Turtles, Spotted Turtles, Common Snappers and Alligator Snappers are bottom-walkers and 

some (i.e.: Eastern & Mississippi Muds, Spotted Turtles) are considered drowning risks in deeper water 
even as adults. Mud and Spotted Turtle hatchlings are tiny – plan to start most in ~ 1” water with plenty of 
structure (i.e.: live Anacharis) and increase gradually over a few weeks to 2” and upward as tolerated. 
These small species grow more slowly than Sliders. Snappers are larger and may start in 2” water. 3-
Striped muds are esp. vulnerable; see their Profile for details. Spotted Turtles are more cold-tolerant so 
heating their setups is less hassle; if the basking lamp keeps the water around 74-75° F, that’s fine for 
hatchling Spotteds. 

 
Common and Alligator Snappers grow quite fast, more so in mass than SCL (a 4” Common Snapper 

is much larger than a 4” Slider). Sliders grow somewhat faster than painted turtles. Map turtles tend to 
grow slower than either and some juveniles may eat vegetation at surprisingly small sizes. Mud and Musk 
Turtles grow very slowly compared to Sliders. 
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Red-eared Sliders – Trachemys scripta elegans. 

 
 General Description: Medium-to-large classic ‘basking’ turtle, smooth moderately domed carapace, 
hingeless plastron that doesn’t close, carapace green to dark green to black (melanistic) & frontal/lateral 
marginal scutes have a finger print-like whorl pattern with a central line, plastron yellow with black 
spots/smudges, green skin with intricate yellow striping, large red patch behind eye, horizontal or diagonal 
bar through pupil. 
 Size: Males ~ 7 – 9” SCL. Females ~ 10 – 12” SCL. 
 Gender Distinction: Males with smaller, thinner bodies, longer fore-claws & tails. Females larger, 
thicker/bulkier, some with large, bulky heads.  
 Native Range: from south-central to south-eastern U.S.5 – Page 177 (down to the eastern 2/3’rds of 
Texas to the west, up through Oklahoma & part of Kansas through most of Illinois & part of Indiana to the 
north, swinging back southward leaving the East Coast states mostly ‘RES-free’ but RES are an introduced 
species outside their native range, including locales as distant as Florida and Asia! 
 Native Habitat: occur in diverse habitat (in size, content & location) from 'mud holes' of a few 
hundred gallons in grassy drainage ditches in suburban Arkansas to rather barren-looking farm ponds 
(where several bask on shore) to streams, lakes & large rivers. Sliders prefer quiet waters with soft bottoms, 
abundant aquatic vegetation & good basking sites9. 
 Temperature Range (°F): Basking platform high 80’s to low 90’s, water temp.s ~ 72–76° for adults 
& sub-adults, ~ 78-80° for hatchlings & smaller juveniles. 
 Diet: Carnivorous hatchlings progress to predominantly herbivorous adults (who still choose meat 
over plant, given the choice). For the first 6 months of life, feed commercial pellets or meaty foods such as 
earthworms, crickets or fish once daily, enough to diminish appetite but not gorge the turtle. After 6 
months, switch to every other day feeding. Romaine lettuce & other leafy greens may be offered daily for 
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graze at will. Over time adjust diet content & schedule accounting for growth, activity level & appetite. 
Overfeeding high-protein foods causes rapid growth, shell deformities (pyramiding) & is believed harmful 
to the liver & kidneys. Offer romaine lettuce & Anacharis to hatchlings and they’ll eventually start eating 
it. Aim for juveniles ~ 1 year old to have ~ 2.5 – 3.5” SCL; if growth too fast cut back on pellets & meaty 
foods. 
 Minimum Adult Enclosure Size: Male – 75 gallon tank. (Large) Female – 125 gallon tank. 
 Enclosure Design Tips: ~ 3/4 water-filled tank, long basking platform at one end under heat lamp, 
including a ReptiSun® 5.0 (if hood over 10” away from highest point on basking turtle, consider 
ReptiSun® 10.0) over end of tank turtle basks on. Substrate optional. Provide a varied environment for 
interaction, stimulation and security – driftwood logs, rocks and plastic plants (any of those real or 
synthetic). External canister or pond filter rated for at least 2x’s tank size. Submersible heater (with guard if 
heater not steel) & digital thermometer. Adults may need DIY basking platforms. 
 Advantages: Hardy, attractive (esp. hatchlings), common & readily available, cheap to buy, tolerate 
a range of conditions (pH, hardness, temp.s), not picky eaters. Brumate through much of range – in mild to 
moderate climates could be kept out all year in large, suitably designed ponds. 
 Drawbacks: Adults larger than many keepers ready to handle. Ardent beggars who get overfed & 
are prone to pyramiding, producing permanently ‘bumpy’ scutes with a concentric ringed look rather than a 
smooth shell. Beautiful green babies with bright red patches often turn rather drab as adults. Males may 
persistently harass females to mate. Can out-compete weaker/more timid tank-mates. 
 Special Notes: Thought to be far & away the #1 turtle by numbers in the U.S. pet trade and very 
common as an ‘exotic’ turtle in non-U.S. collections. Often released into the wild once past hatchling & 
adaptable so it’s colonized other parts of the world & can threaten native species (so Australia outlawed 
them). Over-abundant and cheap in the hobby, overcrowd turtle rescues, so please don’t breed them! 
Albino RES are white (hatchlings yellowish) with red patches intact, hatchlings may have poor vision & 
require placement of food right before them (vision improves with growth), and they cost ~ $135. 
Melanistic sliders are sliders whom darken with age, some dark black – sometimes sold in the pet trade at 
ridiculously inflated prices. Pastel RES are abnormally colored/patterned color morphs (often quite ornate) 
produced by incubating a clutch of RES eggs too hot; hatch rates may be poor & give mixed pastel/normal-
looking RES, pastels are usually female (due to high incubation temp.s), they may have other abnormalities 
(i.e.: irregular scutes) & they have a reputation for shortened life expectancy. 

 
Male Albino RES     Wild Male Melanistic Slider 

 Price & Availability: Cost ~ $10 apiece, give or take. Most commonly available pet turtle. 
 Similar Species: The Yellow-belly Slider (Trachemys scripta scripta) is the southeastern slider sub-
species, lacking the red patches but have a wide yellow diagonal slash behind the eyes. Otherwise nearly 
identical to RES (& technically the same species).Aside from hibernation suitability (due to southern native 
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range) care same as RES. Cumberland Sliders have a pale stripe instead of a red patch but are otherwise 
nearly identical to RES and have the same care. 

 
Male Yellow-bellied Slider     Female Cumberland Slider 

  
Similar Exotics: European Pond Turtles (Emys orbicularis) are slightly smaller with slider-style care – if 
you can find one at an expo. or online vendor. Sporadically available, expensive but affordable, and a fine 
choice. The Chinese Stripe-neck Turtle (Ocadia sinensis) is another good choice, affordable & common in 
the hobby. Pink-bellied Side-necks (Emydura subglobosa) are widely available, quite popular and colorful 
(although like with sliders, some adults’ coloration fades) but are a tropical species that’s more carnivorous 
and basks less than RES. 
 

 
This Pink-bellied Short-neck Turtle has lost most of the orangish-pink coloration on the plastron, bridge & carapace rim characteristic of the 

species, but is still an attractive turtle.
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Southern Painted Turtles – Chrysemys dorsalis. 

 
Female Southern Painted Turtle    Southern Painted Turtle 

 General Description: Small (male)-to-medium (female) classic ‘basking’ turtle, smooth moderately 
domed carapace, hingeless plastron that doesn’t close, carapace black with a dorsal red (or orange) stripe & 
scute fronts have light trim, plastron plain yellow, skin black with yellow striping, bar through eye pupil. 
 Size: Males ~ 3.5 – 5” SCL. Females ~ 5.5 – 7” SCL. 
 Gender Distinction: Males with smaller, thinner bodies, longer fore-claws & tails. Females larger, 
thicker/bulkier. 
 Native Range: Centered in Arkansas, Mississippi, Alabama and Louisiana, extending into western 
Tennessee. Most northerly distribution southeastern Illinois & southern Missouri5 – Page 185. Little or no 
Florida presence5 – Page 185. 
 Native Habitat: Painted turtles (including southerns) prefer slow-moving, well-vegetated waters 
with soft bottoms and basking sites. 
 Temperature Range (°F): Basking platform high 80’s to low 90’s, water temp.s ~ 72–76° for adults 
& sub-adults, ~ 78-80° for hatchlings & smaller juveniles. 

Diet: Omnivorous (hatchlings more carnivorous). For the first 6 months of life, feed commercial 
pellets or meaty foods such as earthworms, crickets or fish once daily, enough to diminish appetite but not 
gorge the turtle. After 6 months, switch to every other day feeding. Romaine lettuce & other leafy greens 
may be offered daily for graze at will. Over time adjust diet content & schedule accounting for growth, 
activity level & appetite. Overfeeding high-protein foods causes rapid growth, shell deformities 
(pyramiding) & is believed harmful to the liver & kidneys. They don’t catch wary live fish well. 
 Minimum Adult Enclosure Size: Small males – 29 gallon tank. Others – 55 gallon tank. 
 Enclosure Design Tips: ~ 3/4 water-filled tank, long basking platform at one end under heat lamp, 
including a ReptiSun® 5.0 (if hood over 10” away from highest point on basking turtle, consider 
ReptiSun® 10.0) over end of tank turtle basks on. Substrate optional. Provide a varied environment for 
interaction, stimulation and security – driftwood logs, rocks and plastic plants (any of those real or 
synthetic). External canister or pond filter rated for at least 2x’s tank size. Submersible heater (with guard if 
heater not steel) & digital thermometer. 
 Advantages: Small adult size, adaptable, omnivorous, abundant at online vendors & expo.s (but not 
at pet stores), inexpensive (hatchlings ~ $15-20). Brumate through part of range, so could be kept outdoors 
year round in native range, similar or warmer climates. 
 Drawbacks: Hatchlings reputedly less hardy than sliders. Less northern penetrance leads me to think 
they’d be less brumation-capable in harsh northern and central U.S. winters than other painted turtles. 
 Special Notes: Previously categorized as a sub-species of painted turtle (Chrysemys picta dorsalis) 
yet is smaller & restricted to a more southern native range. 
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Painted Turtles (Midland, Eastern & Western) – Chrysemys picta (picta, marginalis and bellii). 

 
Male Eastern Painted Turtle – Photo by Tom Coy 

General Description: Medium-small (male midland & eastern) to medium (male western, female 
midland & eastern) to large (female western) classic ‘basking’ turtle, smooth moderately domed carapace, 
hingeless plastron that doesn’t close, carapace ventral edge with bright red-orange base & dark whorls, skin 
black with yellow striping, bar through eye pupil. Shell color & pattern vary by species: 

Western Painted – carapace light to dark green, sometimes olive or darker, plastron yellow-orange 
with a variably prominent dark patterning. Most attractive plastron of any painted turtle. 

Midland Painted – carapace light to dark green & in some black (some have slight dorsal stripe, 
but much less prominent than in southern painteds). Plastron mainly yellow with a less elaborate dark 
pattern than in western painteds. 

Eastern Painted – typically have bright yellow spot behind eye. Vertebral & pleural scute seams 
are roughly inline rather than alternating (unlike other painted turtles). Black carapace with light-bordered 
anterior seams on scutes, & a bland yellow plastron with no pattern. 
 Size: Midland & Eastern: Males 4 – 6”; females 6 – 8”. Western: Males 4 – 7”; females 8 – 10.” 
 Gender Distinction: Males with smaller, thinner bodies, longer fore-claws & tails. Females larger, 
thicker/bulkier. 
 Western Painted Range5 - Page 185– southern Canada ranging down through the north-central U.S. 
(N. & S. Dakota, Nebraska & Kansas on the west over to Wisconsin & Illinois on the east, coming south 
down to southern Kansas and Missouri. Some penetration elsewhere (i.e.: Montana). 
 Midland Painted Range5 - Page 185 – North into extreme southern Canada, west to Illinois & eastern 
Wisconsin, east to New Hampshire but mostly avoids the East Coast states as the range moves southward 
to share range with eastern painteds in Alabama & Georgia. 
 Eastern Painted Range5 - Page 185 – From extreme southern Canada to New Hampshire coming 
down the East Coast states southward but swinging west across northern Georgia & some of Alabama. 
Doesn’t hit Florida. 
 Native Habitat: Painted turtles prefer slow-moving, well-vegetated waters with soft bottoms and 
basking sites. 
 Temperature Range (°F): Basking platform high 80’s to low 90’s, water temp.s ~ 72–76° for adults 
& sub-adults, ~ 78-80° for hatchlings & smaller juveniles. 
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Diet: Omnivorous (hatchlings more carnivorous). For the first 6 months of life, feed commercial 
pellets or meaty foods such as earthworms, crickets or fish once daily, enough to diminish appetite but not 
gorge the turtle. After 6 months, switch to every other day feeding. Romaine lettuce & other leafy greens 
may be offered daily for graze at will. Over time adjust diet content & schedule accounting for growth, 
activity level & appetite. Overfeeding high-protein foods causes rapid growth, shell deformities 
(pyramiding) & is believed harmful to the liver & kidneys. They don’t catch wary live fish well. 
 Minimum Adult Enclosure Size: Male midland & eastern - 55 gallon tank. Female midland & 
eastern & male western – 75 gallon tank. Large females (particularly westerns, but unusually large females 
of the other two) – 125 gallon tank. 
 Enclosure Design Tips: ~ 3/4 water-filled tank, long basking platform at one end under heat lamp, 
including a ReptiSun® 5.0 (if hood over 10” away from highest point on basking turtle, consider 
ReptiSun® 10.0) over end of tank turtle basks on. Substrate optional. Provide a varied environment for 
interaction, stimulation and security – driftwood logs, rocks and plastic plants (any of those real or 
synthetic). External canister or pond filter rated for at least 2x’s tank size. Submersible heater (with guard if 
heater not steel) & digital thermometer. Large female westerns may need DIY basking platforms. 
 Advantages: Easterns, Midlands & male Westerns are medium-sized turtles. Hardy, attractive, 
common & readily available at expo.s & online vendors (not pet stores), fairly cheap to buy, tolerate a 
range of conditions (pH, hardness, temp.s), not picky eaters. Brumate through much of range –could be 
kept out all year in large, suitably designed ponds over much of the U.S. 
 Drawbacks: Eastern’s have a bland plastron, midlands have a less ornate plastron than westerns, and 
female westerns get quite large.  
 Special Notes: It’s been proposed we dispense with the sub-species & deem the 3 types of painted 
turtle regional variants who occur along a continuum of features rather than distinctly isolated sub-species, 
but they are distinctive enough to justify recognition in the pet hobby. 

 

 
Left – Adult Female Western Painted Turtle (with healing shell rot damage). 

Right – Adult Male Western Painted Turtle (plastral view). 
Photos by Tom Coy. 
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Florida Red-belly Turtle – Pseudemys nelsoni. 

 
General Description: Large classic ‘basking’ turtle, smooth moderately domed carapace, hingeless 

plastron that doesn’t close, carapace black with reddish patterning/high-lights, plastron plain yellow, skin 
black with a few fairly large yellow stripes, bar through eye pupil. Hatchlings are bright green with intricate 
black patterning & orangeish plastrons. 
 Size: Males: 7 – 9” SCL, Females: 11 – 13" SCL. 
 Gender Distinction: Males have very long foreclaws and long tails. Females are larger, very thick & 
have small tails. 
 Native Range5 - Page 183: Most of Florida with some penetrance into extreme southern Georgia. 
 Native Habitat: Large range of waterways from suburban drainage ditches to ponds, lakes & rivers. 
 Temperature Range (°F): Basking platform high 80’s to low 90’s, water temp.s ~ 72–76° for adults 
& sub-adults, ~ 78-80° for hatchlings & smaller juveniles. 

Diet: Predominantly herbivorous adults; hatchlings are more omnivorous. For the first 6 months of 
life, feed commercial aquatic &/or box turtle pellets or meaty foods such as earthworms, crickets or fish 
once daily, enough to diminish appetite but not gorge the turtle. After 6 months, switch to every other day 
feeding. Romaine lettuce & other leafy greens may be offered daily for graze at will. Over time adjust diet 
content & schedule accounting for growth, activity level & appetite. Overfeeding high-protein foods causes 
rapid growth, shell deformities (pyramiding) & is believed harmful to the liver & kidneys. They don’t catch 
live fish well. An argument could be made for using commercial tortoise food for adults (instead of box 
turtle), or just smaller amounts of aquatic turtle versions. 
 Minimum Adult Enclosure Size: Small Male – 75 gallons+ tank. Larger males & females – 125 
gallon tank. 
 Enclosure Design Tips: ~ 3/4 water-filled tank, long basking platform at one end under heat lamp, 
including a ReptiSun® 5.0 (if hood over 10” away from highest point on basking turtle, consider 
ReptiSun® 10.0) over end of tank turtle basks on. Substrate optional. Provide a varied environment for 
interaction, stimulation and security – driftwood logs, rocks and plastic plants (any of those real or 
synthetic). External canister or pond filter rated for at least 2x’s tank size. Submersible heater (with guard if 
heater not steel) & digital thermometer. Adults may need DIY basking platforms. 
 Advantages: Fairly attractive. Cheap & abundant in the hobby (at expo.s & online vendors, not pet 
stores). Calm, personable, reputedly more ‘laid back’ than sliders, shouldn’t miss live prey too much if 
you’re a vegetarian & have issues with that. Vegetarians who enjoy a steady supply of leafy greens are 
good for keepers who anguish over making begging omnivores & carnivores adhere to 2-3 feedings/week. 
 Drawbacks: Large & bulky. While some adults are beautiful on some the carapace turns solid black! 
Not a good choice for people who enjoy watching their pet kill a lot of live prey. Restricted south-eastern 
range makes brumation a bad idea in most of the U.S. so plan on over-wintering indoors. 
 Special Notes: Probably the #1 cooter in the U.S. hobby today, and personable enough to make a 
fine pet if large size & herbivory aren’t issues for you. 
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Similar Species: All cooters are cared for in the same way, with some adjustment made for size. 
Capability of brumation varies with species/sub-species; base your expectation on their natural range (but 
you must offer a large, deep pond even then!). 

 
Peninsula Cooter (Pseudemys floridana peninsularis) – a large cooter, with massive adult females 

to 16” SCL! Thick bodies. Carapace has a black base color and brown patterning. Bland platron. Black skin 
has some fairly large yellow stripes. Bar across eye pupil. Hatchlings have a bright green carapace with 
intricate black markings and a plain yellow plastron. Native to most of Florida. Common at some expo.s & 
online vendors, cheap, & adults are much too large for most keepers. 

 
Big female Peninsula Cooter (left) & hatchlings. 

 
 River Cooter (Pseudemys concinna (several subspecies) – large cooters. Size varies with sub-
species, Eastern River Cooter females to ~ 15” SCL but Suwannee River Cooter females to 17” SCL! 
Adults with patterning but fairly drab coloration. Somewhat common in the hobby. 

 
Big Male River Cooters 

 
 Rio Grande Cooter (Pseudemys gorzugi) – a medium-sized cooter (small for a cooter!) – Males up 
to 9.5” SCL, Females up to 12” SCL. Adults have a fairly striking colorful, ornately patterned carapace 
(base color may be dark or green); the plastron is orange-tinged yellow with dark seams. Uncommon even 
at online vendors & expo.s; expect to pay ~ $65 for hatchlings. 
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Rio Grande Cooter - Photo by Xavier Springer   Hatchling Rio Grande Cooter - Photo by Richard Lunsford 

 
(Northern) Red-belly Turtle (Pseudemys rubriventris) – a large cooter (females up to 15” SCL). 

Bright green hatchlings darken into black carapaced & skinned adults (some with reddish patterning on the 
carapace, but some outright black). Native range5 - Page 183: the East Coast states of Delaware & Maryland, 
eastern Connecticut, southeastern New Jersey & southern Pennsylvania, eastern North Carolina & there’s a 
disjunct population in eastern Massachusetts. Northeastern range indicates brumation-capable in equivalent 
climates. Uncommon even at expo.s & online vendors; hatchlings run ~ $20-25. 
 

Texas Cooters (Pseudemys texana) – a fairly large cooter with females up to 13” SCL; some are 
quite thick. Native5 - Page 181 to a sizeable patch of Texas, & abundant in parts of it. Range doesn’t suggest 
brumation outside the very southern U.S.  Uncommon even at expo.s & online vendors; hatchlings ~ $30.  

 
Photo by  Christopher Leone  
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Texas Map Turtles – Graptemys versa. 

 
Male Texas Map Turtle 

 General Description: Very small (male) to small-medium (female) classic ‘basking’ turtle, smooth 
moderately domed carapace with dorsal keeling & mild ‘knobbing,’ hingeless plastron that doesn’t close, 
carapace olive with intricate patterns (like a road map) and mild knobbing (knobs are not black), plastron 
plain yellow, skin black with yellow striping, eye with bright iris & a partial bar through the pupil. 
Stereotypically a horizontal yellow line behind the eye sends a crescent curving over part of the eye, but 
this bar may be broken. Many have a vaguely J-shaped post orbital mark but the appearance varies greatly 
amongst individuals.  
 Size: Males ~ 2.75 – 4.5” SCL, Females ~ 3.5 – nearly 8.5” SCL (sizes adapted roughly from 
figures given in Turtles of the United States and Canada1). 
 Gender Distinction: Males are much smaller & have much longer tails with a thicker base. They 
don’t have elongated fore-claws. Females are much larger and have moderately broad heads (although 
technically the species are considered one of the narrow-headed map turtles). 
 Native Range: Colorado River drainage of the Edwards Plateau of south-central Texas. 
 Native Habitat: Both relatively fast-moving, muddy rivers & also streams, creaks & lakes connected 
to the river system; some of these creeks are clear & include fast flow, water falls, rocky bottoms & deep 
pools (Chris Lechowicz, pers. com.). Lindeman10 noted the South Llana River (in which they occur) is a 
clear, spring-fed river with alternating riffles. Lechowicz notes like other map species they're fond of brush 
piles. 

Temperature Range (°F): Basking Temperature:  High 80's to low 90's (the basking platform should be 
large enough to allow a range of temp.s), Water Temperature: Low to mid 70's for adults. Around 78 to 80º 
for hatchlings. *Cris Hagen reported captive adult map turtles kept indoors benefit from hotter basking 
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platform temp.s (i.e.: high 90's up to 110º F, though the latter may be too hot for hatchlings) than we 
typically recommend for basking turtles. He said this is a factor in the poor shell condition sometimes seen 
in map turtles at public exhibits. If you choose to offer high temp.s be sure to offer a large enough basking 
platform so the turtle has a range of temp.s (up to 100-110º F for adults, but not restricted to that range; 
part of the basking platform should be in the lower 80's).  
 Diet: Predominantly carnivorous. In nature Lindeman10,11 indicated females partake of a more 
strongly molluscivorous diet (even those of the same size as adult males) whereas insects are abundant in 
the diet of males. They lack the rapid strike or chase capability needed to catch fish. So the natural diet is 
mainly invertebrates, with some plant matter intake. In captivity, for the first 6 months of life, feed 
commercial pellets or meaty foods such as earthworms, crickets or fish once daily, enough to diminish 
appetite but not gorge the turtle. After 6 months, switch to every other day feeding. Romaine lettuce & 
other leafy greens may be offered daily for graze at will. Over time adjust diet content & schedule 
accounting for growth, activity level & appetite. Overfeeding high-protein foods causes rapid growth, shell 
deformities & is believed harmful to the liver & kidneys. 
 Minimum Adult Enclosure Size: For a small male at least a 29 gallon tank; for a large male or 
average female a 55 gallon tank; for a large female a 75 gallon tank. 
 Enclosure Design Tips: ~ 3/4 water-filled tank, long basking platform at one end under heat lamp, 
including a ReptiSun® 5.0 (if hood over 10” away from highest point on basking turtle, consider 
ReptiSun® 10.0) over end of tank turtle basks on. Substrate optional. Provide a varied environment for 
interaction, stimulation and security – driftwood logs, rocks and plastic plants (any of those real or 
synthetic). External canister or pond filter rated for at least 2x’s tank size. Submersible heater (with guard if 
heater not steel) & digital thermometer. 
 Advantages: Male Texas maps are very small & even females small-to-medium. While map turtles 
overall have a reputation for being skittish & prone to shell problems (in poor water quality), Texas maps 
are neither. They’re cheaper, easier to find in the trade & tend to be slightly smaller than their main pet 
trade competitor (Cagles maps). 
 Drawbacks: People typically choose these on the assumption they’ll be very small turtles, and 
females may get larger than planned. Hatchlings aren’t sexable & temp.-sexed hatchlings are practically 
unknown in the hobby. Can be out-competed for food in community tanks with more competitive species 
(i.e.: sliders & painteds). Texas maps have a reputation for being prone to aggression, biting at tank mates, 
but individuals vary. As with other map turtles the carapace is prone to algae over-growth, causing a ‘green 
shag carpet’ effect. 
 Special Notes: A sexable known-male sub-adult Texas map turtle is one of the very best beginner 
basking turtles. 
 Similar Species: The Cagles Map Turtle is another small map turtle with a fairly small native range 
in Texas. Cagles get slightly larger, cost substantially more (hatchlings over $75) and have a reputation for 
being quite sensitive to poor water quality. They have more ornate coloration/patterning than Texas map 
turtles. 
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Mississippi Map Turtles – Graptemys pseudogeograpica kohnii. 

 
Photo by Tom Coy 

General Description: Medium (male)-to-large (female) classic ‘basking’ turtle, smooth moderately 
domed carapace with dorsal keeling & moderately prominent black knobs, hingeless plastron that doesn’t 
close, carapace olive to brown with intricate patterns (like a road map) that partially fade with age, plastron 
typically yellowish with dark streaking along scute seams, skin black with extensive yellow striping. A 
yellow crescent from behind the eye curving under it, coupled with a bright, clear iris & no bar across the 
pupil, are the stereotypical ‘Mississippi map turtle’ features (some have a partial bar across the pupil, & the 
crescent may be broken). 
 Size: Males 3.5 – 5” SCL, Females 6 – 10” SCL. Females have a heavier build. 
 Gender Distinction: Males are smaller, leaner built & have much larger, longer tails with a wide 
base tapering to a thin point. Male’s may have moderately elongated fore-claws. Female are much larger & 
have a heavier, bulkier build (including the head). 
 Native Range5 – Page 170: Range covers Arkansas, most of Louisiana, some of east Texas & western 
Mississippi, TN & KY, moving up the Ohio River across the northwestern boarder of KY & up the 
Mississippi River system branching into north-central Missouri & parts of Illinois & Indiana. 
 Native Habitat: River & large lake habitat (permanent water bodies); may appear in smaller 
adjoining water bodies. Brush piles in the water are considered important to map turtles in general. 

 Temperature Range (°F): Basking Temperature:  High 80's to low 90's (the basking platform should 
be large enough to allow a range of temp.s), Water Temperature: Low to mid 70's for adults. Around 78 to 
80º for hatchlings. *Cris Hagen reported captive adult map turtles kept indoors benefit from hotter basking 
platform temp.s (i.e.: high 90's up to 110º F, though the latter may be too hot for hatchlings) than we 
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typically recommend for basking turtles. He said this is a factor in the poor shell condition sometimes seen 
in map turtles at public exhibits. If you choose to offer high temp.s be sure to offer a large enough basking 
platform so the turtle has a range of temp.s (up to 100-110º F for adults, but not restricted to that range; 
part of the basking platform should be in the lower 80's).  
 Diet: Predominantly carnivorous. They lack the rapid strike or chase capability needed to catch fish, 
so the natural diet is mainly invertebrates, with some plant matter intake. In captivity, for the first 6 months 
of life, feed commercial pellets or meaty foods such as earthworms, crickets or fish once daily, enough to 
diminish appetite but not gorge the turtle. After 6 months, switch to every other day feeding. Romaine 
lettuce & other leafy greens may be offered daily for graze at will. Over time adjust diet content & schedule 
accounting for growth, activity level & appetite. Overfeeding high-protein foods causes rapid growth, shell 
deformities & is believed harmful to the liver & kidneys. 
 Minimum Adult Enclosure Size: Males – 75 gallon tank. Large females – 125 gallon tank. 
 Enclosure Design Tips: ~ 3/4 water-filled tank, long basking platform at one end under heat lamp, 
including a ReptiSun® 5.0 (if hood over 10” away from highest point on basking turtle, consider 
ReptiSun® 10.0) over end of tank turtle basks on. Substrate optional. Provide a varied environment for 
interaction, stimulation and security – driftwood logs, rocks and plastic plants (any of those real or 
synthetic). External canister or pond filter rated for at least 2x’s tank size. Submersible heater (with guard if 
heater not steel) & digital thermometer. Adult females may need DIY basking platforms. If your turtle is 
particularly skittish, don’t put hard objects (i.e.: rocks) near the basking platform (since it may get hurt 
diving in when startled) & consider putting the enclosure in a low-activity room of the house. 
 Advantages: Attractive, exotic looking, commonly available and inexpensive (the map most likely 
to appear in pet stores).  
 Drawbacks: Females larger & bulkier. Map turtles are prone to algae overgrowth of the carapace 
(harmless but looks like a green shag carpet). Intricate carapace patterning and even plastral patterning 
partially fade with age. Map turtles are reputedly prone to be skittish (compared to sliders & painted turtles) 
& prone to shell problems if water quality isn’t pristine. 
 Special Notes: Probably the most common map turtle in the U.S. pet trade. Mississippi, False and 
Ouachita Map Turtles are mass produced in large outdoor ponds in the southern U.S. and are allegedly 
prone to breed with each other, so the hatchlings sold as pets are often hybrids or intergrades with 
intermediate features. 
 Similar Species: They’re a sub-species of the False Map Turtle, which has a darker iris with a bar 
across the pupil & a thin yellow bar behind the eye but no curved crescent. The Ouachita Map Turtle is a 
separate species of similar size with a bright iris, partial bar across the pupil, a thick yellow bar behind the 
eye, no crescent, & a pair of semi-vertically oriented spots along the posterior jaw. Same care needs. Both 
are fairly common in the hobby but less so than the Mississippi Map. 

 
Left: False Map Turtle – Photo by Al Ruscelli.   Right: Female Ouachita Map Turtle – Photo by Richard Lunsford. 
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Northern Map Turtles – Graptemys geographica (previously named ‘Common Map Turtle’). 

 
Wild Juvenile – Photo by Richard Lunsford     Adult Female – Photo by Christopher Leone 

 
General Description: Small (male)-to-medium (female) classic ‘basking’ turtle, smooth keeled 

carapace (less keeled in adult females), hingeless plastron that doesn’t close, carapace brown to olive base 
color with small light reticulate patterning (like roads on a map). Dorsal spine has a single row of small 
knobs in adult males & juveniles (may be absent in adult females). Marginal scute undersides have intricate 
circular patterns. Carapace rear mildly serrated. Smaller dorsal spines/knobs than Mississippi maps. 
Plastron cream to yellow with dark spots or smudges which may fade away in adulthood. Dark skin with 
elaborate yellow striping, vaguely triangular yellow spot behind eye, bar through eye pupil, often have 
‘reverse crescent’ on neck curving up at lower rear of head. 
 Size: Males ~ 4 – 6” SCL, Females ~ 7 – 10.75” SCL. 
 Gender Distinction: Males have longer tails with a thicker base, a leaner appearance & are more 
prone to retain keeling & dorsal knobbing of the carapace. Males don’t have greatly elongated fore-claws 
(neither do females). Females are larger, bulkier, have broader heads. 
 Native Range5 – Page 168: By far the largest natural range of any map species. Range from the north-
central to north-eastern U.S. (extending up to Montana, Wisconsin, Michigan, the northern border of New 
York, up to southwestern Maine & extreme southeastern Canada) & down in 2 separate branches, a west 
branch descending across Iowa down through Missouri & into Arkansas, & an east branch coming down 
through Indiana & Ohio through Kentucky & Tennessee into Alabama. 
 Native Habitat: Mainly restricted to large, permanent water habitat such as rivers & large lakes, but 
are occasionally found in smaller water bodies such as permanent streams. Brush piles are important to map 
turtle populations. Larger specimens inhabit deeper water. 

 Temperature Range (°F): Basking Temperature:  High 80's to low 90's (the basking platform should 
be large enough to allow a range of temp.s), Water Temperature: Low to mid 70's for adults. Around 78 to 
80º for hatchlings. *Cris Hagen reported captive adult map turtles kept indoors benefit from hotter basking 
platform temp.s (i.e.: high 90's up to 110º F, though the latter may be too hot for hatchlings) than we 
typically recommend for basking turtles. He said this is a factor in the poor shell condition sometimes seen 
in map turtles at public exhibits. If you choose to offer high temp.s be sure to offer a large enough basking 
platform so the turtle has a range of temp.s (up to 100-110º F for adults, but not restricted to that range; 
part of the basking platform should be in the lower 80's).  
 Diet: Predominantly carnivorous. Even hatchlings may eat some vegetation (i.e.: Romaine lettuce). 
They lack the rapid strike or chase capability needed to catch fish, so the natural diet is mainly invertebrates 
(i.e.: crayfish, clams, snails, insects/larvae), with some plant matter intake. In captivity, for the first 6 
months of life, feed commercial pellets or meaty foods such as earthworms, crickets or fish once daily, 
enough to diminish appetite but not gorge the turtle. After 6 months, switch to every other day feeding. 
Romaine lettuce & other leafy greens may be offered daily for graze at will. Over time adjust diet content 
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& schedule accounting for growth, activity level & appetite. Overfeeding high-protein foods causes rapid 
growth, shell deformities & is believed harmful to the liver & kidneys. 
 Minimum Adult Enclosure Size: Males – 75 gallon tank. Large females – 125 gallon tank. 
 Enclosure Design Tips: ~ 3/4 water-filled tank, long basking platform at one end under heat lamp, 
including a ReptiSun® 5.0 (if hood over 10” away from highest point on basking turtle, consider 
ReptiSun® 10.0) over end of tank turtle basks on. Substrate optional. Provide a varied environment for 
interaction, stimulation and security – driftwood logs, rocks and plastic plants (any of those real or 
synthetic). External canister or pond filter rated for at least 2x’s tank size. Submersible heater (with guard if 
heater not steel) & digital thermometer. Adult females may need DIY basking platforms. If your turtle is 
particularly skittish, don’t put hard objects (i.e.: rocks) near the basking platform (since it may get hurt 
diving in when startled) & consider putting the enclosure in a low-activity room of the house. 
 Advantages: Attractive despite lacking the prominent dorsal knobbing of Mississippi & particularly 
black-knobbed maps. Northern distribution indicates a candidate for brumation over much of the U.S., but 
be mindful in nature they hibernate in deep waters in rivers, not small ponds < 1,000 gallons! (So be careful 
if you attempt brumation). 
 Drawbacks: Females larger & bulkier. Map turtles are prone to algae overgrowth of the carapace 
(harmless but looks like a green shag carpet). Intricate carapace patterning and even plastral patterning 
partially fade with age. Map turtles are reputedly prone to be skittish (compared to sliders & painted turtles) 
& prone to shell problems if water quality isn’t pristine. Only sporadically available in the hobby & 
hatchlings run ~ $20. 
 Special Notes: A strangely overlooked turtle in the hobby today, possibly due to the striking eyes & 
more prominent dorsal knobbing of the Mississippi map, yet intricate & beautiful. 
 

Black-Knobbed Map Turtles (2 sub-species; Northern & Southern) – Graptemys nigrinoda. 

 
Female Northern Black-knob Map Turtle 

General Description: Small (male) to medium-large (female) classic ‘basking’ turtle, smooth keeled 
carapace, hingeless plastron that doesn’t close, carapace brown to olive base color (can be greenish; they’re 
prone to algae growth) with yellow rings on the carapace pleural scutes. Dorsal spine has a single row of 
medium to large black knobs in adult males & juveniles (may be less prominent in adult females). Marginal 
scute undersides have intricate circular patterns. Carapace rear serrated. Plastron yellow with dark 
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horizontal seams. Skin (gray in northern, much blacker in southern sub-species) with fairly thick yellow 
striping, reverse yellow crescent behind eye, bar through eye pupil. In juveniles the carapace edge is 
strongly serrated all the way around; the front & sides may smooth out in adulthood, & the keel may wear 
down with age (esp. in old females). One of the narrow-headed map turtles. 

Size: Males ~ 3.5 – 4.5” SCL. Females ~ 6 – 10” SCL. 
Gender Distinction: Females are much larger and have a bulkier build. Older male juveniles are 
flatter than females. 
Native Range: Alabama, Tallapoosa, Coosa, Cahaba, Tombigbee and Black Warrior river systems 
of Alabama and Mississippi (per Graptemys.com). 
Native Habitat: Sand & clay-bottomed streams with moderate current & abundant basking sites1 – 

Page 422. They’re associated with brush piles (per Graptemys.com). 
Temperature Range: Basking Temperature:  High 80's to low 90's (the basking platform should be large 

enough to allow a range of temp.s), Water Temperature: Low to mid 70's for adults. Around 78 to 80º for 
hatchlings. *Cris Hagen reported captive adult map turtles kept indoors benefit from hotter basking 
platform temp.s (i.e.: high 90's up to 110º F, though the latter may be too hot for hatchlings) than we 
typically recommend for basking turtles. He said this is a factor in the poor shell condition sometimes seen 
in map turtles at public exhibits. If you choose to offer high temp.s be sure to offer a large enough basking 
platform so the turtle has a range of temp.s (up to 100-110º F for adults, but not restricted to that range; 
part of the basking platform should be in the lower 80's). 

Diet: Predominantly carnivorous omnivore but also substantial plant matter intake. In the wild 
consume a wide variety of invertebrate prey; they enjoy small snails but aren’t ‘mollusc specialists,’ shell-
fish or otherwise. They lack the rapid strike or chase capability needed to catch fish. In captivity, for the 
first 6 months of life, feed commercial pellets or meaty foods such as earthworms, crickets or fish once 
daily, enough to diminish appetite but not gorge the turtle. After 6 months, switch to every other day 
feeding. Romaine lettuce & other leafy greens may be offered daily for graze at will. Over time adjust diet 
content & schedule accounting for growth, activity level & appetite. Overfeeding high-protein foods causes 
rapid growth, shell deformities & is believed harmful to the liver & kidneys. Beware growth spurts (see 
Drawbacks). 

Minimum Adult Enclosure Size: Males – 55 gallon tank. Females – 75 gallon tank+. 
Enclosure Design Tips: ~ 3/4 water-filled tank, long basking platform at one end under heat lamp, 

including a ReptiSun® 5.0 (if hood over 10” away from highest point on basking turtle, consider 
ReptiSun® 10.0) over end of tank turtle basks on. Substrate optional. Provide a varied environment for 
interaction, stimulation and security – driftwood logs, rocks and plastic plants (any of those real or 
synthetic). External canister or pond filter rated for at least 2x’s tank size. Submersible heater (with guard if 
heater not steel) & digital thermometer. Adult females may need DIY basking platforms. If your turtle is 
particularly skittish, don’t put hard objects (i.e.: rocks) near the basking platform (since it may get hurt 
diving in when startled) & consider putting the enclosure in a low-activity room of the house. 

Advantages: Males are small, very distinctive and beautiful.  
Drawbacks: Females larger & bulkier. Map turtles are prone to algae overgrowth of the carapace 

(harmless but looks like a green shag carpet). Intricate carapace patterning and even plastral patterning 
partially fade with age. Map turtles are reputedly prone to be skittish (compared to sliders & painted turtles) 
& prone to shell problems if water quality isn’t pristine (black knob maps in particular have this rep.). 
Black-knobbed map juveniles are prone to growth spurts during which their carapace scutes may get 
distanced, leading to wide, prominent seams – if this occurs back off on feeding & watch growth rate (& 
hope it reverses over a long time). Sporadically available in the hobby & hatchlings run ~ $75.  

Special Notes: Somewhat ‘over the top’ looking compared to other maps; the skin’s yellow stripes 
are thicker, the knobs are more prominent and black, the serration is more extensive in juveniles. Only 
black-knobs, ringed & some Barbour’s maps have the prominent rings on the carapace, & ringed maps are 
legally protected & hard to acquire. Legal Status: Endangered in Mississippi; Protected in Alabama. 
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Chicken Turtles - Deirochelys reticularia 

 
Male Chicken Turtle     Female Chicken Turtle 

General Description: Medium (males)-to-large (females) basking turtles - females achieve fair bulk 
(females roughly on par with female RES, but males smaller than male RES). The carapace has a brown to 
grey base color with a reticulate pattern. Plastron tends toward plain yellow. There's a single broad yellow 
stripe down the fronts of the fore-legs. Vertical striping between rear leg & tail. Famous for very long 
necks (they carry the nickname ‘American snake neck’). Some have an upward-angled light stripe from the 
rear of the mouth to the nose, causing an upturned snout look (like a hognose snake, but the snout doesn't 
actually turn up), sort of a smiling expression. Bar or partial bar across the eye pupil. 

Size: Females up to 10”+, & 1.5x’s the size of males & (particularly Florida sub-species) thicker-
bodied. 

Gender Distinction: Males are smaller; they don’t have elongated fore-claws (unlike male sliders). 
Females are much larger. 

Native Range5 – Page 187: distributed over the South-Eastern and South-Central United States from 
Florida & the low to mid-East Coast westward to East Texas and Southeastern Oklahoma. The Western 
Chicken Turtle is found mostly west of the Mississippi River. The Eastern Chicken Turtle occurs east of 
the Mississippi River, doesn’t extend as far north as the Western subspecies, and runs east through 
Northern Florida & midway up the East Coast. The Florida subspecies is confined to roughly the lower 
2/3’rds of Florida. 

Native Habitat1 – Page 359: They inhabit still waters (including ponds, lakes, ditches, marshes, cypress 
swamps & Carolina bays), normally with ample amounts of aquatic vegetation and a soft bottom. Cris 
Hagen noted they seem to predominate in seasonal wetland habitat rather than large, permanent water 
bodies. They can burrow into upland forest floor (‘refugia’), presumably to escape drought. Chicken turtles 
can migrate overland when the need arises. 
 Temperature Range (°F): Basking platform high 80’s to low 90’s, water temp.s ~ 72–76° for adults 
& sub-adults, ~ 78-80° for hatchlings & smaller juveniles. 

Diet: Predominant carnivore. Adults may (or may not) take some plant matter. It’s thought in the 
wild they subsist largely on invertebrates, and at least in captivity show an aptitude for catching small fish. 
Love crayfish. Hatchlings may be offered a carnivorous diet twice daily, graduating to daily after 6 to 12 
months. Romaine lettuce, Anacharis, Water Hyacinth & other safe edible aquatic plants should be offered 
to encourage low-protein intake. Choose a good brand name commercial food (i.e.: Mazuri®, ReptoMin®, 
etc…) & augment with live food offerings (crayfish, earth worm, cricket, etc…). See Special Notes for 
hatchlings. 

Minimum Adult Enclosure Size: Male – 55 gallon. Large female – 125 gallon. 
Enclosure Design Tips: ~ 3/4 water-filled tank, long basking platform at one end under heat lamp, 

including a ReptiSun® 5.0 (if hood over 10” away from highest point on basking turtle, consider 
ReptiSun® 10.0) over end of tank turtle basks on. Substrate optional. Provide a varied environment for 
interaction, stimulation and security – driftwood logs, rocks and plastic plants (any of those real or 
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synthetic). External canister or pond filter rated for at least 2x’s tank size. Submersible heater (with guard if 
heater not steel) & digital thermometer. Adult females may need DIY basking platforms. If your turtle is 
particularly skittish, don’t put hard objects (i.e.: rocks) near the basking platform (since it may get hurt 
diving in when startled) & consider putting the enclosure in a low-activity room of the house. 

Advantages: Fairly personable, males are medium-sized, capable of catching feeder fish (neat to 
watch), distinctive looking, uncommon enough in collections to be a conversation piece, brumation-capable 
in native range or equivalent climate (but be aware of sub-species!). 

Drawbacks: Females are large. Relatively short-lived (estimated up to 20 years in captivity), rather 
thin shells (a factor in falls and crushing accidents), hatchlings are delicate & prone to die for no clear 
reason, may kill your fish, & while the Florida subspecies is most prevalent in the trade we’d expect it to be 
the least cold weather-tolerant for brumation (based on range). We don’t recommend outdoor hibernation in 
climates with extended sub-freezing weather (occasional cold snaps may be okay; 3 or 4 months straight 
freezing temp.s is not). Rather expensive. 

Special Notes: Can aestivate, and even hibernate on land. Chicken turtles have a rep. for delicate 
hatchlings prone to die for no clear reason despite good care. One Florida breeder who’s enjoyed success 
with them used shrimp (he breeds native shrimp) & the vitamin-fortified version of Hikari frozen 
bloodworms as part of the diet; he and Andy Sury both feed hatchlings vigorously, and TP thinks they do 
best on baby crayfish and mayfly larvae. Paul VanderSchow noted hatchlings can be difficult feeders, 
refuse pelleted food for 6 months to a year, and it’s best to start them with natural food (live or frozen). 
Eggs require diapause to hatch (one protocol is incubate normally (28-30°C) first 2 weeks, then place in a 
cool environment (i.e.: refrigerator) 1-2 months, then resume normal incubation & expect a hatch in 70-90 
days. Historically uncommon at online vendors but show up off and on. May appear at large expo.s. 
Hatchlings cost ~ $50-75. 

Male Florida Chicken Turtle showing characteristic broad yellow fore-limb stripes. 
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Stinkpot (Common Musk Turtles) - Sternotherus odoratus 

 
Wild Female Stinkpot 

General Description: Small, dark-colored oval turtles with an oval, ‘smooth stone’ gray or black 
(sometimes brown) carapace, a reduced plastron (variably colored) with skin easily visible over much of 
the plastral scute seams. The reduced plastron may improve agility at the price of protection, compared to 
mud turtles. Heads medium to fairly large, skin gray to black (sometimes brown), and stereotypically they 
have a pair of horizontal yellow ‘lightning’ stripes on the sides of the head which run right out to the nose 
(like 3-striped muds, unlike Mississippi muds). Often mistaken for small snappers but shell is smooth & tail 
small. Hatchlings are much different - strongly keeled carapace, very rough texture (reminiscent of rough 
broken slate), and they’re very. 

Size: ~ 4 - 5” SCL. 
Gender Distinction: Males have much larger tails, close to the size of a leg. They don’t have 

elongated fore-claws. Females have small tails. 
Native Range5 – Page 151: 3’rd largest native range of any North American turtle (after the common 

snapper & painted turtles) - from minor penetration into southeastern Canada down through the south-
eastern & south-central U.S. 

Native Habitat: Stinkpots occur in permanent water bodies, from large streams to lakes and rivers. 
Not apt to be found in small isolated water bodies (i.e.: farm ponds). 
 Temperature Range (°F): Basking platform high 80’s to low 90’s, water temp.s ~ 72–76° for adults 
& sub-adults, ~ 78-80° for hatchlings & smaller juveniles. 

Diet: Predominantly carnivorous – wild diet varies with prey availability, but mainly invertebrates. 
Turtles of the United States & Canada, Page 1481 provides detailed dietary information; rough rounding off 
(for simplicity) of research data cited there (Mahmoud 1968)13 suggests the wild diet by stomach content 
volume is around 46% insects, 24% mollusks, 5% crustaceans, 1% amphibians, 3.4% carrion & 20.4% 
aquatic vegetation. Regarding natural plant consumption, Bancroft et al.14 reported 99% of the plant 
biomass in stinkpot stomachs was composed of by the genera Nuphar 56%, Vallisneria 26%, Eichhornia 
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8% & finally filamentous algae 9%. Captives often eat little or no plant matter. In captivity, for the first 6 
months of life, feed commercial pellets or meaty foods such as earthworms, crickets or fish once daily, 
enough to diminish appetite but not gorge the turtle. After 6 months, switch to every other day feeding. 
Romaine lettuce & other leafy greens may be offered occasionally. Over time adjust diet content & 
schedule accounting for growth, activity level & appetite. Overfeeding high-protein foods causes rapid 
growth & is believed harmful to the liver & kidneys. 

Minimum Adult Enclosure Size: 29 gallon. 
Enclosure Design Tips: ~ 3/4 water-filled tank, long basking platform at one end under heat lamp, 

including a ReptiSun® 5.0 (if hood over 10” away from highest point on basking turtle, consider 
ReptiSun® 10.0) over end of tank turtle basks on. Substrate optional. Provide a varied environment for 
interaction, stimulation and security – driftwood logs, rocks and plastic plants (any of those real or 
synthetic). External canister or pond filter rated for at least 2x’s tank size. Submersible heater (with guard if 
heater not steel) & digital thermometer. Some bask fairly often & some don’t; provide a basking platform 
in case yours does when you’re not around (or at night). 

Advantages: Attractive, distinctive, stay small, hardy as adults. Brumation-capable (if you get one 
native to your area or a harsher climate). 

Drawbacks: Musk turtles are not as universally personable as sliders & painted turtles (individuals 
vary). Hatchlings are tiny, frail & can get sick & die without clear cause in the days after initial acquisition. 
If you acquire a mixed species group of hatchlings some (i.e.: sliders) will quickly outgrow it. Doesn’t 
compete well for floating foods with basking turtles. Mud & Musk turtles can be aggressive toward other 
turtles, esp. their own or similar looking species, & their strong jaws can do damage (like biting off legs). 

Special Notes: Juvenile North American musk turtles grow much slower than sliders or painted 
turtles. Stinkpots are somewhat nocturnal, being active more late night/early morning and late 
evening/early night in the wild, but are sometimes active by day. Contrary to what’s often thought they do 
bask in the wild; may be shy about it in captivity. Despite the large head, strong jaws & long neck they lack 
the ‘power strike’ of the common snapper & don’t catch fish well. Take their name from small glands on 
the underside of the carapace that can exude a foul-smelling musk in self-defense; captives don’t do this 
often & your house won’t stink because you keep one. Other mud & musk turtles & common snappers have 
this capability. Don’t tolerate brackish water well. 

Similar Species: Razorback musk turtles are larger (can reach ~ 5-6” SCL), have a brown base 
carapace color with dark streaks & light skin with black specks, and retain their keeled carapaces into 
adulthood. They are restricted to the southern U.S.5 – Page 151 (east Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas & southeast 
Oklahoma, Mississippi), so don’t expect brumation at northern latitudes. Hatchlings look very similar to 
loggerhead musk turtles but razorbacks lack the single gular scute. Readily available at large expo.s & 
online vendors & inexpensive. Somewhat similar exotic: Reeve’s Turtle. 

 
Sub-adult Female Razorback     Adult Male Razorback 
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Loggerhead & Stripe-neck Musk Turtles (Sternotherus minor minor & S. m. peltifer). 

 
Adult male Loggerhead (left) – Photo by Carl May. Sub-adult female Stripe-neck (right) – Photo by Richard Lunsford. 

General Description: Loggerhead: Small oval turtles with a brown carapace with dark streams, a 
reduced plastron (yellow to orange) with skin easily visible over much of the plastral scute seams. Anterior 
plastron has a single gular scute (unlike razorbacks). Heads medium to very large (esp. in older males) & 
skin gray to brown with black specks. Hatchlings are much different - strongly keeled carapace, very rough 
texture, and they’re very tiny. Stripe-neck: Distinguished by a striped/nutmeg pattern on the head & neck. 

Size: ~ 4 – 5.5” SCL. 
Gender Distinction: Males have much larger tails, close to the size of a leg. They don’t have 

elongated fore-claws. Females have small tails. 
Native Range: Loggerhead5 – Page 153: Northern FL, most of GA, and southeastern AL. Stripe-neck5 

– Page 153: Eastern Mississippi, most of AL, northwestern FL, western GA, extends upward along eastern TN. 
Native Habitat: Musk turtles generally reside in permanent water bodies & usually don’t travel far 

overland to colonize new ones. Per Turtles of the United States and Canada1 (Pages 155-156) they mostly 
occur around snags and fallen trees, prefer soft bottoms and relatively shallow water (0.5 – 1.5 m, but have 
been seen in the bottom of clear FL springs up to 15’ deep!), and loggerheads occur in lower current water 
but stripe-necks are more of a river & stream dweller. 
 Temperature Range (°F): Basking platform high 80’s to low 90’s, water temp.s ~ 72–76° for adults 
& sub-adults, ~ 78-80° for hatchlings & smaller juveniles. 

Diet: Predominant carnivore – mainly an invertebrate diet (they’re not adapted for fishing). Per 
Turtles of the United States and Canada (Page 160) in loggerheads increasing size brings a shift from 
insectivorous to molluscivorous diet. In captivity, for the first 6 months of life, feed commercial pellets or 
meaty foods such as earthworms, crickets or fish once daily, enough to diminish appetite but not gorge the 
turtle. After 6 months, switch to every other day feeding. Romaine lettuce & other leafy greens may be 
offered occasionally. Over time adjust diet content & schedule accounting for growth, activity level & 
appetite. Overfeeding high-protein foods causes rapid growth & is believed harmful to the liver & kidneys. 

Minimum Adult Enclosure Size: 29 gallon. 
Enclosure Design Tips: ~ 3/4 water-filled tank, long basking platform at one end under heat lamp, 

including a ReptiSun® 5.0 (if hood over 10” away from highest point on basking turtle, consider 
ReptiSun® 10.0) over end of tank turtle basks on. Substrate optional. Provide a varied environment for 
interaction, stimulation and security – driftwood logs, rocks and plastic plants (any of those real or 
synthetic). External canister or pond filter rated for at least 2x’s tank size. Submersible heater (with guard if 
heater not steel) & digital thermometer. A basking platform is recommended but may be seldom used. 

Advantages: Stays quite small. Uncommon enough to be a conversation piece. The large heads of 
some loggerheads appeal to some keepers. 
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Drawbacks: Loggerheads are somewhat uncommon at online vendors (& legally protected from 
out-of-state sale in FL, where many vendors are located) & moderately expensive (~ $40 for hatchlings); 
stripe-necks are quite uncommon & twice as expensive (~ $75+). The large heads of some loggerheads are 
unattractive to some. Not as universally personable as sliders & painted turtles. Not a good candidate for 
brumation in much of the U.S. If they engage in fighting their jaws can take legs off foes. Hatchling 
loggerheads look so much like razorback hatchlings be sure you’re getting true loggerheads. 

Special Notes: If you’re interested in breeding a musk turtle and want one rare and expensive 
enough to command a decent market, stripe-neck musk may be a good bet. 

 
 

The turtle pictured at the top of this care section is an old male Loggerhead Musk Turtle found on the bottom at 9’ depth at Spring 
Creek, a tributary which empties into the Chipola River (seen here) in Florida. Photo by Carl May, who notes hatchling & juvenile loggerheads 
are common hiding in the roots and algae at the base of cypress trees. 
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Eastern Mud Turtles – 3 sub-species (Eastern, Mississippi & Florida Mud Turtles) – Kinosternon 
subrubrum subrubrum, K. s. hippocrepis & K. s. steindechneri) 

 
Adult Female Mississippi Mud Turtle 

General Description: Small oval olive brown, brown or black carapaced turtles with a yellowish to 
reddish and brown plastron (with 2 hinges) that can partially close the shell. Hatchlings may have some 
vertebral keeling but older juveniles tend to lack it (unlike many musk turtles). Mississippi’s have 
horizontal yellow head ‘lightning’ stripes behind the eyes (not between eye & nose); Florida’s are dark & 
drab (some older males develop huge heads); Easterns vary from plain to mottled head coloration vaguely 
reminiscent of a stripe-neck musk turtle. 

Size: ~ 3 – 4.5” SCL. 
Gender Distinction: Males have much larger tails, close to the size of a leg. They don’t have 

elongated fore-claws. Females have small tails. 
Native Range5 – Page 155: The Florida mud occurs over most of FL & shares some range with Eastern 

muds; Mississippi muds occur from east-central TX & east KS across AR & LA to eastern TN & MS. 
‘True’ Eastern muds range from west KY & TN down through MS & sweep across AL & GA, part of 
northern FL, then swing northward up the East Coast states up to New York. 

Native Habitat: Per Turtles of the United States and Canada 1 (Page 171) Eastern muds are quite 
terrestrial but most surface activity occurs after rains, & they may seek humid microclimates in between. 
They are capable of both aestivating & brumating on land. Most field experience and research I’ve seen 
relates to the Eastern and Mississippi sub-species; it’s been suggested the Florida mud turtle may be more 
aquatic, so barring revelations to the contrary I don’t recommend keeping that sub-species without a 
sizeable aquatic area. Phillip Peak  (pers. comm.) noted there’ve been reports of captive individuals thought 
healthy found dead; drowning was suspected. There’s speculation they may be at risk to get disoriented in 
straight-walled flat-bottomed deep water enclosures in the dark. 
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 Temperature Range (°F): Basking platform high 80’s to low 90’s, water temp.s ~ 72–76° for adults 
& sub-adults, ~ 78-80° for hatchlings & smaller juveniles. 

Diet: Predominant carnivore – mainly an invertebrate diet (they’re not adapted for fishing) – insects, 
crustaceans (i.e.: crayfish), snails, etc… Wild ones eat some plant matter; captives may not. 

Minimum Adult Enclosure Size: 20 gallon long tank. 
Enclosure Design Tips: ~ 6” deep large water section, long basking platform at one end under heat 

lamp, include a ReptiSun® 5.0 (if hood over 10” away from highest point on basking turtle, consider 
ReptiSun® 10.0) over end of tank turtle basks on. You may try providing a land section (i.e.: top soil in a 
plastic tub rising just above the water line or with a cork bark entrance ramp) – be warned the turtle may 
bury in it & aestivate for weeks! Substrate optional. Provide a varied environment for interaction, 
stimulation and security – driftwood logs, rocks and plastic plants (any of those real or synthetic). External 
canister or submersible filter rated for at least tank’s size were it full. Submersible heater (with guard if 
heater not steel) & digital thermometer. Put a night light in the room so the enclosure is never completely 
dark (precaution based on reports of possible drownings). In captivity Eastern & Mississippi muds don’t 
swim or float as easily as musk turtles; they may prosper in traditional deep water tanks, but if you choose 
this provide plenty of bushy plants & other structure so the turtle may easily climb to the surface & hide out 
near it if so desired. Start hatchlings in water shallow enough they can easily breathe without swimming, & 
ideally offer a bushy live (or fake) plant for shelter & support. 

Advantages: Small, Mississippi’s & some Easterns are fairly attractive, possible tank mate for 
‘palludarium-style’ inhabitats like spotted turtles, Mississippi’s are common at online vendors & expo.s and 
are cheap. Easterns & Mississippi’s are brumation candidates in climates comparable to their native range. 

Drawbacks: Drowning risk with Easterns and Mississippi’s makes them a poor choice for the deep 
water setups most turtle keepers use; unclear whether this is an issue with Florida’s. Strong jaws can do 
serious damage if turtle fights occur. Drabber then 3-striped mud turtles. Given a land section they may 
aestivate for weeks, making for an absentee pet & keeper worry (it’s not clear if or when they should be 
dug up and fed). Easterns are uncommon & Florida muds rare in the pet trade. 

Special Notes: Most keepers will be better served with a stinkpot or 3-striped mud. 
Similar Species: The yellow mud turtle is lighter brown with a light-colored lower jaw & underside 

of the neck. Uncommon in the pet trade but can be found with persistence for ~ $20 (but you may have to 
settle for an adult). Similar Exotics: Red-cheeked & White-lipped (not throated!) Mud Turtles. 

Adult Yellow Mud Turtle 
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3-Striped Mud Turtles – Kinosternon baurii 

 
Adult Female 3-Striped Mud Turtle (above) & subadult female (below)  

General Description: Small oval brown to black carapaced turtles with a yellowish to reddish and 
brown plastron (with 2 hinges) that can partially close the shell. Hatchlings have prominent vertebral 
keeling which fades to a smooth stone appearance in older juveniles before adulthood. They have 
horizontal yellow head ‘lightning’ stripes extending 
from behind the eyes out to the nose. 

Size: ~ 3 - 4” SCL; some may be larger.  
Gender Distinction: Males have much larger 

tails, close to the size of a leg. They don’t have 
elongated fore-claws. Females have small tails. 

Native Range5 – Page 155: Most of FL (except the 
northwest) up through southeast GA; a bit of southern 
SC. 

Native Habitat: Turtles of the United States 
and Canada1 Page 177 states they’re most often found 
in quiet fresh waters at least 60 cm (2 feet) deep with a soft bottom such as swamps, sloughs, canals, ponds 
& Carolina Bays. Note: just because the water body is at least 2 feet deep doesn’t mandate they spend most 
of their time at that depth! Reptiles and Amphibians of Eastern/Central North America5 Page 156 states 
habitats vary from deep drainage canals, sloughs, ponds & ‘lettuce’ lakes in cypress swamps to wet 
meadows, ditches & other small, shallow bodies of water, & that they often prowl on land (even by day). 
At least some aestivate in the wild; some wild females turned up trapped in an outdoor pen 3 months after 
construction! Mud turtles as a group spend substantial amounts of time on land & some (i.e. 3-striped & 
Eastern mud) can aestivate, hibernate & some (i.e.: 3-striped) even feed on land. The relative time spent on 
land vs. water isn’t well-known to me for this species. An anonymous Florida Breeder said in the wild 
hatchlings live in water from 6" to 6 ft deep in very thick grass, but adults stay at the bottom more. The 
thick grass contains tiny shrimp (~1/8 inch long), small minnows, water bugs, every thing a hatchling needs 
to survive. They use the grass as a ladder to reach the top. Vendor Shawn Learmont (pers. comm.) told me 
3-stripes are not very good swimmers and adults can be found year round in no more than 3 inches of 
water, right in a ditch on the side of a somewhat busy road. 
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 Temperature Range (°F): Basking platform high 80’s to low 90’s, water temp.s ~ 72–76° for adults 
& sub-adults, ~ 78-80° for hatchlings & smaller juveniles. 

Diet: Predominant carnivore but some are open to fruity vegetation like water melon, grapes & 
banana (unnatural foods not recommended except as rare treats).  

Minimum Adult Enclosure Size: 20 gallon long tank. 
Enclosure Design Tips: For adults, I recommend captive habitat should be at least 2/3’rds water, 

moderately shallow to moderately deep for adults (at least 6 inches in the deep area, but at least part of the 
enclosure should be 4-6 inches & ideally offer a sloping bank), & offer a large enough land feature to get 
out & walk around on. The water section should have live or plastic plants & driftwood for support, cover 
& security. A hide cave may be used. UV-B lighting is recommended such as a ReptiSun® 5.0 (if hood 
over 10” away from highest point on basking turtle, consider ReptiSun® 10.0). If you provide a land 
section (i.e.: top soil in a plastic tub rising just above the water line or with a cork bark entrance ramp) – be 
warned the turtle may bury in it & aestivate for weeks! Substrate optional. External canister or submersible 
filter rated for at least tank’s size were it full. Submersible heater (with guard if heater not steel) & digital 
thermometer. 

Per my discussions with an anonymous Florida breeder hatchlings are prone to drown. He started 
dime-sized hatchlings out in ~ 1/4” water with a basking rock & a surrounding substrate mix of sand & 
sphagnum moss; they burrowed into the substrate & were taken out & soaked in the water section by hand 
daily. He kept nickel-sized month olds in ½” water & deepened gradually as they grew. He experimented 
putting 6 recent hatchlings in a 5’ diameter tub with a pile of gravel in the middle, a tub full of plants 
(including water lettuce), rocks that came out of the water, hide boxes and water at least 1’ deep! They 
couldn’t swim 6” without running into wood, rock or plants. They did fine. Shawn Learmont (pers. com.) 
once told me he kept hatchlings in 4” water jammed with plastic plants. A live Java moss mat should serve 
that purpose well. Bottom Line: Hatchlings are fragile and their care as yet an inexact science. Whichever 
route you choose, be careful. 

Advantages: Small, most ornate U.S. mud turtle, hardy adults, reputedly fairly personable for a mud 
or musk turtle, adults may be more deep water-tolerant than Eastern or Mississippi muds (on condition you 
provide well-vegetated habitat). Inexpensive. 

Drawbacks: Hatchlings fragile, require special enclosure conditions & may sicken & die anyway. 
Adult coloration varies a good deal; yours may not be as attractive as one in a photo (true of any turtle 
species). Strong jaws can do serious damage if fighting breaks out. Less common in the hobby than 
stinkpots or Mississippi muds but available if you keep at it. 

Special Notes: Possibly the most attractive member of the mud & musk group. 
 

 

Drainage ditch near Orlando, FL, much of which 
only has about 6” of water & well-vegetated sides, 
where 11 3-striped mud turtles were found one July 
day by Xavier and Joey Springer. Xavier believes 
wild 3-striped muds prefer just a few inches of 
water. 
 
Photo by Joey Springer. 
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Common Snapping Turtles – Chelydra serpentina 

 
Basking Wild Adult Common Snapper 

General Description: Massively-built turtle with a mildly 3-keeled often bark-like rough carapace 
(may be smooth in older snappers), a very reduced plastron, a long tail (esp. in hatchlings), brown to black 
carapace, white to yellowish-white plastron, grey, brown or black skin (pale underside), a thick build & a 
large head with a short, pointed face.  

Size: Up to 18” SCL. Be warned that for any given SCL adult snappers are much more massive than 
any other U.S. turtle (i.e.: a 4” SCL RES is ~ wallet-sized; a 4” snapper is nearly fist-sized, & a massive 
northern adult can range between 50 – 75 lbs). 

Gender Distinction: Males can get larger. When handled wild males sometimes protrude the penis 
from the vent. 

Native Range5 Page 147: Largest native range of any North American turtle. Snappers cover the central 
& southern U.S. & even into southern Canada. Their range extends westward into parts of MT, WY, CO, 
NM & TX. 

Native Habitat: Most any hole of water, transient or permanent, close enough to a permanent habitat 
to be reached overland. Hatchlings are fairly common in dirt road mud-holes in the forest in parts of the 
south. Hatchlings and older juveniles may occur in water bodies as small as a few hundred gallons, and 
adults occur in water a few hundred gallons & up. Creeks, streams, ponds, lakes, rivers, suburban drainage 
ditches and canals, it’s all common snapper habitat. They can swim and float but are mainly bottom-
walkers who stalk the shallows. Per Turtles of the United States and Canada1 (Page 4) they prefer slow-
moving water, a soft mud bottom & abundant vegetation or submerged brush and tree trunks. 
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 Temperature Range (°F): Basking platform high 80’s to low 90’s, water temp.s ~ 72–76° for adults 
& sub-adults, ~ 78-80° for hatchlings & smaller juveniles. 

Diet: Predominantly carnivorous omnivore that takes considerable plant matter in the wild but may 
refuse it in captivity. Wild snappers eat a huge variety of invertebrate & vertebrate (fish, amphibian, even 
water bird and turtle) prey. One of few U.S. turtles fairly well-adapted to fishing (especially young 
juveniles) due to a rapid strike with decent distance (long in juveniles, shorter in adults) assisted by throat 
expansion to reduce water resistance. Despite this, fish play a minority role in most adult common snapper 
diets. They will kill most fish & crayfish kept with them in captivity. Snappers readily gorge on large 
volumes of food and are overfed into obesity by careless owners. Feed moderately once daily for the first 
few months of life, then every other day for a few months; eventually transition to giving carnivorous fare 
2-3 times/week. 

Minimum Adult Enclosure Size: Controversial but ~ 200 gallons is reasonable. Some of the largest 
northern males would need even larger minimum enclosures. 

Enclosure Design Tips: For adults, I recommend captive habitat should be all water (shallow 
enough to allow breathing without swimming unless hatchlings or juveniles are provided plenty of tank 
structure to clamber around on; setups can have deeper water areas in addition to shallow), & offer a large 
basking platform (wild common snappers bask on the shore or emergent objects), ideally with UV-B 
lighting. The water section should have live or plastic plants & driftwood for support, cover & security. 
They like hide caves. 

Advantages: Prehistoric monster appearance. Can catch feeder fish. Eager feeders. Very hardy – 
have been seen in the wild moving under ice, have a huge native range & a good brumation candidate if 
yours is of local ancestry. Very common in the hobby & cheap to buy (not own!). 

Drawbacks: Some people think they’re ugly. Large snappers are massive, heavy & dangerous to 
handle and can seriously injure you (i.e.: break a finger). Docile captives may become aggressive after time 
with little contact (i.e.: kept outdoors for the summer). Can catch your non-feeder fish. Should not be kept 
with other turtles, including their own kind. Need large enclosures with strong filtration. Hard to rehome if 
you get tired of it. Illegal to own in California. 

Special Notes: They bask in the wild despite conventional wisdom to the contrary. Quite shy & 
retiring in the water (grab one & all bets are off). Hatchlings often non-aggressive until ~ 3”+ SCL. More 
active than alligator snappers (common snappers are active hunters; there’s no lure mechanism). 
Considering their size, strength, intimidating aggression, monstrous appearance, large enclosure & filtration 
needs & multi-decade life-span, your odds of encountering rental restrictions, spousal refusal, a fascinated 
young child in the home who tries to ‘play’ with it, space constraints or other problems are high. Terrible 
choice of pet for most turtle keepers! 

Similar Species: Florida Snappers are a southeastern sub-species (FL & southern GA) – some have 
a more domed carapace. Other subspecies occur from Mexico down further south. Remember the adult size 
of snappers and consider whether you’ll ever want to overwinter it outdoors in cold climates before you 
buy a Florida or tropical snapper. 
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Alligator Snapping Turtles - Macroclemys temminckii 

 
Adult Male  

General Description: Massively-built turtle with a mildly 3-keeled often bark-like rough carapace 
(smooths out in adults, but the 3 longitudinal keels remain), a very reduced plastron, a long tail (esp. in 
hatchlings), brown carapace and skin, white to yellowish-white plastron, pale underside, a large head with a 
hooked beak mouth containing a long, worm-like appendage on the tongue which can be engorged with 
blood & writhed about as fish bait. The head is larger, the mouth has a more hooked beak and they lack the 
long lunging strike of the common snapper. 

Size: Males get much larger – up to 26”+ SCL and over 200 lbs (obese; healthy males could reach ~ 
150 lbs). Females reach ~ 60 lbs. 

Gender Discrimination: Adult Males are much larger. 
Native Range5 – Page 148: Southeastern U.S. covering Arkansas and Mississippi, eastern OK & east 

TX, western KY & TN, most of Alabama and southern GA & northern FL. They occur up the Mississippi 
River as far as IO & IL. 

Native Habitat: Large permanent water bodies. Females leave the water to lay eggs; otherwise 
almost totally aquatic (but juveniles may bask in captivity). 
 Temperature Range (°F): Basking platform high 80’s to low 90’s, water temp.s ~ 72–76° for adults 
& sub-adults, ~ 78-80° for hatchlings & smaller juveniles. 

Diet: Widely varied in this omnivore. In captivity typically treated as a carnivore but varied 
vegetation should be offered. In the wild they also eat other turtles. 

Minimum Adult Enclosure Size: Much larger but less active than common snappers, even a female 
should have at least a 300 gallon stock tank. A male could be housed in an 800 gallon+ stock tank if not 
very active. 

Enclosure Design Tips: For adults, I recommend captive habitat should be all water (shallow 
enough to allow breathing without swimming unless hatchlings or juveniles are provided plenty of tank 
structure to clamber around on; adults setups can have deeper water areas in addition to shallow), & offer 
juveniles a large basking platform (captive juveniles have been known to bask – yours may or may not). 
The water section should have live or plastic plants & driftwood for support, cover & security. 

Advantages: Prehistoric monster appeal. The ‘fish lure’ maneuver is neat. Quite a conversation 
piece. Fairly common at online vendors and cheap to buy (not own). 

Drawbacks: Huge, powerful and potentially dangerous (if not to you, will children be in your home? 
Can you guarantee they’ll never get near it?). Massive enclosure size often incompatible with indoor 
placement, and custom-built ponds may not be allowed in dorm rooms and apartments (esp. once you 
explain what it’s for). Can catch your non-feeder fish. Should not be kept with other turtles, including their 
own kind (except in enormous enclosures). Can be hard to unload when you’re tired of it. Illegal in some 
states (i.e.: KY). 

Special Notes: Terrible choice of pet for most turtle keepers! 
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Eastern Spiny Softshell Turtles – Apalone spinifera spinifera 

 
Wild Adult Male – Photo by Wallob Hebel   Small Wild Female – Photo by Wallob Hebel 

General Description: Medium-to-very large very flattened turtles with elongated, tube-like noses, 
long necks, large feet with highly webbed toes, and fairly reduced plastron, and a brown, often sandy or 
‘muddy-looking’ carapace and pale underside. Skin brown to yellowish-brown. Softshells have lips. The 
nasal septum (dividing the nose into 2 nostrils) has a ridge on either side (like Florida softshells but unlike 
smooth softshells). The anterior carapace rim has small spines which may be fairly prominent in larger 
specimens. The carapace is skin-covered; there are no scutes and it’s not hard. The overall effect is similar 
to the feel of a wet leather wallet. 

Size: Males 5 – 9.5” SCL; Females 6.5 – 18” SCL. 
Gender Discrimination: Females get far larger. Males have longer, larger tails but don’t have 

elongated foreclaws. Males retain juvenile coloration with rings, spots & ocelli (ring within a spot), 
whereas at > 2” SCL those start diffusing in females, becoming blotchy ‘mud or lichen-like’ patches. 

Native Range5 – Page 196: East-central U.S., from western edges of NY, PA, WV, slightly VA & NC 
sweeping westward across OH, IN, IL, KY, TN & northern AL & NW MS to cross the Mississippi River 
into eastern IA, MO & AR. Some in WI. Some overlap with Western & Pallid spinies. 

Native Habitat: Permanent water bodies from streams to lakes and rivers. They rarely venture onto 
land & are prone to dehydration. Spiny softshells bask on banks or emergent objects. Turtles of the United 
States & Canada1 Pages 117-118 states a soft bottom with some aquatic vegetation seems essential 
(sandbars & mud flats are usually present), and also states the preferred microhabitat appears dominated by 
areas with much submerged brush, fallen trees & other debris. 
 Temperature Range (°F): Basking platform high 80’s to low 90’s, water temp.s ~ 72–76° for adults 
& sub-adults, ~ 78-80° for hatchlings & smaller juveniles. 

Diet: Mainly carnivorous with a wide variety of prey in the wild; some take in some vegetation but 
captives may not. In Nature diet is overwhelmingly small invertebrates (i.e.: insects, crayfish). Softshells 
are fast enough to catch small fish but fish are a small minority in the diet. In captivity spiny softshells 
tend to favor carnivorous food items like aquatic turtle pellets, grasshoppers, crickets, ghost shrimp, small 
crayfish, small fish, earth worms & blood worms. For the first 6 months of life, feed commercial pellets or 
meaty foods such as earthworms or fish in moderation once daily, enough to diminish appetite but not 
gorge the turtle. After 6 months, switch to every other daily feeding. Romaine lettuce & other leafy greens 
may be offered daily for graze at will (if your softy is an odd-ball & likes plants). Over time adjust diet 
content & schedule accounting for growth, activity level & appetite. Do not gorge your juvenile softshell! 
We’ve had reports of both smooth & spiny softshell juveniles abruptly dying shortly after gorging on food. 

Minimum Adult Enclosure Size: 75 Gallon tank for a male; 125 gallon+ for a female (females vary 
in size & may take many years to reach huge proportions, but a 16 – 18” SCL female would be cramped in 
even a 240 gallon aquarium). 
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Enclosure Design Tips: For adults, I recommend captive habitat should be all water with plenty of 
tank structure for concealment and exploring, & offer a large non-abrasive basking platform (wild spiny 
softshells bask on the shore or emergent objects). UV-B lighting recommended. The water section should 
have live or plastic plants & driftwood for support, cover & security (esp. important if no substrate). If you 
use substrate, use a non-abrasive one. Sand is popular and they like to bury in it, but sand can destroy filter 
impellers if it’s sucked into the intake; use a sponge pre-filter or put the filter intake at least 6” above the 
sand). Softshells require pristine water quality so use powerful filtration. 

Advantages: Attractive, very distinctive, graceful and fairly active, some catch feeder fish and 
should be brumation-capable in climates comparable to ancestral range. Eastern spinies are common in the 
hobby and cheap; other sub-species crop up occasionally. 

Drawbacks: Prone to bacterial and fungal infections. Prone to injury (i.e.: from other turtles or 
rough substrates). Females can get huge. Large females can be dangerous. May catch your non-feeder fish. 

Special Notes: If your softshell gets sick be careful treating it; a standard ‘dry dock’ schedule for a 
hard-shelled turtle might dehydrate a softshell, and excessive use of Betadine® can be toxic. 

Similar Species: There are 7 total spiny softshell sub-species, 6 in the U.S. and 1 (Black Spiny) in 
Mexico. Coloration varies – Western spinies have smaller, more uniform black spots on the carapace & 
only a single marginal line, Gulf Coast spinies have 2 dark lines parallel to rear carapace margin (1 in other 
spinies), Guadalupe spinies may lack the nasal septal ridge and Guadalupe & Pallid spinies have a brown 
carapace with small white spots on the posterior carapace (instead of prominent spots and ocelli). Texas 
spinies have a really wide carapace at the rear. Native range is your best indicator of brumation capability. 
The Amphibians and Reptiles of Arkansas7 Page 241 states they inhabit a wider variety of habitats, & are 
more prone to bask on emergent rocks, logs & other objects, than smooth softshells. Smooth softshells lack 
that nasal septal ridge, are a bit smaller and are reputedly a bit less hardy. 

 
Eastern Spiny Softshells aren’t confined to large rivers; I’ve photographed many in a stream-like section of Little River running 

through town in southwestern KY. This section varies from ~ 10 – 25 feet wide & is quite shallow (often 3 to maybe 4’ in the deeper parts). 
Above (right) we see an adult female basking. 
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Florida Softshell Turtles – Apalone ferox 

 
Large Adult Male 

General Description: Large-to-very large flattened turtles with elongated, tube-like noses, long 
necks, large feet with highly webbed toes, and fairly reduced plastron, and a brown to black carapace and 
pale underside. Males may retain blotchy juvenile pattern as adults; females often tan to dark brown with 
little patterning. Skin brown to black. Softshells have lips. The nasal septum (dividing the nose into 2 
nostrils) has a ridge on either side. Jaws mildly serrated. The anterior carapace has small bumps (tubercles) 
which may be fairly prominent in larger specimens. The carapace is skin-covered; there are no scutes and 
it’s not hard. The overall effect is similar to the feel of a wet leather wallet. 

Size: Males 6 – 12.75” SCL, Females 11 – 24.75” SCL. 
Gender Discrimination: Females get far larger. Males have longer, larger tails but don’t have 

elongated foreclaws. 
Native Range5 – Page 196: All of Florida with some penetration into southern AL, GA & SC. 
Native Habitat: Nearly exclusively aquatic. Occur in permanent water bodies or temporary water 

bodies close to them, and they burrow into soft substrates. 
 Temperature Range (°F): Basking platform high 80’s to low 90’s, water temp.s ~ 72–76° for adults 
& sub-adults, ~ 78-80° for hatchlings & smaller juveniles. 

Diet: Thought to be a predominant carnivore with a mainly invertebrate diet in which snails play a 
significant part as they grow larger. Softshells are capable of catching fish, which are a minority food. In 
captivity spiny softshells tend to favor carnivorous food items like aquatic turtle pellets, grasshoppers, 
crickets, ghost shrimp, small crayfish, small fish, earth worms & blood worms. For the first 6 months of 
life, feed commercial pellets or meaty foods such as earthworms or fish in moderation once daily, enough 
to diminish appetite but not gorge the turtle. After 6 months, switch to every other daily feeding. Romaine 
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lettuce & other leafy greens may be offered daily for graze at will (if your softy is an odd-ball & likes 
plants). Over time adjust diet content & schedule accounting for growth, activity level & appetite. Do not 
gorge your juvenile softshell! 

Minimum Adult Enclosure Size: 125 Gallon tank (unless you’ve got one of the smaller males; then 
a 75 gallon tank might cut it). The larger females are too large for even 240 gallon tanks, so custom 
enclosures or very large stock tanks are needed. 

Enclosure Design Tips: For adults, I recommend captive habitat should be all water with plenty of 
tank structure for concealment and exploring, & offer a large non-abrasive basking platform (wild Florida 
softshells bask). UV-B lighting recommended. The water section should have live or plastic plants & 
driftwood for support, cover & security (esp. important if no substrate). If you use substrate, use a non-
abrasive one. Sand is popular and they like to bury in it, but sand can destroy filter impellers if it’s sucked 
into the intake; use a sponge pre-filter or put the filter intake at least 6” above the sand). Softshells require 
pristine water quality so use powerful filtration. 

Advantages: May catch feeder fish. Really attractive hatchlings; common in the trade for ~ $10-15. 
Drawbacks: Males can get large and females enormous (must be seen to be believed). Large turtles 

with mildly serrated jaws are dangerous. Softshells are active turtles needing excellent water quality, which 
= big enclosures with powerful filtration. Adults (esp. females) often far less attractive than hatchlings – 
some big females have a pinkish cream color vaguely reminiscent of a hog. Can catch non-feeder fish. Hard 
to re-home when you’re tired of it. Not a good brumation candidate for most of the U.S. 

Special Notes: Females are a bad choice of pet for most turtle keepers; males are ‘challenging.’ 
 

 
Don’t be fooled by cute hatchlings! Florida softshells are beyond most hobbyists!
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Spotted Turtles – Clemmys guttata 

 
General Description: Small oval turtles with a rather domed, smooth carapace and yellowish-to-

orangish plastron with 1 black patch per plastral scute; the skin over most of the head and sometimes the 
legs is black, although some red-orange scales may appear on the legs, or they may be red-orange. There 
are small yellow specks over the carapace and skin; with age and melanism the specks sometimes fade, the 
the plastral patches may spread to create a mostly black plastron. 

Size: ~ 3.5 – 5” SCL, with females typically slightly larger than males. 
Gender Discrimination: As adults, males have blacker faces, a more concave plastron and longer 

tails (with a thicker base & more distal vent). Females have more orange eyes and a lighter face 
(particularly light under the eye & between eye and nostrils). That said, some females have some plastral 
concavity. Juveniles may show what look to be gender characteristics (i.e.: orange faces) earlier but aren’t 
definitively sexable until ~ 2 years old or at least 2.5” SCL, and the tail is the most reliable discriminating 
feature (Jason Petersen, pers. com.).  

Native Range5 Page 158: Range from northern & central FL up the East Coastal states up to extreme 
southern ME,, then spreading across the northern U.S. central-ward, along the Great Lakes over to 
northeastern IL and northern IN & OH. They penetrate slightly into southern Canada. 

Native Habitat: Mainly aquatic but spends some time on land. Inhabit mainly shallow water habitats 
(whether shallow water bodies or the edges of deeper ones) and per Turtles of the United States and 
Canada1 require habitat with soft substrate and aquatic vegetation. 
 Temperature Range (°F): Basking platform high 80’s to low 90’s, water temp.s ~ 72–76° for adults 
& sub-adults, ~ 75° for hatchlings & smaller juveniles. Spotteds are considered a fairly ‘cool’ climate 
turtle, so beware overheating. 

Diet: A true generalist omnivore eating a wide array of prey items, from small invertebrates to 
carrion to plants. For the first 6 months of life, feed commercial pellets or meaty foods such as earthworms, 
crickets or fish once daily, enough to diminish appetite but not gorge the turtle. After 6 months, switch to 
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every other day feeding. Romaine lettuce & other leafy greens may be offered daily for graze at will. Over 
time adjust diet content & schedule accounting for growth, activity level & appetite. Overfeeding high-
protein foods causes rapid growth, shell deformities (pyramiding) & is believed harmful to the liver & 
kidneys. They don’t catch live fish well. 

Minimum Adult Enclosure Size: Despite the small size, spotteds use shallow water habitats, often 
palludarium (water + substantial land) style, so 55 gallons and up are recommended. One could prosper in a 
29 gallon tank. 

Enclosure Design Tips: The water section may be up to 6” deep if you have shallow areas and/or 
plenty of structures to climb and rest on and a land section (start hatchlings out ~ 1” deep & increase 
gradually, keeping depth no more than twice the SCL). Sizeable land area or long basking platform at one 
end under heat lamp, include a ReptiSun® 5.0 (if hood over 10” away from highest point on basking turtle, 
consider ReptiSun® 10.0 paired with a full-spectrum bulb) over end of tank turtle basks on. There are 
several ways to provide a land section (i.e.: top soil in a plastic tub rising just above the water line or with a 
cork bark entrance ramp). Substrate optional. Provide a varied environment for interaction, stimulation and 
security – driftwood logs, rocks and plastic plants (any of those real or synthetic). External canister or 
submersible filter (esp. if you use live plants to aid in maintaining water quality) rated for at least tank’s 
size were it full. You may not need the submersible heater (with guard if heater not steel) in small tanks 
with a basking bulb; you still need a digital thermometer. Spotted turtles may survive for awhile in 
traditional deep water tanks (sometimes attempted when kept with painteds or sliders) – one of our 
members had success for awhile, then one nearly drowned. 

Advantages: Small, beautiful and cute, reputedly personable for a turtle. Fairly common at online 
vendors and at expo.s (not pet stores). Brumation-capable – but may vary based on wide ancestral origin! 
There’s a good market for them and they command a good price – one of the best mixes of availability, 
breedability, good demand and premium pricing if you’re out to breed a turtle. 

Drawbacks: Fairly expensive (~ $125 hatchlings). Vulnerable to overheating in outdoor enclosures 
during summer. Shallow water enclosures aren’t compatible with most other water turtles (you could try 
mud turtles, but watch for aggression) and external canister filters are hard to prime on shallow water tanks. 
Legally protected in some areas (i.e.: Illinois). Males may persistently harass females and require 
separation. Drowning risk in deeper water setups. Ear abscesses are a fairly common health problem. 

Special Notes: A favorite in the pet trade. For more on spotted turtles, pick up a copy of The 
Spotted Turtle, North America’s Best32, by Al Roach. 
 

 
Male Spotted Turtle (Left) & Female Spotted Turtle (Right). Photos by Jason Petersen. 
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North American Wood Turtles – Glyptemys insculpta 

 
Adult North American Wood Turtle – Photo by Christopher Leone 

General Description: Medium-large semi-terrestrial (utilizing both land & water) with a rough 
brown carapace but red-orange skin on the base of the body yet dark heads. Hatchlings are drab brown but 
with growth progressively more beautiful. Carapace is rough & scutes have a concentric circle appearance 
that fades with age (resembles pyramiding in a slider). Yellowish plastron with 1 lateral black blotch per 
scute. They cannot close the shell as box turtles can. Hatchlings have longer tails than most basking 
species. 

Size: ~ 7 – 9.5” SCL. 
Gender Discrimination: Males are slightly larger on average and have longer, thicker tails. More 

concave plastron. 
Native Range5 – Page 159: Northeastern range with populations in eastern MN, WI, MI & the northeast 

coast states (ME down through PN into northern VA). Some penetrance into Canada. 
Native Habitat: Unusual in spending substantial time on land and in water; Turtles of the United 

States and Canada1 (Page 222) notes preferences for moderate current, clear streams and hard sand or 
gravel substrates. 
 Temperature Range (°F): This is a cooler climate northern species. Basking platform mid. 80’s to 
90°, water temp.s ~upper 60’s–70° for adults & sub-adults, ~ 76-78° for hatchlings & smaller juveniles. 

Diet: Omnivorous. They enjoy invertebrate prey but also fungi and a variety of plant matter, 
including fruits such as blueberries, raspberries, blackberries and strawberries. For the first 6 months of life, 
feed commercial pellets or meaty foods such as earthworms, crickets or fish once daily, enough to diminish 
appetite but not gorge the turtle. After 6 months, switch to every other day feeding. Romaine lettuce & 
other leafy greens may be offered daily for graze at will; fruits may be offered. Don’t use mushrooms 
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unless they’re known to be harmless for human consumption or originate in the animal’s ancestral range; 
some wild turtles are adapted to eat toxic mushrooms from their area. Over time adjust diet content & 
schedule accounting for growth, activity level & appetite. Overfeeding high-protein foods is believed 
harmful to the liver & kidneys. They don’t catch live fish well. 

Minimum Adult Enclosure Size: Indoors an adult should have at least a 125 gallon aquarium with 
large land and water sections. Outdoors plan at least a 25 square foot pen (including the pond). 

Enclosure Design Tips: Unlike some ‘semi’ (i.e.: box turtles in land enclosures with a water pan, 
spotted turtles in shallow water aquatic setups with a basking platform) wood turtles spend so much time on 
both land and water they need substantial areas of both. The ideal is a large outdoor setup rigorously 
protected from predators (esp. raccoon, but also stray dogs) with at least a small pond (at least 40 gallons, 
ideally much larger (i.e.: a large pre-formed pond), with a filter or live plants for hygiene, preferably 2’+ 
deep but with some shallow areas) and plenty of land area to walk around (but walled to prevent climbing 
out, & armored against burrowing out (i.e.: hardware cloth buried into the ground under the fence down to 
~ 1’ depth). For adults at least a 25 square foot outdoor enclosure is desired. Preventing overheating is key 
in pen design; provide plenty of shade, a humid microenvironment (i.e.: a rotting log), and the warmer your 
summers the larger and deeper that pond must be. For young juveniles use an indoor setup as per spotted 
turtles; UV-B lighting recommended. 

Advantages: Reputedly intelligent and personable with humans (for a turtle). Brumation-capable in 
climates like ancestral range. Fairly easy to find online & at expo.s. 

Drawbacks: Males mutually aggressive (limit one per enclosure) and mating can be brutal. May 
dominate other species. Need large enclosures/land & water sections. Need cooler temp.s than many 
species (so sharing water areas with some species isn’t workable) and at risk to overheat in outdoor 
enclosures in warm climates. Expensive (~ $60 – 125 for hatchlings). Legally protected in states they occur 
in. CITES 2 listed. 

Special Notes: They hibernate in water (not on land) and prefer to mate in water. They can aestivate 
during hot summers. A popular niche species with seasoned hobbyists apt to become the collection favorite, 
but its needs are beyond what most keepers will provide. 

 
A North American Wood Turtle enclosure – photo by Christopher Leone. 
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Blandings Turtles – Emydoidea blandingii 

 

 
Top: Photo by Christopher Leone 

Bottom: Wild Blandings Turtle – Photo by Timothy Miedema Wild Male Blandings Turtle – Photo by Timothy Miedema 
General Description: Medium-to-large moderately domed semi-terrestrial turtles with black mostly 

smooth carapace and skin, myriad tiny yellow dots, and a prominent yellow lower jaw and underside of the 
neck. Yellowish slightly hinged plastron with large dark smudges; it can partially close the front of the 
shell. The head is larger and neck longer than in sliders. Hatchlings have a more ‘Eastern box turtle-like’ 
dark carapace with light streaks and an overall lighter appearance without the prominent yellow of the 
lower jaw. 

Size: 8 – 11” SCL. 
Gender Discrimination: Males have slightly longer SCL’s, relatively concave plastrons and longer, 

thicker tails. 
Native Range5 – Page 188: Northern U.S. in the Great Lakes region, particularly in MN, IA (& extend 

into NE), IL, northern IN and OH, MI and some small isolated populations along the northern East Coast. 
Native Habitat: Mainly aquatic but spend substantial time on land. Use varies with age/size and 

season. Turtles of the United States and Canada1 (Page 241) notes in general they inhabit productive, 
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eutrophic habitats with clean shallow water and soft, firm organic bottoms. That said, they inhabit an array 
of habitats, and adults are capable swimmers. 
 Temperature Range (°F): This is a cooler climate northern species. Basking platform mid. to high 
80’s, water temp.s ~ 60–70° for adults & sub-adults, ~ 76-78° for hatchlings & smaller juveniles. 

Diet: Predominantly carnivorous with a focus on crayfish in the wild (mainly an invertebrate diet, 
but they can catch small vertebrates such as small fish and frogs). Wild Blandings take in some plant 
matter; captive may or may not. Like chicken turtles they can expand the throat when striking, which may 
reduce water resistance and provide some ‘vacuum.’ For the first 6 months of life, feed commercial pellets 
or meaty foods such as earthworms or fish in moderation once daily, enough to diminish appetite but not 
gorge the turtle. After 6 months, switch to every other daily feeding. Romaine lettuce & other leafy greens 
may be offered daily for graze at will (if your Blandings likes plants). Over time adjust diet content & 
schedule accounting for growth, activity level & appetite. Timothy Miedema reports hatchlings can overeat 
to the point of death, so don’t gorge them.  

Minimum Adult Enclosure Size: Larger adults should have a 125 gallon+ tank or an outdoor 
enclosure. An outdoor pen for larger adults should be at least 6x8’ with 1/3 land area. 

Enclosure Design Tips: The ‘perfect’ setup would be a scaled up spotted turtle enclosure; 
moderately deep water (up to twice the SCL is a rough guide) with plenty of structures to rest and climb on 
(i.e.: driftwood and synthetic rocks). At least provide a large basking platform; a land area to walk around 
on is nice but not critical. To minimize overheating risk outdoor enclosures in the South need large water 
volumes and constant partial shade. Water sections should have shallow areas for resting. We recommend 
fairly dense plantings with live or artificial plants to imitate native habitat. 

Advantages: Attractive adults. Usually docile. Capable of catching feeder fish and crayfish. Cold-
hardy and brumation-capable in native range. Unusual enough in collections to be a conversation piece.  

Drawbacks: Can catch your fish. At risk to overheat (particularly in outdoor enclosures). Hatchlings 
reputedly not very hardy. Intermittently available at online vendors. Expensive. Legally protected in some 
areas. 

Similar Species: A smaller, lighter-colored handsome species with similar care sporadically 
available in the hobby for ~ $175/hatchling is the Pacific Pond Turtle from the U.S. West Coast. 

 
Pacific Pond Turtle 
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Diamond-back Terrapins – Malaclemys terrapin 

 
General Description: Medium-to-large mildly domed brackish water aquatic turtles with rather 

rough, mildly keeled carapaces with ‘concentric ring’ scutes and prominent exterior jaw surfaces (vaguely 
resemble lips). Yellowish plastron may have fairly ornate markings. The head is larger than in sliders. 
Color varies widely amongst subspecies and even within a subspecies; the stereotypical DBT has a fairly 
plain dark brown carapace, loud white skin with dark streaks and maybe spots, and pale brown mouth rim. 
There are 7 subspecies. 

Size: Males: 4 – 6.5” SCL. Females 6 – 9” SCL. 
Gender Discrimination: Females are a good deal larger and bulkier and have larger heads and 

smaller tails. 
Native Range5 – Page 166: Coastal United States from Massachusetts along the coast down to nearly 

half of Texas’ coast. 
Native Habitat: Basically restricted to a variety of brackish water habitats. Brackish water is 

intermediate between fresh water and salt (sea) water, and so harder (higher dissolved mineral 
concentration) and more alkaline (higher pH) than fresh water. 
 Temperature Range (°F): Basking platform high 80’s to low 90’s, water temp.s ~ 72–76° for adults 
& sub-adults, ~ 78-80° for hatchlings & smaller juveniles. 

Diet: Predominantly carnivorous with a focus on invertebrates in the wild (including shellfish). For 
the first 6 months of life, feed commercial pellets or meaty foods such as earthworms or fish in moderation 
once daily, enough to diminish appetite but not gorge the turtle. After 6 months, switch to every other daily 
feeding. Romaine lettuce & other leafy greens may be offered daily for graze at will (if your DBT likes 
plants). Over time adjust diet content & schedule accounting for growth, activity level & appetite. 
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Minimum Adult Enclosure Size: Larger adult females should have a 125 gallon+ tank or an outdoor 
enclosure; males and smaller females at least a 75 gallon tank. 

Enclosure Design Tips: ~ 3/4 water-filled tank, long basking platform at one end under heat lamp, 
including a ReptiSun® 5.0 (if hood over 10” away from highest point on basking turtle, consider 
ReptiSun® 10.0) over end of tank turtle basks on. Substrate optional. Provide a varied environment for 
interaction, stimulation and security – driftwood logs, rocks and plastic plants (any of those real or 
synthetic). External canister or pond filter rated for at least 2x’s tank size. Submersible heater (with guard if 
heater not steel) & digital thermometer. Large females may need DIY basking platforms. 
 There’s a long-running debate whether captive DBTs should be kept in fresh or brackish water. Our 
community’s experience suggests some tolerate fresh water fine but some are prone to fungal infections 
and shell rot in freshwater enclosures. It’s recommended wild-caughts past hatchling stage, or any DBT 
kept long-term in brackish water be continued in brackish water. Recent hatchlings may be tried in 
freshwater setups unless and until problems arise. Brackish is the ‘safest’ option. Scott Thomson of 
Charettochelys.com pointed out aquatic species tend to be designed for a range of osmotic pressures 
(related to dissolved salts in the water) and the osmotic pressures of brackish and freshwater differ, which 
could in theory strain the renal system (kidneys) over the long-term. If you use freshwater, maintain very 
high water quality to prevent skin and shell problems. 
 Brackish water tank design is beyond the scope of this book, but in brief, you’ll need Aquarium Salt 
(not table salt!) and a hygrometer (to measure specific gravity, used to judge salinity). The higher salt 
content can corrode some metals over time. 

Advantages: Beautiful, distinctive, command decent prices and market demand if you want to breed 
them, variety of sub-species available. Males fairly small. 

Drawbacks: Females fairly large. The sub-species are easily confused; be certain which you’re 
getting. Color and pattern vary so much it’s hard to know what a randomly chosen hatchling will look like 
as an adult. Some are prone to fungal infections if kept in fresh water (but some aren’t) or poor quality 
water. Males can be aggressive toward each other. DBTs are voracious and a group of hatchlings kept in 
close quarters may turn on each other. Brackish tanks are additional hassle and not appropriate for some 
other species (i.e.: stinkpots allegedly don’t tolerate brackish water (Conant and Bailey (1936))15. If you’re 
adding fish they need be brackish-tolerant (i.e.: mollies). 

Special Notes: Wild DBT’s may drink from surface film during rains; if kept in brackish water 
setups put the turtle in a tub of fresh water at least thrice weekly to give it a chance to drink.  
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Chapter 11: Common Health Problems. 
 

Regardless how much care and prevention you take, eventually, one of your charges is likely to get 
sick or injured. Some of these illnesses and injuries, depending on severity, can be dealt with at home and 
not require veterinary attention. It’s important to know what you can handle and when you need veterinary 
assistance. Unfortunately, not all veterinarians are trained in reptile medicine or have any experience with 
turtles. Research vets in your area before the need arises. Treatment for turtles can be costly and an 
uncommon situation with your turtle might require tests which can substantially raise cost. Austin’s Turtle 
Page maintains online Vet listings by state in their State Resources section to aid you in securing care at 
http://www.austinsturtlepage.com/Info/state_resources.htm. 
 

Stress 
 

It’s believed stress can weaken the immune system (increasing susceptibility to disease) and impact 
behavior (i.e.: diminished appetite and basking). Stress is a suspect in many captive turtle deaths. Potential 
symptoms are diverse and non-specific (although a hyperactive turtle perpetually desperate to swim 
through the glass and startling whenever a human is near should raise suspicion). Thomas Coy (pers. com.) 
noted common symptoms are hiding, healthy basking habits yet failure to enter the water, not eating, 
floating with legs pulled in or failure to swim. Aggression and sexual harassment are common causes of 
stress in community tanks. It’s often thought turtles raised around humans from young juvenile stage better 
acclimate to captivity, but older wild-caught turtles sometimes do well. 
 
 Some species are more prone to stress than others. Juvenile sliders, cooters and painted turtles 
acclimate readily to humans, whereas most map turtle species have a rep. for chronic skittishness 
(exception: Texas maps), musk and mud vary widely and Timothy Miedema suspects that stress may be an 
important factor in the alleged high mortality of hatchling chicken turtles in captivity. 
 
 To minimize stress, provide enough cover in the tank for hiding and a sheltered feel (bushy live or 
artificial plants are good for this), sturdy tank structures so the turtle can hang out near the surface without 
swimming up and down (real or synthetic driftwood are options) and turn the lights off at night to provide a 
rest period. Anecdotally some keepers believe their charges appear more at ease in Waterland Tubs than 
glass aquariums, perhaps due to opaque walls. You can tape a photographic paper aquarium background on 
aquariums to provide a more sheltered feel. In tanks with more than one turtle provide cover for hiding and 
visual barriers and watch for aggression, sexual harassment and inability to effectively compete for food 
with peers. Do not try to feed turtles outside the tank in a separate container (common for hygienic reasons) 
the first month it’s in the home. Do not stand around the tank much the first couple of weeks and keep all 
handling to a minimum. The first month in the home, leave the turtle alone! 
 
 A proper setup is your best bet at avoiding stress. 
 

Nutritionally-Related 
 

Soft-Shell 
Hatchling turtles of hard-shelled species (not soft-shelled turtles) start out with soft shells with a ‘soft 

rubber’ feel which gradually firm up over a few months with a calcium-rich natural diet and sunlight. In 
captivity, juveniles a few months old should have firm shells, albeit often with slight ‘give’ under firm 
pressure (not as ‘rock hard’ as a box turtle), and adults’ shells shouldn’t give significantly. 
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 If an adult or older juvenile has an unusually soft shell, review the diet and if calcium deficiency is 
likely change the diet to offer more calcium, and supplement with cuttlebone. Cuttlebones are calcium-rich 
structures ~ 6-8” long taken from the cuttlefish (a marine mollusk); they have a brittle, firm base and a 
glossy, hard backing. Peel off the hard backing (a case knife is useful; slide under the backing and twist) 
due to choking risk, then break up the cuttlebone into small pieces and offer some about twice weekly. 
 
 If using UV-B tube fluorescent bulbs over 6 months old replace them; if not using UV-B lights and 
the turtle basks start them. If you won’t offer UV-B lighting (and even if you do) review the diet for Vit. D3 
content.  
 

Overly Rapid Growth 
The standard you aim for depends on the species in question (i.e.: common snappers gain bulk 

faster than sliders, who grow much faster than stinkpots). Conventional wisdom suggests at one year old a 
non-hibernated captive red-eared slider should run ~ 2.5 to 3.5” SCL, with 4”+ being excessive growth. 
Similar species (cooters, painteds, maps, chicken turtles) are judged roughly with that in mind, factoring in 
how adult sizes compares to a RES (so you might guess a yearling southern painted should run around 2 to 
3”). People often ask about proper growth in terms of SCL and weight; we have little to go on but popular 
wisdom and anecdotal experience. If a juvenile of a normally smooth-shelled species (i.e.: slider, painted) 
develops an overtly ‘bumpy’ carapace, scutes with a ‘concentric ringed’ look (abnormal in most U.S. 
species except wood turtles; suggests scutes aren’t shedding properly) or the side edges of the carapace 
start curling up, that’s associated with overly rapid growth; cut back on the amount of high-protein foods 
and insure plenty of dietary calcium and UV-B lighting. Some juvenile map turtles get much widened 
seams between scutes when they hit growth spurts, and you may want to cut back. 
 
 This juvenile midland painted turtle (pictured below) displays unshed scutes and carapace rim curl. 
Caught early with a drastic cut-back in high-protein foods and greater reliance on plant matter it should at 
least partially correct. 
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 This adult female southern painted often gorged at will on ghost shrimp in addition to her regular 
diet and hit 4” SCL at 1 year of age. She had pyramiding (raised scutes) and unshed scutes (‘concentric 
rings’). 
 

 
 
 Her diet was corrected and over several months her scutes smoothed out some, although she didn’t 
achieve the ‘smooth, polished’ look of wild southern painteds. She later died of an unknown cause. 
 

 
 
 Rapid growth may have more than a cosmetic impact. In a discussion on pyramiding Australian 
researcher Scott Thomson expressed the view that rapid growth is a factor (amongst others), giving the 
example of the Australian snake-neck turtle Chelodina longicollis, a cold climate specialist often kept in 
semi-tropical conditions in captivity. Thomson reports temp.s abnormally high for the species promote 
overly rapid growth and he has autopsied turtles kept this way and despite good diets they had renal 
(kidney) failure, hepatic (liver) dysfunction, bone disease and excessive growth. 
 
 Edward Kowalski pointed out the possibility that high-protein diets may unmask (rather than cause) 
pre-existing renal problems (i.e.: in turtles with a history of substantial dehydration); consider that special 
low protein foods are sometimes used to prolong the lives of domestic cats with impaired kidneys. Whether 
high protein causes or unmasks (or both) renal dysfunction, it is not expected to be beneficial. 
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Pyramiding 
 Few topics in general care are as controversial as ‘pyramiding.’ Pyramiding is an acquired shell 
deformity characterized by abnormally raised scutes creating a ‘bumpy’ or ‘knob-like’ carapace in species 
who are normally smooth (warning: some species are naturally ‘knobby,’ such as young alligator snappers 
and all ages of star tortoises). It was historically attributed to excessive feeding of protein, leading to overly 
rapid growth exceeding the body’s capacity for ‘normal development’ and disfiguring the structure of the 
shell. It has been speculated pyramiding may be caused by an unbalanced diet, and this effect exaggerated 
by rapid growth. Pyramiding is more prominent in herbivorous turtles, fairly prominent in some common 
aquatic omnivores (i.e.: sliders, painteds and cooters) and not prominent in most mud and musk turtles 
(mainly carnivorous) – granted mud and musk grow more slowly than the other 3 aquatics.  

More recently research has shown low humidity has a great impact in pyramiding on some tortoises 
(i.e.: sulcatas and red-foots; Wiesner & Iben’s28 study showed a minor positive impact on carapace hump 
formation by protein, but more substantial impact by humidity level) – yet it’s debatable whether low 
ambient humidity and dehydration are major issues for most water turtles. Edward Kowalski (pers. com.) 
pointed out the basking arrangement in many indoor setups entails a basking lamp radiating fairly intense 
heat onto a dry basking platform in a comparatively cool (often air conditioned) room (where the air may 
be fairly arid); the lamp may heat the air over the basking platform, which rises, pulling in cooler (perhaps 
more arid) surrounding air fairly quickly. This could create an arid microclimate over the basking platform! 
 
 The current thinking is that pyramiding in basking aquatic herbivores (cooters) and omnivores 
occurs during the juvenile stage, is multi-factorial, largely permanent, exacerbated (perhaps sometimes 
caused) by excessive protein intake and abnormally rapid growth and may suggest an unbalanced diet (you 
may hear anecdotal claims of smoother shells in turtles raised on a given commercial diet). Standard 
practice is cut back on protein intake and observe a few months. I’ve yet to hear research into raising 
aquatic species in higher humidity aquaria, but if your juveniles start pyramiding you can cover part of the 
tank to raise humidity (beware overheating!) Whether pyramiding is at all reversible is debated (many 
turtles accumulate unshed scutes during rapid growth, and these may shed later, leaving a smoother shell); 
if true pyramiding is reversible, it’s only mildly so. Warm water also contributes to faster growth, so 
cooling is worth considering if your diet is already Spartan. 
 

Metabolic Bone Disease 
A common nutritional disorder amongst reptiles, especially hatchlings. MBD generally derives from 

a severely unbalanced diet for a long period of time (deficiency of calcium, too much dietary phosphorus, 
insufficient exposure to UVB and not enough Vitamin D3). Other times, less commonly, it can come about 
by kidney, liver, thyroid and parathyroid disease. Hatchlings are often affected because of their rapid 
growth rate (with increased calcium need). Symptoms include soft, pliable carapace (in turtles over 1 year 
of age), flattened carapace, poor growth rate of the shell (it may look like the turtle is too big for the shell), 
swollen joints, inability to walk with the plastron off the surface of the ground, lumpy carapace. Excessive 
growth of the beak and/or nails can be a sign but there are more common reasons for these situations. In 
older turtles previously cared for properly or turtles wild-caught later in their lives, it is harder to see signs 
of MBD as there is minimal growth in adults to display overt defects. A common sign in older turtles is 
swollen joints. MBD is so common, serious and preventable it warrants further discussion. 
 
 Calcium has many roles in the body (including muscle contraction). One key role is providing 
strength and rigidity to bones and the shell (in hard-shelled turtles). Turtles obtain calcium from the diet; 
calcium-deficiency should be a non-issue with a proper diet, but you can ‘hedge your bets’ by occasionally 
providing pieces of cuttlebone (see ‘Soft-Shell’ above). Don’t overdo cuttlebone; while some keepers offer 
it daily without evident ill effect, in combination with some foods it can form calcium soaps in the G.I. 
tract. To use dietary calcium effectively, the turtle requires Vitamin D3. Vitamin D3 comes from 3 main 
sources; some carnivorous foodstuffs (not most plants), deliberate dietary supplementation (i.e.: Rep-Cal 
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powder with calcium and Vit. D3) and conversion of a precursor to Vit. D3 in the skin by exposure to UV-B 
lighting. A good, rounded herbivorous diet contains enough precursor for D3 synthesis under good UV-B, 
which is how wild tortoises get much of theirs. 
 
 If there is insufficient dietary calcium, the body will remove excessive amounts from the bones (soft 
bones are an acceptable price to pay to keep heart muscle going!). Progressively demineralized bones 
trigger abnormal structure changes which deform the skeleton and body, impair function and may cause 
fractures. In turtles the shell gets soft or (in young juveniles) fails to firm up over time. If there’s 
insufficient Vit. D3 the calcium can’t be utilized well enough anyway (regardless of how much you give). 
Vit. D3 is needed for adequate calcium absorption from the gut. Excessive Vit. D3 can cause kidney damage 
and mineralization of soft tissues (Highfield23, although he was focusing on tortoises). 
 
 The technical term for MBD is Secondary Nutritional Hyperparathyroidism. There are small 
parathyroid glands on the back of the thyroid gland. They produce parathyroid hormone, which mobilizes 
calcium from bone. When the body perceives a calcium-deficit in the blood, they produce more parathyroid 
hormone. 
 
 In this day and age of Vit. D3-fortified commercial turtle diets there’s little excuse for MBD in 
captive turtles. The only time you should encounter this condition is in other peoples’ ill-kept collections or 
if you take in a turtle with pre-existing MBD. With a calcium-rich diet, Vit. D3 supplementation and UV-B 
lighting it should arrest and the shell firm. Gross structural deformities are likely permanent. 
 

Miscellaneous 
 

Mineral Deposits on the Shell 
 Tap water contains dissolved minerals which can be measured as ‘hardness.’ Aquarium owners 
detest the milky white buildup around aquariums above the water line due to deposits of these minerals left 
behind when water evaporates. They’re left on the shell, too, and these can buildup where area tap water is 
very hard. It forms a white to off-white coating that may resemble shell rot but the patches are one the 
scutes, not under them, and when old scutes shed the new are (temporarily) clean and healthy-looking. 
There should be no pitting. If you still suspect shell rot, consult a Veterinarian. 
 
 Most keepers learn to ignore it but you can do something about it (with time and expense). RO 
(Reverse Osmosis) units and commercially sold distilled water yield water that’s almost entirely free of 
minerals (and other substances) – this ‘pure’ water is unnatural and could in theory deplete the turtle of 
electrolytes (i.e.: sodium, potassium) so don’t use RO or distilled water for all your tank water; a 50/50 mix 
of RO and tap water has half the hardness of the original tap water. Over time this ‘softer’ water may help 
dissolve mineral deposits and minimize further buildup. 
 

Swollen Eyes 
 Swollen (often swollen shut) eyes are common in turtles, often due to being scraped or poked by 
another turtle’s claws squabbling over food (or scraped on something in the tank) but occasionally due to 
Vitamin A deficiency, poor water quality or chlorine/chloramine (if you don’t use a dechlorinator to 
remove these. Historically conventional wisdom said chlorine would diffuse out of water by 24 hours, but 
chloramine is much more stable and enduring over time). Vitamin A deficiency is corrected by dietary 
correction (and shouldn’t occur if you feed a good, rounded diet); you may see it if you take in ‘rescues’ 
from bad care elsewhere.  
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 If only one eye’s shut it’s likely a scrape or poke and there’s little to do but give it a few days to 
resolve. If it stays shut or is very swollen or markedly discolored see a Vet. ASAP. If both eyes are affected 
but the turtle can open them or blink a bit and acts irritated, the issue may be chlorine/chloramine or an 
irritant in water (such as ammonia) – use a dechlorinator (that handles both chlorine and chloramines) if 
you haven’t done so before, see that the filter’s not clogged or unplugged and test the water for ammonia. 
 
 If both eyes are affected and it’s not chlorine/chlroamine, ammonia or poor water quality (i.e.: a 
good water change and dechlorinator didn’t solve the problem), the issue may be Vitamin A deficiency. 
There are commercial products sold as eye rinses for turtles that contain Vitamin A. There are 2 problems 
with it; we don’t know absorption through the eye ball to be adequate, and since Vitamin A is toxic at high 
doses injecting high doses into food or making the turtle drink it aren’t great options. You can use this 
rinse, or non-steroidal human eye drops (i.e.: Visine) to rinse the eyes for cleanliness’ sake, but this doesn’t 
kill infections. Get that turtle to a Vet. 
 

Near Drowning 
 It may surprise you but water turtles can drown. One sadly common scenario occurs when the 
strainer falls off the intake of a powerful filter and a juvenile’s head and neck are sucked into the intake, 
pinning the body. The turtle is typically limp, unresponsive, may have hemorrhaging in the eyes and 
appears dead (some are, but some are recoverable). Tank structures can fall and pin turtles (who may dig 
under them if you use gravel substrate). We’ve had reports of Eastern or Mississippi mud turtles kept in 
deeper water enclosures found dead of presumed drowning; it’s speculated they may get disoriented in 
straight-walled enclosures with deep water at night in complete darkness). Spotted turtles need shallow 
water enclosures and may drown in deeper setups. And sometimes, for reasons no one knows, a turtle just 
plain drowns. 
 
 Nerve-wracking thought it is, don’t give up too soon. If the turtle resumes breathing on its on, put in 
on a warm (not hot) basking platform and give it time. If it’s limp (unconscious, neck out and head 
dangling) turn it upside down and work the back legs in and out; the goal is to drain water from the lungs. 
Continue for several minutes or until you get a response, then place in a warm area and give it a few hours. 
If it remains limp and unresponsive with no breathing, it’s dead. 
 
 Turtles recovered from near-drowning are at risk of pneumonia (see ‘Lower Respiratory Infection,’ 
below). 
 

Skin Lacerations 
 Turtles can cut themselves on abrasive tank structures such as bricks and cinderblocks, but a 
common cause of skin lacerations is the bite of another turtle. For minor cuts natural healing is the key 
player, and your job is to minimize the risk of infection. Place along in a separate enclosure (to prevent tank 
mates attacking the wound) with fresh, clean water and good biological filtration and sheltering structure to 
minimize stress. You can wash the wound with clean (ideally sterile) water, sterilize with a small amount of 
Betadine® and smear a small amount of Triple Antibiotic Ointment (i.e.: Neosporin®) or Silvadene® onto 
skin wounds (note: don’t put creams or ointments in the eyes without Veterinary instruction). If you use 
Silvadene keep the turtle out of water for about an hour before return to the tank. Follow this regimen once 
or twice daily until the wound heals. Note: In Canada Neosporin® is a prescription med., so Polysporin® is 
your over-the-counter alternative. 
 Turtles can get burned by submersible heaters (particularly without heater guards) and may be at 
some risk from overly hot basking lamps. Treat burns as lacerations, but do not remove any damaged tissue 
(at least until healing is well-progressed) and Silvadene® cream is an option instead of Neosporin®.  
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How to Deal with an Algae-covered Carapace 
 Water turtles are prone to algae growth on the carapace. This varies with individual turtle, tank 
conditions (i.e.: lighting, nutrient levels) and turtle species (map turtles are notorious for algae growth on 
the carapace, which obscures their intricate patterning). It’s usually considered harmless but some keepers 
use a soft tooth brush to remove it; this annoys the turtle and doesn’t always work. 
 

‘Stacked Scutes’ - Scutes That Don’t Shed 
 Over time a turtle’s carapace produces new scutes under the old, which then shed. The new scutes 
are more brightly colored for a time. In some species scutes shed as whole, scute-shaped pieces resembling 
thin fingernails (i.e.: sliders, painteds, chicken turtles); in others, old scutes shed in smaller pieces. 
 
 Unshed scutes lend a concentric ringed or ‘rippled’ look to scutes that’s in stark contrast to wild-
caught turtles; trying to raise our most common basking species (sliders and painteds) with smooth 
carapace scutes is frustrating since captives often don’t shed well, and the ‘stacked’ scutes may add to a 
pyramided look, scaring the keeper at the prospect of a permanently disfigured shell. Nutritional causes and 
correction are dealt with under ‘Overly Rapid Growth,’ above. 
 

Sometimes you’ll see old, dull scutes partially lifted off the evident new growth underneath and be 
tempted to peel them off. We usually don’t recommend this since it can do damage but if there’s obvious 
air under the old scute, leaving it for months could let water in, prevent the new scute from drying out 
properly while basking and harbor bacteria, a setup for shell rot. If an old scute is obvious and has lifted up 
along an edge, you may grasp it with fingers or tweezers and gently try to peel it off. If it doesn’t peel 
readily let it alone; it’s not ready to shed. 
 
 If you peel a scute that’s not ready to shed you may expose the ‘sticky layer,’ a white, wet-looking 
layer under the scutes from which new scutes come. This is undesirable but keep the habitat water clean, 
provide proper basking, feed normally and let the turtle well enough alone and new growth may come in to 
heal the defect. 
 

Excessive Skin Shedding 
 Turtle skin normally sheds like ours; in tiny bits you don’t notice. If a juvenile grows too quickly 
(i.e.: fed too much protein), water’s kept too warm or water quality is poor the shed rate may pick up and 
the skin may hang from the neck or limbs. This differs from the fine white fuzz of a fungal skin infection. 
Excessive shedding suggests errors in care; check the water temp., review the diet and filtration, and 
modify to correct. 
 

Egg Bound 
Female turtles may store sperm in their bodies and produce viable eggs for months, and may even 

lay infertile eggs without mating. Yet most captive enclosures don’t offer acceptable places to lay (i.e.: 
large, sandy banks). So what happens? Many females simply lay in the water; even if fertile such eggs 
eventually drown (but survive awhile and if retrieved may be incubated). Some become ‘egg-bound,’ 
unwilling or unable to lay. This can eventually produce health problems and death. 
 
 Sexually mature adult females who become restless and eager to escape the tank are suspicious for 
being egg-bound. Wild-caught adult female water turtles recently captured (esp. on land) are also at risk. 
Hold the female and with your index fingers gently probe the soft ‘belly’ between the rear leg and shell 
bridge on both sides; if you feel hard ball-like objects, she’s got eggs. While the turtle may eventually lay, 
particularly if offered an appropriate nesting box (i.e.: pot of sand &/or soil on a large basking area), if not 
she may need a trip to the Vet for an injection of Oxytocin (a hormone that induces egg laying). 
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Infectious Disease 
 Any turtle may harbor a disease-causing germ (a.k.a. pathogen) (i.e.: bacteria, fungi, viruses, 
protozoa) and parasites (i.e.: pinworm, roundworm, tapeworm, flukes). Wild-caught turtles are exposed in 
native habitat to many pathogens, whether shed by other turtles or carried via intermediate life cycle hosts 
like snails. Captive-bred turtles may come from crowded outdoor ponds where they’re farmed in the 
southern U.S., exposed to all those pathogens plus more if kept in proximity to exotics species from foreign 
countries (an argument in favor of using reputable smaller breeders who don’t use large, mixed species 
breeding ponds). Wild-caught turtles marketed through the pet trade (adult box turtles are notorious for 
this) may’ve been malnourished, dehydrated and stressed during captivity, weakening the immune system 
leading to pathogen proliferation; worse, they may carry exotic pathogens and get exposed to other exotic 
reptiles. Some keepers routinely use a prophylactic antibiotic regimen on new exotic acquisitions to 
deparasitize them. This is the exception, not the rule, in wild-caught turtles offered for sale. 
 
 Infectious diseases are distinguished by causative organism; bacterial (single celled organisms 
without nuclei), protozoa (single-celled organisms with nuclei; the most famous example is the amoeba), 
fungi (similar to plants but non-photosynthetic) and parasites (often referring to multi-cellular animals such 
as worms, ticks and mites). Turtles who spend a lot of time submerged usually don’t have trouble with ticks 
or mites, but parasitic worms are common. Respiratory Infection, Shell Rot and Septicemia are examples of 
infectious diseases. 
 

Shell Rot 
 Shell Rot is destruction of part of the shell by pathogens (usually but not exclusively bacterial 
and/or fungal). Usually gets started when a traumatic injury (i.e.: bite from tank mate, chipping shell on 
hard structures in the tank) makes a small hole in the keratin scute surface, letting in germs which infect 
and expand the injury. The turtle’s immune system relies largely on blood-born elements such as white 
blood cells and antibodies, so it’s hard to mount a defense against shell rot in the more poorly perfused 
parts of the shell. Untreated shell rot can expand until germs or their toxic products are released into the 
bloodstream causing Septicemia. Shell rot is common in both wild and captive turtles; wild turtles often 
have small pitted areas in the shell (esp. the plastron) from former shell rot. There are 2 main forms; Dry 
and Wet. 
 
 In Dry Shell Rot the shell gets white patches and the scutes may peel upward at the edges and shed; 
in severe cases this may expose underlying bone. Thomas Coy has found treating the water with 
Acriflavine and treating the shell rot with Silvadene cream is effective, in addition to the standard treatment 
protocol for wet shell rot. 
 
 In Wet Shell Rot there are oddly colored patches (i.e.: pink, brown, grey, white) on the shell due to 
pockets underneath the scute of caseous necrotic tissue and debris (translates to ‘cheesy looking dead 
crud’). The keratin scute may perforate over these pockets, exposing part of them. This often turns out to be 
worse than it first looked when you debride the pockets (remove the crud). The material removed is often 
soft, pussy and stinks.  
 
 There are 3 Protocols for treating Shell Rot endorsed by Thomas Coy of Austin’s Turtle Page; a 
standard protocol, a protocol using the antibiotic Acriflavine and an alternative protocol for softshell 
turtles. 
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Protocol I – Standard Dry-Docking. 
 

1.) Remove turtle to a quarantine enclosure (to prevent contagious disease spread to others). 
2.) Remove affected scutes if they are loose & easily removed. 
3.) Remove all ‘squishy, off-white material’ (puss, debris, etc…) from affected areas if shallow. Don’t 

go too deep (i.e.: into the body cavity). 
4.) Clean infected areas with undiluted Betadine®, iodine or Nolvasan solution. 
5.) Let turtle air dry ~ 45”. 
6.) Apply Silvadene® cream to affected areas (if you can get it). 
7.) Keep turtle in a warm, dry enclosure (do not overheat!) ~ 18-21 hours/day. 
8.) Next day, scrub entire shell with a soft-bristled toothbrush & undiluted Betadine®, iodine or 

Nolvasan® solution. 
9.) Place turtle in fresh, clean water. Let swim, drink & eat ~ 1 – 1 ½ hours. 
10.) Repeat 4.) – 9.) daily. May be effective in mild cases in as few as 8-10 days or take weeks. 

Visible improvement often takes weeks; full recovery may take months or years. We don’t 
recommend soaking in a Betadine® bath ‘weak tea’ solution. 

 
Protocol II – Acriflavine-based Shell Treatment. 

 
1.) Start with a complete water change & remove activated carbon media (& equivalent chemical 

media) from filters. 
2.) Add Acriflavine per label instructions. 
3.) Leave ~ 1 week. 
4.) Do ~ 100% water change & add Acriflavine afterward. 
5.) Leave ~ 1 week. 
6.) Then do a complete water change and do not add Acriflavine (but continue to avoid activated 

carbon & equivalent chemical media).  
7.) Wait ~ 1 week. 
8.) Do ~ 100% water change & add Acriflavine afterward. 
9.) Wait ~ 1 week. 
10.) At this point, do 50% (or greater) water changes weekly for the next few weeks, then return 

to your regular routine. The goal is to reduce populations of infectious organisms trying to 
‘make a comeback’ & maintain high water quality. 

 
Protocol III– Non-Dry docking Shell Treatment. 

 
Follow Protocol I except rather than dry dock 18-21 hours/day, instead place the turtle in a tank of 

specially treated water. This water should be clean (changed daily), of moderately low pH (use a 
commercial fish tank buffer like Proper pH to get a pH around 6 to 6.5), and use the commercial product 
StressCoat® per label directions. 

This Protocol is preferred for softshell turtles and should be considered for other species particularly 
vulnerable to dehydration (i.e.: musk turtles). 

Warning: conventional wisdom holds that Betadine® is toxic to softshell turtles at high 
concentrations. Only use on the affected areas and not heavily then. 
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This Florida Red-belly Turtle shows plastral shell rot. The dark pink/red areas are where the rot has ulcerated through the overlying keratin 
scutes; the lighter, subdued pink is where rot lies under scutes. The extent of shell rot is often much greater than is superficially evident. Photo: 
Cynthia Seeberger. 
 

Lower Respiratory Infection (a.k.a. Respiratory Infection or ‘R.I.’) 
 Basically pneumonia and can be caused by myriad germs. Common in recently acquired hatchlings 
but may present at any age. Stress, drafts and tank mates with R.I. are considered risk factors. The typical 
presentation is a turtle who basks excessively and won’t enter the water willingly, won’t submerge, lists (is 
‘lop-sided’ in the water), stops eating, becomes progressively lethargic (sleeps often, eyes often partially or 
fully closed, eventually may extend the neck and rest the head on the basking platform), eventually 
breathes open-mouthed, and finally dies. Other symptoms may include sneezing, coughing, running nose, 
wheezing, puffy eyes, bubbles from the nose and/or mouth, staying withdrawn into the shell and inability to 
submerge. While a RI may resolve spontaneously, those serious enough to be obvious often progress to 
death if untreated. (Note: some mud and musk turtles occasionally sit with their mouths open basking or 
underwater. This is normal). 
 
 RI’s are treated via a series of intramuscular injections with antibiotics, usually in the hind legs over 
a few days. The antibiotic we see used most often these days is Baytril®. Thomas Coy noted Fortaz® is an 
alternative but requires refrigeration storage. These medicines are prescription-only and are obtained from a 
Veterinarian; a Vet. Proficient in turtle care may teach you to administer the injections to save costly office 
calls (and minimize stress to the turtle). 
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 Listing in water can also be caused by G.I. infections; ironically these are more likely after 
antibiotics for other conditions kill off some beneficial microbes in the gut! Then again, sometimes turtles 
have flatulence (‘pass gas’) and that…tends to work itself out shortly. 
 
 If symptoms are very minor or you’re unsure the turtle is sick, home management includes raising 
water temp. to 85° and ensuring the enclosure air and basking platform are warm (to stimulate immune 
function). If the turtle is still eating feed it well since it may stop soon. If the turtle quits eating, gets 
lethargic, extends the head and rests it on the basking platform or otherwise acts seriously ill get a Vet fast. 
He’ll likely start a 7-14 day course of intramuscular antibiotic injections – give the complete course even if 
the turtle seems fine partway through to reduce risk of a relapse. 
 

Gastrointestinal (a.k.a. G.I.) Infections 
 Symptoms may mimic a R.I. (i.e.: listing in the water, inability to submerge, bubbles from the 
mouth and/or vent while submerged, loss of appetite) but odds of survival are better. Can occur in the wake 
of an antibiotic course due to disruption in the microbial fauna of the G.I. tract. Treatment is similar to that 
for a R.I. and the condition often resolves within a few days. 
 
 Aquatic turtles can have flatulence (‘gas’) like humans and other animals. If your turtle’s only 
symptom is ‘buoyant butt’ but it’s otherwise alert and active, watch it and if there are no new developments 
and it clears within a few days the turtle should be fine. 
 

Septicemia 
 When bacteria enter and move through the blood it’s called bacteremia. When bacteria and/or their 
products move through the blood and trigger deleterious health problems, it’s called sepsis, and it’s deadly. 
Germs moving through the bloodstream can infect wide-spread areas in the body, and the body’s immune 
response can cause vascular collapse (expansion of the body blood vessel space, lowering blood pressure 
until finally blood just pools in the vasculature and the heart can’t move blood well enough to perfuse the 
tissues) – in humans we call it ‘shock.’ Septic turtles may withdraw into their shells, have pinkish 
discoloration of the carapace or plastron, have swelling and/or develop dark patches under the skin from 
hemorrhaging. 
 
 Far and away the best treatment for sepsis is to prevent it in the first place (i.e.: good care, 
consulting a Veterinarian before infections such as shell-rot and RI get that far), but if you face sepsis and 
your turtle survives long enough you’ll need prescription intramuscular antibiotic treatment from a Vet. 
Otherwise it’s usually fatal. 

 
Ear Abscesses 

 Turtles lack the external ears of mammals and the ‘holes’ of lizards and birds but despite little 
superficial evidence they do have ears. Prominent swelling a bit behind the eyes suggests ear infection 
(note: the eyes are usually okay; eyes swollen shut don’t indicate ear infection). Ear abscesses usually 
affect one ear but may get both. Though the bane of box turtles kept without adequate humidity, they can 
hit aquatic turtles. 
 
 Ear abscesses usually require lancing, debriding (removing) the necrotic (dead) material (crud) in 
the abscess (of which there may be a lot), irrigation (rinsing out) and dry docking a few days. We 
recommend such care be administered by a Veterinarian proficient in turtle care, but some seasoned 
keepers with informal training execute the treatment regimen themselves.  
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Skin Fungus 
 Often white or brown patchs on the skin that may look ‘fuzzy’ – be careful to differentiate from 
excessive skin shedding. Fungal skin infections may be treated as per Shell Rot. 
 

Parasites 
 Organisms who survive by feeding off other organisms without directly killing them (unlike 
predators). Typically refers to multicellular pathogens, although one might use the term to describe some 
protozoa. There are ectoparasites (attach to the body surface) and endoparasites (feed within the body). 
Most water turtle parasites are endoparasites, with the notable exception of leeches. 
 

Direct Life Cycle 
 Parasites with a direct life cycle only require one host. A common example is the hookworm; it 
attaches to the intestinal wall of the host animal, sucks blood and lays eggs. These eggs pass out in the 
host’s stool, disseminate into the environment, and when another (or the same) host animal of the same 
species inadvertently ingests some of those eggs, they hatch and develop into more adult worms. 
 
 This matters because an animal with direct life cycle parasites can re-infect itself in the confined 
space of a captive enclosure, and depending on a number of factors (i.e.: robustness of the parasite, fitness 
of host’s immune system, whether the host is fed in its enclosure), the parasite load in the host may grow to 
overwhelm it, leading to sickness and death. 
 

Indirect Life Cycle 
 Parasites with an indirect life cycle require one or more intermediate hosts to complete the life 
cycle. Take the beef tapeworm in humans; tapeworm eggs are passed in human stool in a pasture and 
contaminate grass which is then eaten by a calf. The eggs hatch in the calf’s body and migrate from the G.I. 
tract to the muscles where the larval form encysts (imagine a tapeworm head inside a little cyst in the 
muscle). The calf matures and is killed for human consumption. That encysted meat gets past inspection 
and reaches you at the grocery store. If you like your burgers rare, you may not cook it enough to kill the 
worms. You eat a burger, swallow a cyst, it opens in your G.I. tract, the head attaches to your intestinal 
wall and starts producing the rest, and there you go, tapeworm! But if you, the end host, ate tapeworm eggs, 
they wouldn’t normally infect you (note: there are exceptions. Pork tapeworms sometimes encyst in the 
human body, such as in the brain). 
 
 The bottom line is that indirect life cycle parasites can’t usually re-infect the host in the absence of 
the intermediate host. While we don’t know every last turtle parasite and intermediate host in existence, 
snails are notorious intermediate hosts for a range of parasites (at least some to turtles), which is why we 
don’t recommend feeding wild-caught snails (from habitat with wild turtles) to captive turtles, and keepers 
who want to use snails as feeders often get nuisance snails from pet shops or breed their own in turtle-free 
enclosures. 
 

Leeches 
 A group of mainly parasitic or carnivorous annelid (segmented) worms some species of which are 
aquatic and parasitize turtles by biting the skin (particularly in front of the rear legs) and even the shell and 
sucking blood. Leeches are famous for saliva with analgesic (pain-killing; you may never feel the bite) and 
anticoagulant properties. They are often drably-colored, may be long and ‘worm-like’ or oval shaped, and 
have a sucker at one or both ends. Very commonly found on wild turtles; unusual in captives. 
 
 We don’t recommend you yank a leech off; you might take a chunk of turtle flesh with it. Leeches 
should be ‘persuaded’ to let go by burning them (be careful not to hurt the turtle; don’t use direct flame) 
salting them (takes awhile but effective) or touching them with rubbing alcohol. 
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Tapeworms 
 A large group of long ‘ribbon-like’ worms with no G.I. tract and indirect life cycles who survive in 
the intestines of the end host by attaching to the intestinal wall via hooks and absorbing nutrients from the 
host’s diet. In humans this can lead to Vit. B12 deficiency. The head is the actual ‘worm;’ the rest of the 
body is a series of egg cases, each filled with many eggs, that mature over time and break off in segments 
to be excreted in stool. Small lengths of tapeworm may be seen in stools, resembling fibrous strips and 
sometimes moving a bit. A fecal exam by a Vet. may confirm the diagnosis.  
 
 Tapeworm infection in turtles is usually treated with Praziquantel (Doncrit), which breaks the worm 
down so the host’s digestive system destroys it (you may not see a big dead worm after treatment). Do not 
use Ivermectin in turtles! 
 

Nematodes 
Structurally simple worms who are numerous and diverse (nearly 20,000 described species spread 

over terrestrial, marine and fresh water habitat); they lack discrete circulatory or respiratory systems, but 
have digestive systems. They are also called ‘roundworms,’ which is confusing because the term is also 
used to specify a group of parasitic nematodes in the G.I. tract. Not all nematodes are parasites; take up a 
handful of topsoil from the forest floor and you’re holding a multitude! All too many are (and may have 
direct or indirect life cycles)! Some examples include roundworms, hookworm and pinworm. Nematode 
infections are typically treated with Panacur®. 
 

• Pinworm – Tiny rice grain-like nematodes living in the colon of many animal species (including 
some humans). More disgusting than anything else and treatable with Panacur®. Direct life cycle. 

• Roundworm – Parasitic nematodes living in the G.I. tract who absorb (and compete for) nutrients 
from the turtle’s diet; they do not bite and suck blood like hookworms. They have an indirect life 
cycle and eggs passing in stool cannot re-infect the main host without an intermediate host present. 

• Hookworm – Parasitic nematodes living in the G.I. tract who bite into the tract wall and feed on 
blood. They have a direct life cycle and eggs passing in feces can re-infect the same animal when it 
eats food or drinks water contaminated with those feces, increasing parasite load and leading to 
anemia, weakness and possibly death. 

 
Flukes 

Parasitic flatworms living in a range of body areas (i.e.: lungs, blood and bile ducts) of many animal 
species. Flukes have indirect life cycles and may have a number of intermediate hosts (examples include 
snails and arthropods). Lung flukes are well-known for parasitizing reptiles, including water turtles.  
 

 
 

Protozoa 
 Single-celled eukaryotic (have a nuclear membrane) organisms; the most famous is the amoeba. 
Many are harmless but some cause disease. Some flagellated protozoa can over-proliferate in the intestine 
and cause problems in some turtles. 
 

Collecting a Stool Sample 
 It’s often recommend new turtles or ill turtles at risk for parasitic infection be evaluated for 
parasites by taking a fresh stool sample to the Vet. or examining it under a microscope yourself (if you’re 
competent and have access to a powerful microscope with an oil immersion objective). This is complicated 
since aquatic turtles often eat stools, stools sometimes fall apart shortly and you don’t know when they’ll 
excrete. 
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 Try ‘training’ your turtle to eat in a small, separate enclosure like a plastic tub with a few inches of 
dechlorinated water. Put the turtle in with food and leave it in peace for awhile every other day for a week, 
and don’t feed it meaty foods otherwise and it may take to this method. Turtles often defecate when fed, so 
it’s a good way to get a fresh stool in clean conditions. Place the stool in a small container with a little 
dechlorinated water and rush it to a Vet. for exam. 
 

Quarantine 
 When you introduce a new turtle into an enclosure you risk contaminating it with new pathogens 
that may infect other turtles (and perhaps other types of animal). To reduce disease transmission risk many 
keepers recommend a rather arbitrary quarantine period of 1 month; the new turtle is kept in its own 
enclosure and care is taken not to transmit germs from its setup to others (don’t share filters, tank 
furnishings, etc…). If after one month the new turtle is healthy-looking and doing well it may be introduced 
to your established collection (note: if it’s an exotic or otherwise high risk, consider Veterinary exam. 
including a fecal test for parasite eggs). Exotics are beyond the scope of this book, but unless you know 
them to be captive-bred in your country seriously consider prophylactic antibiotic treatment (whether you 
mix with other animals or not). Some people quarantine longer than a month. Many people don’t 
quarantine non-imported water turtles at all. 
 

A Brief Primer on Common Antibiotics 
 

1.) Fenbendazole (Panacur®) – used mainly to treat nematode infections (i.e.: pin worms, hookworms and intestinal 
roundworms); also effective against some protozoa (i.e.: Giardia) and some flukes. Not typically used to treat 
tapeworm. 

2.) Praziquantel (Doncrit) – used mainly to treat tapeworm; can kill some flukes. Causes skin breakdown of the tapeworm 
so the host’s immune system may destroy it. 

3.) Metronidazole (Flagyl®) – particularly effective against anaerobic infections but also others (such as Trichomonas in 
humans). Often used in wild-caught imports to prophylactically kill protozoan parasites.  

4.) Acriflavine – A topical antiseptic with antifungal and antibacterial properties used to treat shell rot. Also used for 
external parasite infections in fish and kills some protozoa.  

5.) Silvadene® Cream – A topical antiseptic cream (a sulfa derivative) often used to treat human burn victims due to 
efficacy against Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and in turtles to treat shell rot. 

6.) Baytril® (Enrofloxacin) – a fluoroquinolone antibiotic used to treat a range of internal bacterial infections (particularly 
RI/Pneumonia) by stopping bacterial DNA transcription. Typically given as a series of intramuscular injections in 
alternating back legs over several days. Effective against a range of bacteria (gram - & gram +) including Psuedomonas 
and Staphylococcus.    

7.) Ivermectin – A broad-spectrum antibiotic that reputedly can pass the blood-brain barrier in turtles, causing serious 
injury. Avoid Ivermectin in turtles! In some other animals, it’s used for heartworm prevention, treatment of common 
intestinal worms (except tapeworms) and more. 

8.) Providone Iodine (Betadine®) – a topical antiseptic used to treat lacerations and shell-rot. Concentrated doses can 
damage healthy tissue so it’s often diluted before use. Softshells are reportedly particularly sensitive to its toxicity so be 
cautious using it on them. 

9.) Neosporin® Cream/Ointment – An over-the-counter topical cream combining 3 different antibiotics (neomycin, 
bacitracin and polymyxin) to prevent infection (and speed healing) of wounds. Neomycin and polymyxin target gram – 
bacteria and bacitracin kills gram + bacteria. Only for topical use – don’t use where it may get into the body cavity. 
Often used to prevent infection & speed healing of superficial skin lacerations.  

10.) Nolvasan® – a.k.a. chlorhexidine diacetate. A topical disinfectant that kills bacteria, fungi and viruses with minimal 
skin irritation that binds to skin proteins and has some residual activity over time. 

11.) Turtle Sulfa Blocks – sulfa drug-releasing blocks sold in pet stores to cut down bacterial counts in the tank (‘Dr. 
Turtle®’ is one brand). Alleged to prevent common bacterial and fungal infections in turtles. Chronic use could in 
theory promote drug-resistant pathogens via natural selection. Most of us don’t routinely use these for treatment or 
prevention, but it might be worthwhile if you’ve got more than one turtle and can’t (or won’t) quarantine a sick one, or 
if you add a young juvenile to an enclosure and want to minimize germ exposure the first few weeks. May dissolve fast 
in areas with high flow-rate (i.e.: near filter outflow).  
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Chapter 12: Where to Get a Turtle. 
 
 There are 5 main ways to get a turtle; catch a wild one, buy a wild-caught one, buy a captive-bred 
one, buy a captive-hatched one (eggs were wild-collected, or laid by a wild-caught female) or ‘adopt’ one 
from a rescue agency. We recommend obtaining captive-bred turtles due to choice of species and size, 
availability and avoiding impacting wild populations. But most people want to buy a hatchling… 
 
 This is one of the hardest subjects for newcomers to grasp, yet simple for the seasoned keeper. With 
the exception of a few federally threatened or endangered species, and species prohibited by your state’s 
laws, most U.S. citizens can acquire most species of North American water turtle. The problem is, this is 
often legally a gray area and the market could change at any time. To understand the market today, let’s 
review a little history. 
 
 A few decades ago, baby turtles were overcrowded in small enclosures in dime stores and sold at 
cheap prices. They appealed to young children in particular and untold legions were sold to people largely 
ignorant of their care needs (i.e.: dried ant pupae were sold as commercial turtle food, a woefully 
inadequate diet) and the vast majority of these turtles lived short lives and died in squalor or were dumped 
into the wild (where many died anyway). Eventually the authorities became aware of the potential for 
turtles to transmit the bacteria Salmonella to young children, who are particularly susceptible to serious 
health risks from it, as ignorant peoples’ unsupervised children wouldn’t observe good hygiene and might 
even put turtles in their mouths!  
 
 So the Federal Government passed the so-called ‘4 Inch Law,’ outlawing the sell of turtles with an 
SCL under 4” for sale as pets, with exceptions made for “…bona fide scientific, educational, or exhibitional 
purposes, other than use as pets,” & also “…not in connection with a business” (i.e.: someone whose pets 
breed can sell the offspring, as this isn’t related to a business). Newcomers to the hobby join communities 
and quickly determine everyone seems able to easily acquire baby turtles, and wonder how this is. 
 
 Many vendors post signs stating sales of turtles under 4” are for scientific and/or educational 
purposes only. But many don’t ask customers (or for any proof; on occasion a vendor has people sign a 
statement) and ‘in the know’ customers don’t ask; they simply state what they want, pay the money and get 
the turtle. Conventional wisdom holds that the vendor’s done no wrong because he posted a notice that 
sales of turtles under 4” are restricted, and the customer has done no wrong because it’s the sale, not the 
purchase, that’s outlawed by the 4” Law. What will happen if this ever ends up argued in a Court of Law is 
anyone’s guess. Another issue involves how far the exclusion regarding ‘not in connection with a business’ 
goes. Some breeders make their living with a regular job, and breed and sell turtles on the side. Despite 
large numbers of hatchlings and decent amounts of money changing hands, they may make little (if any) 
net profit from the hobby. Disclaimer: We at Austin’s Turtle Page and TurtleForum.com do not 
endorse, encourage or condone illegal activity. I’m providing you my best understanding of the current 
market as of June, 2007 in good faith. What you do is up to you.  
 
 At the practical level, many retailers (i.e.: dime stores, pet shops, shopping mall shops) who try 
selling baby turtles get stopped (some bravely try the ‘buy an enclosure, get a free baby turtle’ ploy, but 
word is that doesn’t go over well with Law Enforcement…. Roadside and street vendors (i.e.: flea markets, 
street vendors in some Chinatown neighborhoods) who are mobile and lack a ‘brick and mortar’ presence 
operate openly in parts of the U.S. For the informed keeper, Reptile Expo.s (large trade shows, usually held 
at convention centers in medium to large cities) and online vendors are the main suppliers of baby turtles 
today, and offer by far the greatest variety of turtles. They also sell larger turtles. You can find a listing of 
U.S. expo.s at Kingsnake.com’s Events Page, http://www.kingsnake.com/events.html. 
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 Many decry the hypocrisy of rigorously enforcing the 4” Law against ‘brick and mortar’ retailers 
yet turning a blind eye to other venues (esp. since you can get Salmonella from many other sources, 
including iguanas, dogs, cats, raw chicken from the grocery store, etc…). However, the current market does 
not place large numbers of badly kept baby turtles in dime stores before tens of millions of young children 
and the ignorant public; it makes young turtles available to the mainly informed hobbyist community who 
attend reptile expo.s or know how to shop for turtles online. Coupled with the poor conditions retail pet 
stores often keep turtles over 4” SCL in, it’s hard to wish that on hatchlings. While infuriating brick-and-
mortar vendors and anti-hypocrisy purists, the 4” Law serves a purpose; many hobbyists have strong mixed 
feelings about it. Etiquette point: Don’t rant about this on public forums. Our hobby has prospered in an 
environment of discretion, so show it! One of the best ways to come across as ignorant on a turtle forum is 
to publicly post ‘Aren’t baby turtles illegal?’ ‘How did you all get all those baby turtles?’ ‘Who will sell me 
a baby turtle?’ ‘What about the 4” Law?’ 
 
 Some people still collect baby (and larger) turtles from the wild. While hotly controversial, in states 
were it is legal and areas where the species in question is common and has strong, healthy local 
populations, collection of very small numbers for personal use is unlikely of significant environmental 
harm and comparable to hunting (i.e.: rabbit or deer). We deplore those who collect threatened or 
endangered species, or even non-legally protected turtles from at-risk populations or species (i.e.: box 
turtles, spotted turtles, etc…). Conventional wisdom holds that adult wild turtles (esp. North American box 
turtles kept indoors) may not acclimate as well to captivity as turtles raised in captivity; your mileage may 
vary but I don’t recommend taking any turtle older/larger than a young juvenile. 
 
 Idealism aside, a wild turtle may harbor parasites or diseases from the wild and you might impact 
the local population but you get a turtle from a known locality and spare it the perils of shipping from 
distant vendors. Some captive-bred turtles may come from crowded conditions and have been bred in large 
outdoor areas with little if any comparative advantage, and may have been exposed to exotic diseases. But 
people taking wild-caught settle for the species, size and sex they can catch when they can catch it, which 
often means a juvenile red-eared slider or common snapper when a southern painted or Texas map turtle 
would’ve been a better choice. Some species are hard to catch (i.e.: hatchling stinkpots are much harder to 
find than hatchling common snappers). Buy from an online vendor with overnight shipping and you can get 
the exact species and size (and if buying an older juvenile or adult even the sex) you want shipped when 
you (and the new enclosure) are ready for it. Male sub-adult or adult Texas map turtle shipping Monday 
morning to arrive Tuesday by noon via DHL? And you need a sub-adult stinkpot with that? No problem. 
 
 When buying turtles (note: some wild-caught turtles are sold; commercially acquired doesn’t 
automatically = bred in captivity!) always choose overnight delivery. That’s hard enough on turtles and 
hatchlings are at some risk to get sick (i.e.: pneumonia) and die within a couple of weeks of delivery. Try to 
buy during mild weather, but if it must be shipped in winter ask about heat packs. Shipping adds roughly 
$25 to your cost. The turtle will arrive in a small plastic or Styrofoam cup with a wet (by now damp) paper 
towel (to prevent dehydration) with air holes, surrounded by wads of paper in a cardboard box – the shipper 
will probably be DHL. Get that turtle unpacked and into a proper enclosure ASAP, and let it alone; don’t 
stress it out with excess handling, photographs, etc… Many vendors care about their animals and will ask 
for and appreciate a quick e-mail that it arrived alive and in good condition. 
 
 Adoption is a fine choice if they happen to have what you want. Animal Rescues and Rehabbers 
often have locally common species on hand (i.e.: red-eared sliders; in some coastal locales DBTs may turn 
up occasionally) and the larger agencies may have some common exotics (esp. sulcata tortoises, but 
perhaps Malaysian Box Turtles). You probably won’t get a great selection of species or ages, but if they’ve 
got what you’re looking for, it’s a win-win situation for everybody. See Appendix VI for a listing of 
agencies that can help. 
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Large reptile expo.s are great places to mingle with fellow hobbyists, chat with vendors, see a large range of animals and products and maybe 

bring home a new pet. 
 

 
Large reptile expo.s are also a good place to see unusual, sometimes even ‘one-of-a-kind’ animals like this albino Florida Red-belly Turtle.
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Chapter 13: How to Get Rid of a Turtle. 
 
 Sadly a lot of people get out of the turtle hobby. Well-cared for turtles can live a few decades, and 
that’s a long time for problems to come up. There are many reasons, and you should think about them 
before you get into it. Common reasons include: 
 

1.) Losing Interest – Turtles aren’t as behaviorally complex and interactive as dogs or cats. Some 
keepers keep their interest alive by working with new species or expanding and customizing 
enclosures. But some get bored. 

 
2.) Cost – Many people start with a baby red-eared slider and a small bowl they think will house it 

forever. When they learn it can get dinner plate-sized and need a 75 – 125+ gallon aquarium with a 
pair of $125 canister filters and more, some can’t (or won’t) pay up. Some keepers fall on hard 
times. 

 
3.) Space – Those living in small apartments (or moving into dorm rooms for college) face space 

constraints. It’s a big issue with female softshell turtles and alligator and common snapping turtles. 
 

4.) Rental Restrictions – Esp. on small shared housing units such as dorm rooms but possible anywhere 
you live and don’t own. This includes having to move in with family members during financial 
hardship; they might not let you bring the turtles! Some turtles face eviction as owners head off to 
college. 

 
5.) State Laws – Sometimes they change, or you move to a state where your pet is illegal (i.e.: snapper 

in California, spotted turtle in Illinois) and you may not choose to risk it. 
 

6.) Family Changes – Some purists fear Salmonella risk to young children, advanced elderly and 
immuno-compromised people (i.e.: HIV+, cancer patients on chemotherapy). Your new wife may 
not be enthused with your 50 lbs common snapper named Bubba. 

 
7.) Freeing up space to keep other species you want to work with, or to focus on breeding groups of 

other species. 
 

Whatever the reason, if you ‘downsize,’ your main options are: 
 
1.) Give/Sell/Trade it to a fellow hobbyist – the best solution. It’s easier to re-home unusual and 

expensive species (i.e.: Cagles map, Blandings, Pacific Pond, Spotted turtles; small adult size 
and cute appearance a plus!) rather than common, cheap, large and/or drab turtles (i.e.: red-
eared sliders are notoriously over-represented at rescue agencies).  

 
2.) Take it to a pet store – Many pet stores provide poor conditions for turtles and will sell to 

anyone with money. Not a good solution. 
 

3.) Release into the wild – If it’s the only turtle you have, a wild-caught native to the immediate 
area, and it’s had no contact with other reptiles (from which it might pick up exotic germs) then 
this might be an option for you (warning: it may be illegal under state law). But captive release 
spread a respiratory disease that seriously depleted Desert Tortoise populations in the southwest, 
and we’re always fearful it could happen to another species. Even if you release into the turtle’s 
native range your turtle may not be adapted to the local area (i.e.: a red-eared slider from 
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Louisiana might not tolerate southern Indiana winters well) and could interbred with wild turtles 
and weaken the local gene pool. Commercially purchased turtles have been exposed to who-
knows-what other species (maybe from around the world) and exotic germs and parasites; your 
store-bought slider might have a parasitic worm from a foreign country that can spread to other 
wild animals. It’s a theoretical concern, but a legitimate one. 

 
4.) Rescue Agencies – Dog pounds of the turtle world, hopefully without the euthanasia. A 

knowledgeable one is a better choice than a pet store since they’ll likely take more care placing 
the turtle. They get a lot of red-eared sliders and quite a few sulcata tortoises; this form of 
placement is still something of a cop-out and if you use it at least make a sizeable donation! See 
Appendix VI for a listing of some agencies. 

 
5.) Public Facilities such as Zoos and Aquariums – get a lot of pet dumping solicitations as it is. 

You can try it, but don’t count on it. 
 

6.) Euthanize it – Some would consider this preferable to release into the wild or surrendering it to 
a pet store or home with bad conditions, but most keepers are too attached to kill their turtle. 

 

Chapter 14: What About Salmonella? 
 

Turtles, like other reptiles & a number of non-reptile pets (including dogs & cats), can transmit 
Salmonella bacteria, which can cause the disease Salmonellosis in humans. Research this condition, 
become familiar with it & practice hygienic pet care to minimize risk of contracting it. Always wash your 
hands with a bactericidal hand sanitizer after contacting any reptile, its enclosure, water or items that have 
contact with same (note: these tend to be alcohol-based and are not the same thing as antibacterial soap). If 
you wish to use a Python water-changing system on your kitchen sink, decide whether to use it & what 
precautions to take (i.e.: disinfecting the sink with bleach after a water change). The same concern is raised 
if you wash tank accessories (i.e.: clean the filter) in the sink. Neither Austin's Turtle Page, 
TurtleForum.com, our ITTN affiliates or this book are medical sites/references & do not offer professional 
medical advice regarding Salmonellosis, risk, diagnosis or treatment. 

 
Useful Online Resources: 
1.) Center for Disease Control (CDC) Disease Information Page on Salmonellosis – 

available online at http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dbmd/diseaseinfo/salmonellosis_g.htm 
2.) CDC Salmonella (Salmonellosis) Infection and Animals Fact Page – available online at - 

http://www.cdc.gov/healthypets/diseases/salmonellosis.htm 
 

Another disease humans can catch (albeit uncommonly) from working with aquariums (not 
specifically turtles) you may hear about is the so-called ‘Fish T.B. (fish tuberculosis).’ This is caused by 
Mycobacterium marinum (not the causative agent in human tuberculosis), a wide-spread germ (though 
rumored to be somewhat more common in goldfish than some other fish). Symptomatic infection is usually 
fatal in fish, and on occasion it infects humans. It’s an occupational hazard of working with aquariums 
generally, but take advantage of some online resources29,30,31 and be aware of it. Edward Kowalski noted it 
can infect (and be carried by) reptiles and amphibians (so not just fish). 
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Chapter 15: Basic Field Herping for Water Turtles. 
 
 A great way to learn about what your turtle is and how it fits into the natural scheme of its native 
habitat (its role in the ecosystem) is to view turtles in the wild. It’s also a good way to see how the animals 
naturally look, which helps you discern the abnormal in captive-raised animals (i.e.: pyramiding). It’s fun 
photographing wild turtles and their environment. Let’s take a look at what you’ll need: 
 

1.) A Field Guide: Unless you already know your local species you can start with a reputable field 
guide; we recommend Peterson’s A Field Guide to Reptiles and Amphibians of Eastern and Central North 
America. 
 
 2.) Proper Attire – Turtles are active in warm weather but walking along shore may expose you to 
briars, ticks (be mindful whether Lyme disease is common in your area) and other potential hazards, so 
dress for protection. Be careful – you can turn your ankle, slip in slick mud (I’ve taken some nasty tumbles 
this way) and abruptly have a leg break through the ground into a tunnel (happened to me twice). Broken 
glass is a hazard; so are slick, algae-covered rocks. 
 
 3.) Awareness of Native Wildlife – Snakes are common around water bodies, particularly water 
snakes (fairly harmless; although they bite, their saliva may have an anticoagulant and bites bleed) and in 
some parts of the U.S. water moccasins (a.k.a. cottonmouths), which are venomous and famous for opening 
their mouths, exposing a white interior as a warning. In my experience most water snakes and even 
cottonmouths are shy and flee from humans; an occasional cottonmouth may hold its ground, and rarely 
one crawls toward a human. Learn the native venomous snakes in the areas you herp. Most other significant 
wildlife will avoid you; native U.S. lizards are harmless (except the Gila Monster), muskrat and beaver may 
be seen but seldom get close enough to pose a hazard, and raccoon and skunk are nocturnal in populated 
areas (if you see one out by day acting strangely or with no fear of humans, it could be rabid – avoid it, and 
if you get scratched or bitten seek a Physician immediately!). 
 

4.) Binoculars – At long distance the jerky view can drive you to distraction, but image-stabilized 
binoculars (which are nice) are expensive. Most people are better off with a high-powered optical zoom 
digital camera. 
 
 5.) Digital Camera – Aim for a good brand name (i.e.: Canon®, Nikon®, Panasonic®, Sony®, 
Olympus®) with a 12x (or higher) optical zoom (digital zoom is largely useless; it’s like zooming in on 
your computer and creates lower resolution, pixilated shots) and image-stabilization (a big plus; helps avoid 
blur from camera shake; for long-telephoto shots without it you need good sunlight). You don’t need high-
powered optical zoom to photo herps you’ve caught or get close to (i.e.: box turtles, some snakes) but for 
turtles at 10 to 75 feet you need it. Most modern digital cameras have decent resolution (5 megapixel and 
up), but the higher the resolution, the larger print you can get and the more latitude you have to crop out 
part of the photo, blow it up and have it still look good. A rough guide to the maximum non-cropped print 
sizes different resolutions give you: 2 Megapixel – Good 5x7, can do 8x10. 3 Megapixel – Good 8x10, can 
do 11x14. 4 Megapixel – Good 11x14, can do 16x20. Use a large memory card (at least 512 meg) and learn 
to take a few to several photos of good subjects (maybe at least one will turn out good) and use 
rechargeable batteries (digital cameras drain regular batteries quickly). Tip: A lot of turtles get I.D.’d after-
the-fact by zooming into photos on the computer screen after the photographer gets home. 
 
 6.) Proper Setting and Technique – Beginners may start out shore-herping the perimeter of ponds, 
streams and lakes – it’s easiest in public parks where the turtles are acclimated to a human presence (which 
makes the difference between getting 10 feet from a red-eared slider in a park vs. getting 30 feet from one 
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at the river’s edge). Adults are warier than young juveniles. Natural vegetated banks are more productive 
than rip-rap (large grey rock-lined) shore. Aim for warm (not baking hot) sunny days along areas with 
plenty of driftwood or other debris near shore for basking sites (be mindful some bask right on the bank!). 
If turtles flee into the water you can swing back by about 20 – 30 minutes later; often they’ve hauled back 
out, and may be more ornate wet. Another great setting is boating (esp. via trolling motor) along the banks 
of rivers, perhaps 30 feet out in the water, watching driftwood and other debris for basking turtles – a fine 
way to spot sliders, map turtles and cooters. They may let you get closer if you boat by fast instead of 
slowly. Turtles who dive in often haul back out a few minutes later or stick around their basking areas. 
Walk quietly; if the turtle sees you act like you’re walking past (not at it, and not staring) and use cover 
(i.e.: use a tree to block the turtle’s view of you). At least some turtles can see color, so in theory loud, 
garish attire might be too easy to spot (most herpers don’t wear camouflage, but you can try it…). 
 
 7.) Take Wide-Angle and Telephoto Shots – You may enjoy a high-powered optical zoom camera 
so much you only take close-ups, and that’s a shame because wide-angle shots show the turtle in its home 
environment and some of nature’s beauty. Get your close-up and the broad view, too. 
 
 8.) Take the Right Shots – If you catch a turtle, try to get shots of a side-profile, carapace and 
plastron views, and if you’re doing close-ups you can use your camera’s Macro Mode (but that gives a 
shallow depth-of-field, so only part of your photo may be in focus). Be careful handling wild turtles; don’t 
get nailed by a snapper or softshell turtle trying to make it pose. 
 
 9.) Learn from an Experienced Herper – Take a ‘guide’ if you can. Red-eared sliders are hard to 
miss, but an experienced herper will teach you common snappers slowly patrol near shore and look like 
rocks but you can spot their heads, that stinkpots often bask on driftwood near shore but are small, drab and 
hard to recognize until you’ve seen a few, and spiny softshells are muddy-colored with a low profile, prone 
to bask on shore at the water’s edge and are hyper-vigilant and may flee if you get within 75 feet (if that!).  
 

Field Herping Notes on Common Species. 
 
 Some tips for finding and photographing some of our common species in the wild. 
 

1.) Sliders – Occur in any freshwater body from a suburban drainage ditch mud-hole of a few hundred 
gallons up to major rivers. They travel overland and colonize isolated farm ponds, too. They’re out 
basking during the day (often crowding onto choice logs), esp. warm sunny mornings and during 
the milder parts of the year. At parks and other ‘high human presence’ areas they acclimate to 
humans and adults may let you within 15 feet; along rivers where they’re wilder you might get 
within 20 feet by boat, and they’re very shy of humans on the bank. If spooked in they may return 
to their basking sites after awhile, and pop up for air and a look around even sooner. Commonly 
seen crossing roads (i.e.: nesting females, or seeking new habitat). 

 
2.) Painted Turtles – Occur in fairly vegetated, still water habitat and where they share range with 

sliders may be less obvious in the field (up north where they lack the competition, you may see 
groups basking together like sliders). Basking behavior much like sliders. 

 
3.) Cooters – Most apt to be seen in rivers, but varies by species and locale (i.e.: Florida Red-bellies 

and Peninsula Cooters show up in suburban drainage ditches). Occasionally found wandering 
overland. Basking behavior much like sliders. Cooters are remarkable for their large size, and some 
(i.e.: Florida, Florida Red-belly and Peninsula Cooters) are prone to be very thick-bodied. 
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4.) Map Turtles – More confined to permanent water bodies than sliders and cooters, and less prone to 
be found wandering overland. Maps exhibit the same basking behavior as sliders but adults, esp. 
large females, are more wary and big females very hard to approach. Juveniles are easier to get 
close to. I’ve found Northern Map turtles in a medium-sized permanent stream with connections to 
larger areas; I have not found Mississippi or Ouachita maps in such small habitat. 

 
5.) Stinkpots – Common in permanent slow-moving water habitat such as large streams, lakes and 

rivers. They don’t travel overland much, but bask more than commonly supposed on driftwood and 
roots along and near the shore, where their small size and drab color makes them less obvious than 
sliders. Be watchful for small, fairly thick oval-shaped drably-colored turtles or you’ll mistake them 
for small sliders. 

 
6.) Eastern and Mississippi Mud Turtles – They spend plenty of time in water and on land, where they 

can aestivate. May be prone to move around after rains. My subjective impression (from limited 
experience) is they may prosper in vegetated, shallow water habitat without their competitors (musk 
turtles). Occasionally found on roads. 

 
7.) Common Snapping Turtles – Widest habitat usage I’ve seen in a North American water turtle. 

Hatchlings may be found in forest dirt road mud-holes a couple of hundred gallons in size without 
any obvious nearby large water body, and any freshwater habitat on up in size. Adults can be found 
in rivers and lakes, but also isolated farm ponds and stalking small, intermittent woodland creeks 
and suburban drainage ditch mud-holes. Common snappers bask, but tend to do so on shore or in 
shallows and are wary and easy to miss. Often seen traveling overland; they and sliders are two of 
the most likely candidates to colonize an isolated farm pond. By comparison, Alligator Snappers 
seldom venture onto land except to lay eggs. The vast majority of hatchling snappers stumbled 
across in the wild are common snappers. 

 
8.) Softshells – Typically inhabit flowing permanent water bodies, but that may include medium-sized 

streams and, at least in the case of Florida softshells, roadside and suburban drainage ditches. 
Hatchling spiny softshells may freeze when humans approach, but older juvenile and adult spiny 
softshells are very wary and even in areas with a strong human presence may flee if you approach 
within 75+ feet. Softshells are flattened, drably-colored, and the head tapering to a pointed nose is 
hard for the mind to ‘lock onto’ so you can recognize the shape as a turtle. Spiny softshells bask on 
the bank at the water’s edge (where they are low-profile and have fine camouflage) or on emergent 
objects; smooth softshells tend to bask only on the bank. One of our hardest species to herp initially; 
you can herp an area with spiny softshells for years and never see one until you learn how to look. 
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Chapter 16: What to Keep with Turtles. 
 

Almost every keeper asks ‘What other animals can I keep with a turtle?’ A cynic will say ‘Prey.’ 
That’s partially true, and never keep anything you can’t stand to have killed with your turtle, but if you’re 
not too attached, you’ve got options. Let’s take a look, working our way from simpler to more complex 
animals. 

 
1.) Snails – Most water turtles regard snails as prey and devour small snails. Snails large 

enough and strong enough to be unbreakable are usually safe. Some turtles develop a knack 
for harassing them and either biting off pieces (like eyes) or worrying the snail to death 
(snails pull into their shells and use a tough pad called the ‘foot’ like a door. A determined 
turtle can eventually kill a snail. Musk, mud and broad-headed female map turtles eat a lot 
of snails in Nature and have strong jaws to crush them. Snails vary by adult size, prolific rate 
and propensity to eat live plants you may want to keep! The main snail types sold in the 
hobby are Apple snails (a # of species, some baseball-sized and larger), Mystery snails (a 
type of Apple snail) and Columbian Ramshorn snails (medium-sized, egg-layers, prolific 
and devour most aquarium plants). Small ‘generic’ snails are often introduced to tanks with 
live plant purchases (which often have snail eggs). Malaysian trumpet snails are small and 
burrow into gravel. Some snails are parasite vectors (see Chapters 7 and 11) – never use 
wild-caught snails! Reasonable choice.  

2.) Clams/Muscles – Shelled mollusks who filter-feed from the water column. An option for 
large outdoor enclosures with plankton in the water column. There’s an anecdotal report of a 
juvenile stinkpot drowned from being pinned by a closing clam shell. Not recommended 
(except for outdoor pond setups). 

3.) Ghost Shrimp – Small, inoffensive omnivores who are slower than fish and lack the 
offensive weaponry of crayfish. They eat most anything edible (i.e.: uneaten food scraps and 
algae). Determined turtles can catch and eat them. Used more as entertaining live prey than 
as pets. Suspected vector of Beneckia chitinovora (see Chapter 7). Recommended. 

4.) Crayfish – Vary from juveniles under 1” to 6” adults, with hard exoskeletons and large, 
strong fore-claws capable of injuring turtles – there’s an anecdotal report of one killing a 
juvenile softshell. Omnivorous and will eat fish, live plants and uneaten food scraps. Usually 
not much threat to turtles larger than they are. The fore-claws can be yanked off pretty easily 
and take awhile to grow back. In tanks with plenty of cover crayfish hide and may turn up 
months after you thought them devoured. Suspected vector of Beneckia chitinovora (see 
Chapter 7). Provisionally recommended (if much smaller than the turtle). 
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5.) Crabs – There can be no peace between most turtles and crabs; the larger shall eventually 
devour the smaller. The popular Fiddler crab is not a true aquatic and requires a haul out 
area least it eventually drown. There are a few other freshwater crabs in the hobby; Red 
crabs (Perisesarma bidens) are an option, but may climb cables/hoses to escape the tank and 
are awfully expensive to use as feeders! Crabs are suspected vectors of Beneckia chitinovora 
(see Chapter 7). Not recommended. 

6.) Fish – Dealt with on a case-by-case basis. In general, mud and musk can’t catch most fish 
(some individuals are capable fisherman), small sliders and painteds can catch slow-to-
moderate speed fish in enclosed tanks (larger tanks with more cover work better), chicken 
turtles relentlessly hunt down and seize small fish and common snappers will eventually eat 
almost any fish. Fish kept with turtles need more space; an Oscar may do fine in a 75 gallon 
tank alone, but with turtles fish need room to flee and enough structure for an obstacle 
course, so juvenile bluegill would be a better choice for that tank. 

a.) Guppies – feeder guppies are hardy, dull-colored, very prolific, eat flake fish 
food and uneaten food scraps, pick at algae and are hard to eradicate from 
large tanks with good cover (I add a predatory bluegill when I want them 
gone). Fancy guppies feature colorful males with larger fins who swim more 
slowly, are less hardy and easier to catch. Recommended. 

b.) Mosquito Fish – Hardy little native U.S. live bearers you’d swear were feeder 
guppies to look at them. Wide-spread in the U.S. They eat mosquito larvae 
but also many other things and introduced outside their native range may out-
compete some native species. Compared to guppies they are temperate (vs. 
tropical) and I practically never see fry in my aquariums (I suspect they’re 
much more aggressive eating their young). Recommended. 

 
c.) Other Common Small Live Bearers (i.e.: Platies, mollies, swordfish) less 

prolific than feeder guppies and get larger but otherwise similar. Some platies 
and sword fish are very colorful. In my experience well-fed platies produce a 
lot of dung. Recommended. 

d.) Zebra Danios – Fast, small, hardy schooling carnivorous fish ~ 2.5” from 
India and Asia often kept with turtles since it evades them (note: some 
nocturnally-active turtles can catch them). Peaceful and eat flakes. Egg-
layers. Keep in schools. Widely available and fairly cheap. The genetically-
engineered ‘Glo Fish’ version is pinkish-red and costs more. There are other 
species of Danio worth considering. Recommended. 
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e.) White Cloud Minnows – Small (~ 1.5”) hardy schooling cool-water fish from 
Asia often used to cycle tanks. Recommended (for temperate setups only). 

f.) Cory Catfish – Small ‘scaleless’ thick-bodied armored catfish who live in 
schools in South America. Many species available. They get ~ 2 – 2.5” long 
and are active working the bottom. The pectoral fins are a potential hazard if 
turtles grab or swallow one. Keep at least 3 of each species. So cute you’ll 
hate it if your turtles eat them. Reputedly not salt-tolerate (an issue for 
brackish and some softshell tanks). Try at your own risk. 

g.) Neon Tetras – Small and beautiful (particularly under subdued lighting), 
neons are small schooling tropical fish from South America who for 
unknown reasons don’t prosper in some tanks. Would likely end up as over-
priced feeders. Not recommended. 

h.) Tiger Barbs – Colorful schooling little fish (< 3”) from Asia best kept in 
groups of at least 6 (to reduce fin-nipping, which these aggressive fish are 
infamous for). Active and fast. Recommended (but not with fish with large, 
flowing fins).  

i.) Rosy Barbs – Very active fish from Asia & India with bright red males and 
less colorful females. Wild rosy barbs reach 5.5” but captives usually don’t. 
Do well in small groups. Recommended. 

j.) American Flag Fish – Colorful hardy little omnivorous killifish up to 2.5” 
whose natural range is most of Florida. Famous for grazing on some types of 
algae. Males are reminiscent of the U.S. Flag. Neither sedentary or especially 
active; at risk from quick, aggressive turtles. May breed in densely planted 
tanks. Moderate cost; not widely available. Provisionally recommended for 
large tanks with poor fisherman (i.e.: musk turtles). Males pictured. 

 
k.) Otocinclus – Very small (< 2”) South American catfish who perform well as 

algae eaters (but supplement diet as per Pleco.s, below). Rather sedentary – a 
bad trait in turtle tanks! Have sharp, potentially hazardous pectoral fins like 
other catfish. Not recommended. 
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l.) Chinese Algae Eaters – Medium-sized fish suckerfish from Asia and India up 
to 11” long but captives seldom over ~ 6”. Variable performance as algae 
eaters; reputedly prone to eat less algae and be more aggressive to other fish 
as adults. Territorial toward their own kind. Surprisingly fast and skittish for 
an algae-eater, good traits for turtle tanks. Recommended. 

 
Juvenile Chinese Algae Eater (left), older fish (right) 

m.) Plecostomus – Probably vie with guppies for the title of fish most commonly 
kept with turtles. A large group of armored catfish from South America (not 
all eat much algae – i.e.: Zebra pleco.). While some (i.e.: Bristlenose and 
Clown pleco.s) stay small to medium-sized, the few species sold as ‘common 
pleco.’s can hit around 16-18” and some are invasive species in the wilds of 
Florida. Those pleco.s who do eat algae don’t eat all kinds of algae and need 
supplemental feeding such as Spirulina algae flakes or wafers (which turtles 
steal) &/or zucchini spears. Although rare, pleco.s occasionally injure turtles 
with their rasping feeding (though they sometimes keep shells pretty clean). 
A few are aggressive – my female Bristlenose shuffles small mud/musk 
turtles around like hockey pucks and battled my juvenile Eastern spiny 
softshell. Turtles often eventually mutilate or kill pleco.s (i.e.: one report of 
turtles eating the eyes off one; another of a 3-striped mud turtle biting hunks 
out). Well-fed pleco.s produce a lot of ropey dung. Provisionally 
recommended (if you can trade large ones to the pet store, euthanize 
mutilated fish and accept that Bristlenose may be a high-priced feeder). 

 
Left – Common Pleco. Right – Bristlenose Pleco. 
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n.) Catfish – A huge group of fish but keepers often keep exotics from the pet 
store or juvenile native species from local water ways. Some catfish species 
get very large by aquarium standards, and some have spear-like pectoral fins 
and can thrash side-to-side and stab or injure turtles if swallowed. My 
channel catfish gorged on food and could swallow surprisingly large fish 
(large enough catfish eat turtles). This mix works sometimes but it’s risky. 
Try at your own risk. 

o.) Ropefish – Yellowish-brown snake-like armored carnivore from Africa. Can 
approach 3’ in the wild but many captives don’t clear 1’. They are timid, hide 
inside tank ornaments most of the time and are escape artists – cover the tank 
with fine netting or screen or set the water level at least a few inches below 
the tank rim (typical of turtle tanks). Eat live foods and some take small 
pellets. Provisionally recommended for large tanks with synthetic hollow 
ornaments (i.e.: rocks or stumps) they can lair inside. 

 
p.) Eels – A variety of species available with a few bad traits in common; soft-

bodied vulnerable escape artists who spend some sedentary time on the 
bottom; sitting ducks for turtles if they don’t crawl out of the tank, dry up and 
die. Don’t even think about ‘freshwater’ (actually brackish) moray eels, who 
have offensive capability. Not recommended. 

q.) Rosy Reds – An orange color morph of the fathead minnow native to the U.S. 
Omnivorous cool-water fish reaching ~ 3 - 4”. Widely available as cheap 
feeders at pet stores. Recommended. 

r.) Topminnows – Native U.S. minnows reaching up to ~ 3” who patrol the 
surface for small invertebrates. You’d probably have to catch your own. 
Peaceful fish. Somewhat vulnerable to attack from below. Temperate. I like 
the black-striped top minnow. Recommended. 

s.) Goldfish – Naturally drab cool-water Asian fish related to carp who’ve been 
selectively bred into flamboyant orange and further into a variety of grossly 
deformed ‘fancy’ types with such ‘features’ as short, dysfunctional bodies, 
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large flowing fins, protruding eyes, useless fluid-filled facial sacs and 
grotesque head growths. Feeder comets are cute, cheap, widely available and 
can get nearly 2 feet long! Common goldfish and comet goldfish are best-
suited for turtle enclosures; comets have somewhat longer fins. Fancy 
goldfish are slow and vulnerable – turtles tear into the fins. Goldfish are 
bulky and messy so they need a lot of water volume. In large outdoor ponds 
common and comet goldfish can evade most turtles and (in deep in-ground 
ponds in much of the U.S.) over-winter. Recommended for large ponds. 
Juvenile ‘comet’ pictured. 

 
t.) Koi – Selectively-bred derivative of common carp from Asia. Cool-water fish 

which can exceed 3 feet (usually < 2 in captivity)! Beautiful and popular 
pond fish; adults only suitable for ponds. Can over-winter in large in-ground 
ponds in much of the U.S. Well-cared for may be very long-lived. For turtles, 
avoid varieties with long, flowing fins. Don’t over-crowd! They are big fish 
with a big impact on bioload. Provisionally recommended for very large 
(2,000+ gallons), deep (4’+) ponds & dedicated fish (not just turtle) keepers. 

 
u.) Creek Chubs – Small bass-like predatory creek dwellers who get around 6”, 

are fast enough to avoid most turtles in large tanks with good cover, and are 
fun to watch hit bugs you throw in the tank. May irritate you out-competing 
the turtles for food. The only source I know is to catch them wild if they’re in 
your area. There are other types of chub. Recommended. 
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v.) U.S. Sunfish (i.e.: Bluegill, Pumpkinseed, not Bass) – Exhibit more 

awareness and complex behavior than most common pet live bearers and 
make a conversation piece in the tank. Most get large by aquarium standards. 
Small-to-medium fish in large tanks with plenty of structure may evade most 
turtles. Good for getting rid of guppies. It’s fun to throw grasshoppers and 
crickets in the tank and watch the fish hit them. Recommended. 

 
 

w.) South & Central American Cichlids – medium (Convicts ~ 6”) to large 
(Oscars ~ 1’) fairly heavy-bodied fish similar to blue gill. Smarter than live 
bearers and may be large enough to challenge (and maybe overpower) your 
turtles. Convicts are notorious for pairing up, aggressively defending their 
territory from other creatures (in tanks they may harass and kill) and sheer 
drive to procreate. Oscars are famous for being messy, fast-growing and more 
‘pet-like’ than most fish. Cichlids may turn the tables on your turtles; 
consider the names of some (Convict, Jack Dempsey (named for a prize-
fighter), Green Terror, Red Devil, Wolf Cichlid, Jaguar Cichlid). Sometimes 
the fish and turtles reach a ‘Mexican standoff’ and tolerate each other. 
Provisionally recommended (medium species). 
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x.) African Cichlid – Medium-to-large fish from the two huge rift lakes 
(Tanganyika and Malawi) – hard water, alkaline habitat – of great variety but 
some are similar to the Central/South American cichlids. Some tolerate more 
neutral water for at least awhile. Electric yellow cichlids are fairly non-
aggressive by African cichlid standards, are fairly small at ~ 4”, hide well 
given plenty of cover and are mouth brooders. Try at your own risk. 

y.) Red-bellied Piranha – Predatory fish with serious teeth who reach bluegill 
size+ and can do severe damage (suspected of biting legs off some wild 
turtles). Also best kept in schools. No!!! 

z.) Gar – Ancient armored predatory fish with long jaws and lots of teeth. Even 
‘small’ gars are too large for most indoor aquaria (in my opinion). Gar eat 
small turtles. Such a mix is not impossible, but turtles may harass it and the 
gar could do some damage. Not recommended. 

7.) Frogs – Turtles view frogs as prey. Standard practice is catch and hold securely with the 
jaws and rip at it with the claws, which can eviscerate the frog alive. Couple that with the 
aptitude of frogs for dying very slowly despite severe trauma and you’ve got torture. Some 
frogs (i.e.: bull frogs) aren’t toxic but some (i.e. Pickerel frogs, Japanese Fire-bellied Toads) 
are which may pose a risk. Amphibian enthusiasts often recommend amphibians be kept in 
single-species tanks, not even mixed with other amphibian species (much less reptiles). Not 
recommended. Young bullfrog (below). 

 
8.) Newts & Aquatic Salamanders – Aquatic salamanders of any kind are apt to be killed (see 

above re: frogs) – only the eel-like Amphiuma has a real bite, but hardly anyone would keep 
one with a turtle. Newts are long-lived, often need cool water and some are extremely toxic. 
(See Frogs, above, re: single-species tanks). Not recommended. 

9.) Lizards – Few lizards are sufficiently aquatic to warrant living in a turtle enclosure and high 
humidity is harmful to some reptiles. Many turtles will attack small lizards or the toes of 
larger ones. An iguana or basilisk’s toes may be bitten off. Not recommended. 

10.) Water Snakes – Not one of the more recommended pet snake species to begin with. Large snakes eat small 
turtles. Large turtles (of some species) eat small snakes. Not a good mix. Most of our North American species 
tend to be kept in terrariums with a water bowl rather than aquariums with a basking platform. Not 
recommended. 

11.) Crocodilians – Surprisingly enough, in some public exhibit enclosures where the turtles are large 
enough hard-shelled species (not softshells!) this works. That said, large alligators eat turtles, and even a young 
spectacled caiman tearing into feeder fish may snap side-to-side with abandon and injure a turtle. We’ve had 
an anecdotal report of a young common snapper getting aggressive toward a caiman! Not recommended. 
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Appendix I: Crash Course in Care for New Baby Water Turtles (if You Don’t Have Time to Learn). 
 
 Many people catch or buy a turtle, have it in hand and then research how to take care of it. This 
Appendix is for those people, to show you how to set up an enclosure that’ll keep it alive until you learn 
more. Questions to answer and what to do then: 

1.) What Kind of Turtle is It? Likely a red-eared slider (RES for short). This is a bright green turtle with a 
red ‘jelly bean’ shape behind each eye. Hatchlings are about 50 cent piece-sized, adults somewhere 
between a milk saucer and a dinner plate. Keeping it in a small container will not limit its size; only 
malnutrition and poor health will do that, and not reliably or predictably. The turtle may live over 40 years. 
Note: Only follow the following advice if you have a red-eared slider, yellow-belly slider, cooter or painted 
turtle! A map turtle is also cared for this way but cleanliness is even more critical. Box turtles, snappers, 
soft shells, mud & musk turtles, tortoises & foreign turtles are less commonly sold by the ignorant. Make 
sure you don’t have a box turtle or tortoise, since they drown in an enclosure like I’m teaching you to 
make.  

2.) What Size Enclosure can I Afford? RES are basking turtles; they spend a lot of time sitting on logs 
taking in the sun, and a lot of time in the water. A hatchling RES deserves at a minimum a 10 gallon 
aquarium, and preferably at least a 20 gallon long. An adult male RES needs at last a 55 gallon tank or 
larger for indoor housing, & a large female at least a 75 gallon. You should consider a 125 gallon aquarium 
for a female or over 2 male adult RES.  

3.) How much Water & what Heater? For a hatchling, fill that tank about ½ to 2/3’rd full. You need a 
submersible aquarium heater with a thermostat (so you can set a specific temperature) and set the temp. 
about 80 degrees. See that most of the tank is covered so the tank air stays fairly warm, especially at night 
when the light’s off. Put some driftwood & synthetic rocks (not abrasive concrete or lava rock!) & artificial 
plants (plastic, not silk) in the tank so the turtle can sit resting near the surface without having to choose 
between deep water & basking. This makes the deeper water workable. 

4.) What Basking Spot? You will need a piece of driftwood that juts out of the water enough for the turtle 
to easily crawl out of the water and bask. You do not want to just pile up rocks because that takes away 
from the turtle’s swimming room.  

5.) What Lighting? You need a basking light to shine onto the basking spot & keep its temperature around 
85°F. A regular incandescent bulb (60 or 75 watt bulb) in an inexpensive lamp from Wal-mart® should do 
fine. Ideally you also should get a special kind of fluorescent light bulb that produces UV-B, a type of 
radiation that helps turtles metabolize vitamin D3 so their bodies can process calcium. A good one is the 
ReptiSun® 5.0. It should be replaced after 6 months. Note: UV-B light can’t penetrate glass (some hoods 
have a glass sheet between bulb and tank; that won’t work). Note #2: the basking & UV-B lights should be 
turned off at night, providing a regular day/night cycle. Cheap timers (i.e.: from Wal-mart®) are 
wonderfully convenient but may fail and need replacing.  

6.) What Filter? A good filter is important. Consider a FilStar XP3, for instance (it needs FilStar Bio-Chem 
Stars, sold separately, or other biomedia; the Fluval® 304 & 404 include biomedia but can be harder to 
prime), and go online (Doctors Foster & Smith’s Pet Warehouse®, Big Al’s® Online or That Pet Place®) 
to get the best prices. You should aim for about 3 times plus the filtration power you’d use for a fish (so a 
filter rated for 60 gallons if you’ve got a 20). It will take the filter about 4 to 6 weeks to ‘cycle’ with 
bacteria, & then it breaks down ammonia to nitrite to nitrate (a less toxic waste product). Make sure the 
filter’s intake strainer is securely on; if it falls off the turtle’s head may be sucked up the intake tube and the 
turtle drown. If the hatchling is very small (50 cent piece sized or less) it could (in theory) get stuck to the 
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intake of a powerful filter; loosely wrap a piece of filter fiber pad around the intake and secure with thread 
to avoid this. 

7.) What Food & How Do I Feed? A nutritious diet is also critical. Of the commercial foods, Mazuri® & 
ReptoMin® are popular. Many turtles take right to commercial food but not all do. Unlike what the food 
can likely says, I recommend you not feed 2-3 times per day. You feed once daily the first few months and 
every other day thereafter. RES become progressively herbivorous as they age, and high protein diets in 
high volume are suspected of causing kidney failure and shortened lifespan. ReptoMin® is an okay staple, 
but supplement by offering Romaine lettuce, the fresh water plant Anacharis (available at PetsMart®), 
(preferably gut-loaded) feeder crickets (if not gut loaded, their phosphorous to calcium ratio isn’t as good; 
pet shops often sell gut-loaded), occasionally small earth worms or maybe once every couple of weeks 
small guppies. Do not make fish the mainstay of the diet. Many water turtles can only swallow in water, so 
don’t try a feeding dish on land for sliders, painteds, cooters, etc… 

8.) When Do I Clean The Tank? Plan to change most of the water in the tank every 2 weeks once the 
filter’s cycled. For the 1’rst month change most of the tank water at least weekly, & preferably twice. You 
may eventually want a Python system, for siphoning and refilling your tank directly from your sink without 
buckets (but first consult Chapter 14 and become familiar with the Salmonella issue). In the meantime, a 
gravel vacuum and buckets will do. Most people do not need to break down the tank, take everything out 
and scrub it off. 

9.) What Substrate? You don’t need gravel in the tank. It’s usually okay to have it, but the tank’s easier to 
clean without it. Some synthetic wood and rock tank ‘furniture’ is appreciated, though. The turtle will want 
to explore. You want an intellectually stimulating enclosure, not a prison cell. There are rare cases of turtles 
ingesting gravel and getting obstructions or intestinal prolapse, and it’s a hassle to remove later. 

10.) How Will I Secure the Tank? Escape-proof the tank – they climb better than you think. If climb-outs 
are possible, a screen top is best, but failing that, some netting material from Wal-mart’s® sewing 
department and some duct tape can do the job. Remember UV-B light can’t penetrate glass. 

11.) How Will I Prevent Night Chills? If your home is air-conditioned, for night-time use consider setting 
up a small lamp with a night heat bulb or ceramic heat emitter from the pet store to keep the air in the tank 
warm enough the little guy doesn’t get his lungs chilled. This may not be critical, but it would be a nice 
thing…  

12.) Where Do I Go From Here? LEARN – READ – QUESTION – you made a start here. Read care sheets 
& other information at:  

Austin’s Turtle Page Online  – Many care sheets covering varied sliders (including RES), cooters, painted 
turtles, map turtles & others. (www.austinsturtlepage.com) 

Once you’ve read up a bit, join us at: The Turtle Forum (www.turtleforum.com)! 
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Appendix II: Exotic Turtles. 
 
 If you persist in the hobby (or spot a cute one at the pet store) you’ll someday take an interest in 
exotics whether you get one or not. In the U.S. hobby ‘Exotic’ means any turtle not native to the United 
States (this includes near neighbors such as Central American species). The tortoise hobby is 
overwhelmingly dominated by exotics. 
 
 Caring for most exotic turtles is much like caring for U.S. species (some even look like oddly 
colored sliders, and there are some exotic sliders). Over-generalizing badly, a rule-of-thumb (with many 
exceptions) is that in the hobby exotics tend to be less common, less available and more expensive than 
mainstream U.S. species, and it’s often harder to find many people with as much in-depth knowledge as we 
see with common U.S. species (in other words, it’s easier to get detailed advice on red-eared sliders than a 
Chinese Golden Thread turtle). Some exotics are from tropical areas and incapable of hibernations (a few, 
like the Amazon River Turtles of genus Podocnemis, are notoriously sensitive to cold) – others are from 
temperate climes but learn their native climate well before you try hibernating one in the U.S. 
 
 While exotics are beyond the scope of this book, I’ll point you towards some common affordable 
starter species arranged according to the type of care they need. 
 
 Medium-sized exotics with care needs similar to a red-eared slider – European Pond Turtle, Chinese 
Golden Thread (a.k.a. Stripe-neck) Turtle, Pink-bellied (a.k.a. Red-bellied) Short-neck Turtle, Caspian 
Creek (a.k.a. Caspian Pond) Turtle, Japanese Pond Turtle, Kwangtung River Turtle, Nicaraguan Slider. 
 
 Medium-sized exotics with Stinkpot-like care (i.e.: RES-style tank with more structures to climb 
around on) – Reeve’s Turtles and African Helmetted Turtles. 
 
 Small to medium exotics with mud turtle-style care – Red-cheeked Mud Turtles, Scorpion Mud 
Turtles, White-lipped Mud Turtles (not White-throat, which are larger/bulkier but otherwise in this class). 
 
 Medium-sized semi-terrestrial exotics with care similar to North American Wood Turtles – Central 
American Wood Turtles (more than 1 sub-species), South American Wood Turtle, Asian Leaf Turtle. 
 

 
Reeve’s Turtle (left) & Chinese Stripe-neck Turtle (right). 
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Appendix III: Useful Online Resources. 
 

1.) Austin’s Turtle Page – A premiere online site dedicated to educating hobbyists about turtle care 
and enjoyment. The Care Sheets section covers many species (both native and exotic) and the 
Articles section specialty topics in detail. www.austinsturtlepage.com 

2.) Turtle Forum – a large online forum community of turtle hobbyists covering all aspects of the 
hobby and a range of other interests. www.turtleforum.com 

3.) Turtle Times – another large online hobbyist forum community. 
4.) Kingsnake.com – another large online hobbyist forum community. 
5.) Tortoise Trust – an online treasure trove of care info. on tortoises and freshwater turtles, 

particularly strong on nutrition, and the lives of tortoises in the wild. www.tortoisetrust.org  
6.) World Diversity Database – Turtles of the World (Authors: C.H. Ernst, R.G.M. Altenburg & 

R.W. Barbour) – an online site offering a great deal of natural history information on turtles 
world-wide. A great resource for researching the natural existence of your favorite species. 
http://ip30.eti.uva.nl/BIS/turtles.php?menuentry=inleiding 

7.) World Chelonian Trust – huge repository of turtle & tortoise info. available online, including 
photo galleries with some rarely seen species. http://www.chelonia.org/ 

8.) Doctors Foster & Smith’s Pet Warehouse® – A reputable online super store. 
9.) That Pet Place (a division of That Fish Place)® – A reputable online super store. 
10.) Big Al’s® Online – A reputable online super store. 
11.) Herpsupplies.com – A reputable smaller vendor with some neat products. 
12.) Black Jungle – A reputable vendor of vivarium supplies; good source for cork bark. 
13.) Arizona Aquatic Gardens – A reputable online aquatic plant vendor. www.azgardens.com  
14.) Florida Driftwood – Another reputable online aquatic plant vendor. 

www.floridadriftwood.com  
15.) Reptile UVInfo. – A great site for learning about and finding research on reptile lighting. 

http://reptileuvinfo.com/  
16.) UV Guide UK – A great site for learning about UV-B Lighting in captive reptiles, including 

output analysis of specific bulb models. http://www.uvguide.co.uk/ 
17.) Kingsnake.com’s Events Page – A listing of reptile expo.s; useful for finding one near you. 

http://www.kingsnake.com/events.html 
 

Appendix IV: Recommended Books. 
 

• Keeping and Breeding Freshwater Turtles. Russ Gurley. Living Art Publishing. P.O. Box 321, Ada, 
Oklahoma, USA  74821-0321 www.livingartpublishing.com. 300 Pages. ©2003. 

 
• Practical Encyclopedia of Keeping and Breeding Freshwater Turtles and Tortoises. A. C. Highfield. 

Carapace Press. 295 Pages. ©1996. This one is harder to find, but in the past you could get it at 
http://www.vidi-herp.com/. 

 
• Turtles of The United States and Canada –Carl H. Ernst, Jeffrey E. Lovich and Roger W. Barbour. 

Smithsonian Institution Press, Washington and London. ©1994. (An outstanding natural history text 
of North American turtles – not a care guide but very highly recommended). 

 
• A Field Guide to Reptiles and Amphibians of Eastern and Central North America. 4'th Ed., 

Expanded. Roger Conant & Joseph T. Collins. Houghton Mifflin Company. South New York, New 
York. 634 Pages. ©1998. (Probably the most prestigious field guide on the topic covering this large 
area. Not a care guide, but highly recommended). 
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• Turtles of the World. Carl H. Ernst and Roger W. Barbour. 1989. Smithsonian Institution Press. 313 

Pages. (A natural history text covering both North American & Exotic turtles). 
 

• The Spotted Turtle, North America’s Best. Al Roach. Living Art Publishing. P.O. Box 321, Ada, 
Oklahoma, USA  74821-0321 www.livingartpublishing.com. 71 Pages. ©2006. 

 
Appendix V: Legalities; 4” Law, ESA, CITES, the Lacey Act. 

1.) CITES - a.k.a. the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Flora & 
Fauna. 

    An international treaty signed by many countries (including the U.S.) governing the export & import of 
wildlife between countries (enforcement is determined by each country within its own borders). It is 
intended to protect native wildlife populations from over-exploitation via exportation, whether for the pet 
industry (i.e.: pet turtles) or other uses. Animals included in CITES are classified into one of three 
appendixes. Sometimes only part of an animal's range is covered by CITES (i.e.: Reeves Turtles in China 
are CITES Appendix III). For a current listing of all CITES Appendixes check 
http://cites.org/eng/app/appendices.shtml. U.S. Freshwater Turtle species covered under CITES as of this 
writing: 

Appendix I: The most critically endangered species; generally no international commercial trade 
allowed. U.S. Species: Bog Turtles. 

Appendix II: Those not immediately threatened with extinction but requiring preventive protection. 
Some international trade is allowed but regulated. U.S. species: North American Box Turtles, North 
American Wood Turtles. 

Appendix III: Lowest level of protection, some international trade allowed & many of these listings 
only apply to part of the animal's native range (so a Reeves Turtle from China is 'CITES III,' but one 
from Japan is not). Scott Thomson indicated CITES III is more of a 'watched' status than a regulated 
one & tends to have little impact on international trade. Some are species who failed to achieve 
CITES II listing, & some are 'indeterminate' (it's not yet clear whether the species needs/will benefit 
from CITES protection). U.S. Species: Alligator Snapping Turtle and all Map Turtles. 

    In the United States, CITES is enforced by the United States Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS) and 
prosecuted under the Lacey Act. 

    Practical Impact: CITES categorization reduces the importation of exotic species into the United States. 
This ranges from a minor inconvenience in common, easily bred species (i.e.: Malaysian Box Turtle) to a 
limiter of availability in fairly prolific species with a small current U.S. presence (i.e.: Indian Spotted Pond 
Turtle) to a major threat to availability of species that are rarely if ever bred in captivity (i.e.: the Fly River 
Turtle). CITES paperwork may impact time to acquire & cost of acquisition (i.e.: ordering a Chitra chitra 
from Chitrachitra.com). 

2.) ESA - a.k.a. the Endangered Species Act. 

    United States Federal Law restricting the transport of included species across state lines & prohibiting 
collecting from the wild & harming/harassing these animals. Animals are classified as either Endangered or 
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Threatened. You can do jail time for violating the ESA. Mainly enforced by the USFWS. It is not always 
illegal to own an ESA-listed animal but it is regulated. 

    Practical Impact: The ESA may prohibit ownership of a given species in a state. It may also 'state-lock' a 
species (i.e.: Bog Turtles, Indian Spotted Pond Turtles & yellow-spotted Amazon River Turtles in Florida) 
by forbidding out-of-state sells (for example, Bog Turtle vendors at the Daytona Captive Reptile Breeders' 
Expo. '04 would not sell bog turtles to out-of-state residents, & required prospective customers produce a 
Florida Driver's License to qualify for purchase). It has been speculated that one could 'give' an ESA-listed 
turtle to an out-of-state 'friend' legally as long as no money changed hands. I have yet to see confirmation 
of this & vendors appear unwilling to participate in sales that even look shady. It's thought the USFWS has 
no sense of humor on the matter & no one wants to try & see how far 'innocent until proven guilty' goes. 

    Curiously, some non-U.S. species are covered by the ESA. U.S. freshwater turtles covered by ESA 
include the Alabama Red-bellied Turtle, Bog Turtle, Flattened Musk Turtle, Ringed Map Turtle and 
Yellow-Blotched Map Turtle. It also covers the Desert Tortoise and Gopher Tortoise. 

3.) The Lacey Act. 

    A Federal Law predating CITES & the ESA that protects U.S.-native animals by prohibiting movement 
or sales of animals in violation of state, federal or tribal law, or treaty; it's also used to prosecute CITES 
violations in the U.S.A. Protected animals & personal property used in committing the violation can be 
seized (you really don't want to be pulled over in your Ferrari with an illegally-imported CITES specimen 
riding shotgun...). Can also be used to prosecute inhumane transport. 

    Practical Impact: Lacey doesn't spell out what you can & cannot own; it provides a legal framework for 
determining penalties for those who violate other legislation that does specify specific animals. 

Appendix VI: Places to Shop for Turtles. 
 

Online Classified Sites: 
 Kingsnake.com – large, busy online reptile and amphibian information site with online classifieds 
including turtles. 
 TurtleForum.com – a premiere online turtle and tortoise hobbyist community with a classified 
section. Part of the ITTN network. 
 TurtleTimes.com - a premiere online turtle and tortoise hobbyist community with a classified 
section. 
 
Rescues/Shelters: 
 TurtleHomes.org – a large rescue with operatives in the U.S., Canada and the U.K. 
 Enchanted Turtle Retreat – a rescue in northern New Mexico accepting turtles and tortoises from 
anywhere in the U.S. A member of ITTN and the Turtle Homes Alliance. 
 Mid-Atlantic Turtle & Tortoise Society – online site with a Rescues, Rehabilitators and Foster 
Organizations Page.  
 
Reptile Expo.s: 
 Daytona Captive Reptile Breeders’ Expo. – held annually at the Ocean Center in Daytona Beach, 
FL across from the Daytona Hilton. Possibly the most famous reptile expo. in the U.S. and also a social 
gathering for enthusiasts from across the U.S. 
 Kingsnake.com’s Events Page - http://www.kingsnake.com/events.html - An online listing of 
reptile expo.s across the U.S. and the place to search for expo.s in your area. 
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Appendix VII: Miscellaneous Useful Equipment. 
 
 Besides the routine equipment keepers use we’ve found some useful items that make your turtle 
keeping pastime easier. A few you may consider: 
 

1.) The Python No Spill Clean ‘N Fill Water Changing System – mates a standard hollow plastic gravel 
vacuum cylinder to a long hose (base model 25 feet; longer models available) which hooks to your 
sink (warning: be aware of Salmonella risks). Turning on the sink tap creates a siphon which 
suctions water out of the tank, letting you vacuum crud off the tank bottom and remove water for 
water changes. Then you twist a plastic part on the sink attachment, and the water flow reverses and 
water from the sink tap fills the tank (use a hot/cold mix to get slightly cool or luke warm water). In 
other words, gravel vacuuming without using (or carrying) buckets. The plastic adapter for hooking 
to sinks often wears out; we recommend you buy the brass version (a separate part). There’s a 
version of the Python with a longer gravel vacuum tube; you’ll stay drier if you get it! 

 
2.) Shop Lights – for tanks needing strong lighting for live plants where aesthetic appeal isn’t a high 

priority, shop lights sold at hardware stores (i.e.: Lowe’s® and Home Depot®) are much less 
expensive than power compact fluorescent light fixtures and bulbs, and you have a selection of 
cheap fluorescent tube bulbs of different color light (a.k.a. ‘color temperature’ or ‘Kelvin’). Can be 
suspended from the ceiling (you need long, small chain, attachment pieces and a power drill). A 
typical example is a 4 foot shop light holding 2 48” 32-watt T-8 fluorescent tube bulbs. There are a 
number of fluorescent tube sizes available; the large diameter, older-style are T-12; there’s a newer, 
narrower and more energy efficient tube called a T-8. We recommend shop lights that can handle 
both T-8 and T-12 (in case you want to use an energy efficient 32-watt 48” T-8 bulb instead of a 40-
watt T-12, but you’re pairing it with a ReptiSun® 5.0 that is a T-12…). 

 
3.) Muck-Vac® – a plastic piece screws onto the end of an outdoor water hose, and is attached to a 

long hose (like on a vacuum cleaner) – turning on your water hose creates a siphon to pull water out 
of your outdoor pond and spew it onto the surrounding ground. Works great for above ground 
ponds; in-ground ponds may require good water pressure. Clogs quickly on larger debris but easily 
cleared. Similar principle to a Python Water Changer. 

 
4.) Sturdy Rigid Dip Net with Small Holes – if you want to offer live prey, particularly crayfish and 

small native fish, you’ll need a net. Be aware some fish are legally protected (i.e.: juvenile game 
fish like bass, and some darters). For raking the bottom in streams you want a flat-fronted, rigid net 
frame, not a flexible, rounded one (i.e.: some pond nets).  

 
5.) Seine – Imagine a volley ball net with finer mesh strung between 2 vertical 3-4’ poles held at 

opposite ends by men who carry it through shallow water near shore, thrusting the bottom a bit 
forward; the men wade out into about 3-4’ deep water offshore then swing back in to shore, 
catching numerous small fish (i.e.: blue gill, shiners and shad) and (in some dirt ponds) crayfish. 
That’s seining, and if you want to feed fresh fish to a large collection or catch a lot of small wild 
fish to freeze for use over time, it’s a great way to get them. Be aware your state may have laws on 
seining and some fish will be protected (i.e.: juvenile game fish). 

 
6.) Cast Net – Picture a flat, circular 4’ diameter net with lead sinkers around the perimeter and a long 

nylon rope attached to it. You stand on the bank (or boat) and cast the net outward, where it spreads 
out, strikes the water and the sinkers quickly pull the perimeter under. You pull the rope to retrieve 
your catch. Useful for catching baitfish for feeders; with practice can catch turtles. Cast nets require 
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more skill than dip nets or seines, but are one-man nets (unlike seines) and net in deeper water and 
catch larger fish and different species than a dip net. 

 
7.) Tongs – Long plastic tongs (there are different brands) are useful to ‘hand-feed’ turtles too skittish 

for regular hand-feeding (or who need food offered at the bottom of the tank) and for retrieving crud 
(i.e.: dead plant parts) from the bottom of the tank. Turtles who fear the human hand may 
inexplicably eat from these easily. 

 
8.) Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter – ‘GFCI’ - A safety device very important to outdoor setups and 

also recommended for indoor electrical equipment used near water. It monitors the current flowing 
through a circuit and compares that to returning current, and if returning current is too reduced 
(such as if a broken submerged electrical appliance releases electrical current into the water and 
through your body to the ground when you touch the water), the GFCI quickly cuts the power. That 
can save you from serious injury or electrocution. You can still get shocked and GFCI’s aren’t 
safety guarantees or excuses to get careless, but they are a worthwhile safety measure. There are 3 
common types for the home; Receptacle, Circuit Breaker and Portable types. They should be tested 
periodically. 
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Appendix VIII: Some Products of Interest. 
 
 There are products which are new and not yet widely used or whose use is not universally agreed 
upon in the hobbyist community that will catch your eye. While I can’t give you the definitive last word on 
these, they’re worth a look. 
 

1.) Sulfa Turtle Blocks – Sold by different companies, these small white vaguely turtle-shaped 
blocks each treat around 15-20 gallons of water by slowly releasing sulfa antibiotic into the 
water. If placed in a high-flow area of the tank (i.e.: near a filter’s outflow) may dissolve much 
faster. Some turtles eat them (as yet I’ve heard of no harm from this, but don’t recommend it). 
The intent is to prevent some bacterial and fungal turtle diseases. How well they work, how 
many diseases they prevent and how likely they are to ‘make the difference’ for your turtle is 
controversial. Most hobbyists I know don’t use them. A minority use them long-term. Some 
worry chronic exposure to given antibiotics could lead to drug-resistant germs and hard-to-treat 
diseases. Others reason reducing bacterial and fungal counts is a good thing. Then again, most 
bacteria and fungi aren’t harmful. I, with no strong evidence to support this, use a sulfa turtle 
block to prepare a tank for a new hatchling or young juvenile turtle. My reasoning is to give the 
newcomer time to acclimate, reduce stress and possibly give the turtle a chance to develop some 
immunological resistance to enclosure germs. After that, I don’t use them. 

  
2.) Organic Waste Degraders (i.e.: Hagen Bio Care Turtle Clean®, Exo Terra® Biotize) – 

Marketed to reduce solid wastes (a.k.a. feces) and food leftovers and solubilize wastes, making 
them accessible to bacteria (presumably in the filter), and reduce odors. In our online forum 
community at TurtleForum.com these don’t seem to’ve caught on widely, and I’m skeptical of 
the wisdom of using products that make water look clean when it may not be (in other words, 
dissolved dung may still be there!). Solubilizing wastes to let filter bacteria get at them sounds 
good. To my mind the jury’s still out on these products; I don’t use them as of this writing 6/07. 

 
3.) Back-To-Nature Synthetic Rock Modules and Backgrounds – Polyurethane derivative realistic-

looking synthetic replicas that are intricate, rigid, strong, hollow and expensive. You attach 
them to the rear tank wall with silicone (otherwise they’re strongly buoyant). You can buy large 
background pieces made for varied tank sizes, but since large tanks usually have a center brace 
you may have to saw a background in half and ‘glue’ it back together inside the tank. Your best 
bet for a one-piece background is to have it shipped to the tank maker and the tank made with 
the piece inside. Some of the separate rock modules are quite large and occupy substantial tank 
space, so pay close attention to the measurements. The space behind the hollow backgrounds 
and modules is a ‘feature’ that can hold media (be warned; once siliconed into place, BTN 
modules are pretty permanent and crud builds up behind them). This product line is hard to find 
in the U.S. but DAS (Dutch Aquarium Systems) - http://www.petstorefixtures.com/Index.html) 
handles the line here. You can learn about the Back-To-Nature product line at 
http://www.backtonature.se/index.html. Take a look at their photo of an aquarium with a large 
Amazonas background and imagine it in your living room… 

 
4.)  Terrascapes USA (http://terrascapesusa.com/) by My Local Fish Store – Realistic-looking 

synthetic replicas that are intricate, rigid, hard and light-weight. They are much thinner than 
BTN modules and don’t have hollow space behind them. Very large variety of backgrounds. I 
got to see these at the Daytona Captive Reptile Breeders’ Expo. ’06 and hope to try them out 
someday. They are rigid so if your tank has a center brace be aware of that. 
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Terrascapes USA® Backgrounds. 

 
5.) Aquarium + Reptile Rocks, Inc. (http://www.aquariumrocks.biz/) – has an interesting line of 

synthetic replicas of rocks, backgrounds and other items. They have backgrounds, floor pieces 
and ‘inserts’ that are backgrounds and cover part of the tank floor, too. What’s especially 
intriguing is their claim their backgrounds are made from a “unique polymer, stiff yet flexible 
and modeled from nature.” They claim their backgrounds can be bent to fit through smaller 
openings at the top of tanks, and this won’t cause distortion – this can be done without even 
emptying the water! (Warning: if you use silicone to affix the background to the rear tank wall, 
be warned it needs to dry 24 hours before submersion). You can cut holes in it if you need to 
(i.e.: for filter lines) – the backgrounds are hollow. I hope to try one soon. 

 
6.) Aquatic Eco-Systems, Inc. - lists fiberglass backgrounds noted to be molded for zoological 

exhibits and specialty aquariums, designed to fit metric-style tanks but can be easily cut to fit 
standard aquariums. It’s my understanding cutting fiberglass requires some know-how and 
precautions, so research the matter before you try it. www.aquaticeco.com. 

 
7.) Nighttime Basking Heat Bulbs - I’ve seen bulbs sold for nighttime enclosure heat. I tried a 

couple of blackish-purple bulbs to create a moon-lit effect, and at least 1 red bulb (which 
supposedly doesn’t disturb the animal – I wonder what evidence supports that). They eventually 
burst and I had to clean up glass fragments. Tom Coy tried at least one ‘night bulb’ with bad 
results. Our anecdotal experience isn’t enough to write off the whole product category, but I’m 
not willing to endorse those yet. If you need nighttime heating, consider a ceramic heater on a 
timer (Note: some shy turtles occasionally use this at night, including my Mississippi Mud 
Turtle and Stinkpot). 

 
8.) Floating Island Planters – sold through Floating Island Planters 

(www.floatingislandplanters.com)  & several distributors – entail a black plastic tub surrounded 
by a UV and water-resistant polyethylene foam collar (to make it float). You put some potting 
mix in the tub and the ‘island’ floats low in the water; holes in the base let water into the dirt up 
to near the surface, creating a fine habitat for bog plants. Let enough organic detritus accumulate 
and the island may sink a bit, creating a marsh effect (which my Mississippi mud turtle enjoyed) 
in your pond. You’ll need to custom rig some means of making it stay in one place, but for 
outdoor ponds it’s a nice product. A number of sizes are available. 
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Large Floating Island with lizards-tail plant, parrots feather & 2 types of rushes. A curved piece of cork bark offers basking & access. 
Suspended via small chain from overhead. 

 
9.) Scarecrow Motion-activated Sprinkler – Popular with outdoor Koi pond owners, the Scarecrow 

is a battery-operated motion-activated sprinkler hooked to your water hose that sprays a brief 3 
second burst of water (approx. 2-3 cups per blast) up to about 35 feet. The idea is to frighten 
(and possibly blast) predators such as great blue herons and raccoons. Discussing motion-
activated sprayers without specifying a brand in a Koi World 2004-2005 Annual, Richard 
Koogle35 noted it works particularly well against herons but raccoon figure it out so it’s best to 
have 2 or 3 to confuse them. Elsewhere I’ve read an account of a raccoon destroying such a 
sprinkler, so your mileage may vary. Electic fences and yard dogs are popular raccoon 
deterrents, as is anti-coon pond design (i.e.: ponds with no section under 2 feet deep, no shallow 
plant shelves, a straight drop of several inches between edge & water surface, very steep 
(possibly vertical) pond walls). 
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Appendix IX: Pond Predators. 
 
 Outdoor turtle pens face predation from many creatures; humans (adults, adolescents and children), 
stray dogs and cats, wading birds (herons, bitterns and cranes), birds-of-prey (hawks), smaller omnivorous 
birds (crows), medium-sized mammals (raccoon, otter, mink, skunk, weasel), smaller mammals 
(particularly rats; to some extent mice, shrews and even ‘herbivorous’ rodents like chipmunks20), reptiles 
(water snakes) and amphibians (bull frog). Turtles spending time on land are at risk from fire ants. Some 
predators (i.e.: crows and chipmunks) mainly threaten young juveniles but others are a menace at any size. 
 
 Judging by reports at TurtleForum.com attacks by other turtles are the #1 violent event, followed by 
dog attack with raccoon predation a distant third. We’ve had an anecdotal report of a hawk taking a roughly 
milk saucer-sized basking turtle and a hawk in Florida preying on 3-striped mud turtles. Otters are known 
predators of wild turtles. Herons, bitterns and cranes are predatory birds assumed dangerous; herons are 
considered the #1 predator threat to outdoor pet Koi! Rodents are mainly threats to turtles hibernating on 
land, and presumably rodents (including squirrels and chipmunks) might threaten young terrestrial 
juveniles, but we can largely discount them for turtles spending nearly all their time in water. Bull frogs 
and water snakes eat what they can swallow; the frog is a danger to young juveniles and even large water 
snakes couldn’t swallow adult sliders. Skunk and opossum are terrestrial opportunists unlikely to enter the 
pond but a risk to land-venturing turtles. Fox and coyote are potentially dangerous to land-based or 
shallow-water turtles. Stray cats can ‘fish’ but most would only threaten small turtles. 
 
 Dogs can chew through turtle shell. Turtles who can’t close up well are at risk for mauled limbs. 
Turtles mutilated by dogs are an all too common feature on online turtle forums. Some dogs avoid water 
but some (i.e.: Labrador Retrievers) love it and dive right in. Ironically, dogs are a fine defense against 
many other predators (i.e.: raccoon and heron). 
 
 Raccoon have the horrific habit of flipping turtles over and gnawing one or more legs off, leaving 
the victim to die slowly. They come at night, can climb most enclosure walls, enter water looking for prey, 
are intelligent enough to bypass or ignore some deterrents and are powerful enough to defeat many dogs in 
combat. They have a large range, prosper in edge habitats around human civilization and may live near you 
unknown. They like sitting on those ‘plant shelves’ around the perimeter of pre-formed ponds. Trapping or 
killing is a temporary fix. Your main recourse is a deep section of pond (over 1’ deep) where turtles may 
sleep out of reach, or a straight-walled pond with no shallow sections (>1’ deep all around), ideally with a 
foot of clearance between pond edge and water. Beware: a deep section isn’t protective if your turtles sleep 
in the shallows! Tall-sided stock tanks with a narrow lip may be hard to climb onto and sit on. The common 
theme is prevent raccoons from sitting in the water or close to water level and reaching in to grab things. 
Most avoid guard dogs (but don’t count on your Chihuahua doing the trick). 
 
 Herons stand in shallow water and grab prey. They don’t swim so ponds with no water shallower 
than 3’ should be safe, but few ponds are like that. If all else fails a few strands of fishing line drawn tightly 
across the pond just over the water like trip wires may drive them away. Herons are federally protected so 
don’t shoot one. Their beaks are dangerous in close quarters. 
 
 Birds-of-prey are seldom mentioned offenders so most keepers don’t ‘predator-proof’ against them. 
They mainly threaten small turtles. Keeping the pond close to the house and a yard dog may reduce risk. If 
you suffer predation, you can build a roof for your pond (such as making a frame out of 2x6” boards and 
using farm wire). 
 
 Water snakes and bull frogs are most likely near natural water bodies and may threaten in-ground 
ponds. Less likely to climb into above-ground pools and stock tanks. 
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Appendix X: Project - Building A Natural Driftwood Basking Platform. 
 
 Robert ‘Bob’ McNally custom-builds some of the finest basking platforms on the market out of 
natural driftwood pieces and slate. The full scope of Bob’s craftsmanship is beyond this book, and we 
strongly recommend you abstain from working with power tools unless and until you have the knowledge 
to work with them safely. Drawing on Bob’s methods, you can make basic basking platforms for your own 
enclosures. 
 
 At a minimum, you’ll need a power drill and 2 masonry bits to make a screw hole in the slate base 
(3/16” bit for screw shaft, 3/8” for screw head), a wood bit (1/8”) and screws designed for outdoor use (Bob 
says the vinyl-coated type are best). Bob said 12" x 12" flooring slate about 3/8" thick is available at most 
home centers; irregular pieces are sold at rock quarries and pet shops. 
 
 If you want to cut up the wood pieces you need a hand saw, reciprocating saw or band-saw. Do not 
use a circular saw on round objects (like branches). If you want to smooth the wood, use 100 grit sand 
paper (or an oscillating spindle sander or sand-blasting setup). A chisel is handy to remove soft areas from 
the driftwood you collect before use. 
 
 The basic idea is simple; you drill at least 2 screw shaft holes into the base of a piece of driftwood 
(with the wood bit), 2 matching holes into the piece of slate that’ll be your base, and drill a shallower, 
larger hole in the base slate to accommodate the screw head. Holes in slate are drilled with masonry bits. 
Using at least 2 screws in the base prevents the wood from pivoting when the screw loosens over time. 
Ideally, the first piece of driftwood is a vertical support beam and you add a second, horizontal, piece 
across the top to provide a long basking platform letting the turtle choose a distance from the basking lamp 
and so temperature. You may want 2 or more support posts. 
 

Recipe for Driftwood Basking Platform 
 

1.) From a natural, permanent body of water (usually a river) collect several pieces of natural 
driftwood which have lost all bark and have smooth edges. Driftwood from water bodies lasts 
longer than that collected on land. 

2.) If you choose to ‘clean’ it to prevent introducing new germs or parasites into your enclosure 
(some do, some don’t) keep it in a dry area for at least 2 months. This won’t sterilize it (some 
microbes, like spores, are impractical to totally eradicate). Don’t boil the wood; this damages 
and makes it more water permeable, hastening decomposition. 

3.) Don’t finish the wood with any sealant. The sealant coat won’t be perfect, water will get 
through, and wet wood under sealant can turn black from fungal decay. Driftwood may expand 
and contract under the basking lamp and shifting temp.s, so a total, permanent seal is 
impractical. 

4.) Buy a large, flat piece of slate. Dry driftwood is quite buoyant and wet fairly buoyant, but the 
slate base holds it in position. 

5.) Take a large, fairly straight piece of driftwood for your main vertical support post. 
6.) Take a second piece of driftwood for your horizontal basking platform limb. 
7.) Determine what depth your tank water will be at; the thickness of your slate base + the length of 

the support post + the thickness of your horizontal basking limb must make the basking limb 
stick high enough out of the water to stay dry so turtles’ plastrons can dry when basking. 

8.) Use your saw to customize the support beam’s length. 
9.) Saw the basking limb roughly in half length-wise (band saws are good for this). 
10.) Stack the 2 halves so the bottom piece protrudes out the side (this is the step turtles use to 

climb onto the platform). 
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11.) Use the 1/8” wood bit to drill screw holes and screw the basking platform top and step 
pieces together. Plan for the step to be submerged in the tank. 

12.) Measure your horizontal platform and slate base thicknesses, and compare that to the water 
depth of the tank; cut your support post to give enough height to stick the horizontal platform 
out of the water, but leave the step submerged. The base of the support post should be flat. 

13.) Now to prepare the slate base, use a 3/16” masonry bit and drill at least 2 holes through the 
slate base. 

14.) With the 3/8” masonry bit drill a larger, shallow depression at the start of each screw hole on 
the bottom of the slate piece, to accommodate the screw heads (note: don’t let screw heads 
protrude from the slate lest they damage the aquarium bottom). 

15.) Affix the slate base to the main support post, & screw at least 2 1/8” wood screws through 
the slate base (using guide holes made earlier) into the bottom of the support post. 

 
Appendix XI: Build Your Own Filter. 
 
 Many keepers build their own filters for larger enclosures; the filter body may be anything from a 
plastic bucket to a large stock tank! Usually the keeper puts a submersible water pump (with a pre-filter) in 
the pond, runs a plastic hose from the pump outlet (submerged in the tank) to the filter body outside the 
tank (i.e.: the top of a bucket) where the water is discharged to run down through media to the bottom of 
the bucket then run out a hole or spout back into the enclosure. If you use mechanical media such as fiber 
pads or sand it may clog up and flood the filter. 
 
 Wendy Kennedy has a time-tested plan for a low-maintenance filter with biological and mechanical 
filtration that’s handled an indoor red-eared slider colony (12 adults) all winter. It cost about $35 at Home 
Depot® and a pool store, and 2 hours work. She started with a large, sturdy plastic bucket (a 90# chlorine 
bucket, 14” diameter, 22” high). Next she bought a bulkhead (easily found at Home Depot® or Lowe’s®), 
a pool store nozzle, 2 lengths of PVC pipe (one 1.5” diameter, one 1” diameter) and 2 PVC elbow joints, 
and a grid plate (used as shelves in refrigerators). No PVC glue was used; friction fit was adequate (i.e.: 
PVC pipe the PVC elbow, elbow to bulkhead). 
 
She used a hole saw bit on a power drill to make a hole in the side of the bucket near the bottom for a drain 
hole. (Note: all photos in this Appendix section taken by Wendy Kennedy). 
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She installed a bulk head on that (note: bulkheads come in 2 pieces that screw together from opposite sides 
of a hole and contain a rubber gasket for a water-tight seal). Because the bucket has curvature the bulk head 
wasn’t designed to deal with, she used a propane torch to heat and soften the bucket wall, then screwed the 
bulk head into place while the wall was flexible. She screwed the pool nozzle onto the bulk head exterior. 
She sawed the grid plate to create a roughly circular section that would in the bottom of the bucket. 
 

 
 

She took the small (1” diameter) PVC pipe, fitted it into a PVC elbow, and attached the elbow to the 
interior bulkhead so the small PVC pipe stuck upward about 2/3’rd of the height of the bucket (during 
filtration as the bucket fills with water, it’ll spill over into this pipe and drain out the bulkhead back into the 
tank). She used a hole saw to cut a large hole in the bucket lid, then put the large (1 ½” diameter) PVC pipe 
through the bucket (this pipe is tall enough to reach from the grid in the bottom, up the height of the bucket, 
and out the lid). She put a PVC elbow joint on the top of the large pipe to prevent the intake hose from the 
water pump from kinking. 
 
With all that in place, she added six 6-lbs bags of lava rock (sold for charcoal grills) into the bucket, then 
added a 2” layer of pea gravel (~ ¼” diameter rocks) on top of that. The lava rock is biomedia. Since fine 
particulates still get through the pre-filter, the pea gravel slows down their flow, so most settles out below 
the gravel layer (rather than going back to the enclosure). When she takes the filter outside to service it, 
most particulates below the gravel get rinsed out the drain. Then she blocks the return and overflows the 
filter until the water’s clear (to wash out surface particulates). She can also use a turkey baster to vacuum 
particulates off the gravel layer without serving the whole thing. 
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That’s basically the filter. She added a hose to the pool nozzle to better channel the outflow back into the 
enclosure (this filter design is gravity-dependent and the filter must be at a higher level than the enclosure 
water). She put a submersible water pump in the enclosure and ran a hose from that to the large PVC intake 
pipe (note: the intake is large because if the filter ever starts to clog with crud, the water level can back up 
and flood. A larger pipe is slower to flood).  

 
Which water pump to use depends on your enclosure size, filter size and how much higher and farther away 
your filter intake is from the pump. Pumps are rated in gallons/hour, usually assuming zero ‘head’ (no 
outflow hose sending water a distance horizontally and vertically, which creates resistance and reduces 
flow). For aquariums we aim for filters to turn water over at least 3 times/hour; for large enclosure without 
dense stocking aim for at least once per hour. For this filter Wendy used a Supreme PondMaster® Pond-
Mag 5 pump (rated 500 gph) with a Nursery Pro® large foam sponge pre-filter and it handled a 600 gallon 
enclosure. She keeps 2 pre-filters to make change-outs fast and cleans it every 2 weeks indoors, weekly 
outdoors (where more detritus falls into the pond). 
 
 If you’d like to see another approach to a DIY filter that can handle large turtle ponds, check out the 
Skippy Filter at http://www.skippysstuff.com/biofiltr.htm. 
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Appendix XII: Live Plants For Turtle Tanks. 
 
 Live plants beautify enclosures, remove nitrates from water and some provide food. Large masses 
of bushy-rooted plants (i.e.: water hyacinth and water lettuce) provide shelter and biological filtration. 
Floating plant mats shade ponds (keeping temp.s cooler and reducing green water algae). As more turtle 
keepers enjoy the benefits of live plants they also face new costs and complications.  
 

Plant lovers often employ an enriched commercial substrate (such as Flourite), powerful lighting 
systems (such as power compact fluorescents) and complex landscaping in the tank (i.e.: tall plants across 
the back, mid-height plants across the center, short plants in the foreground and possibly very short plants 
for an underwater ‘lawn’ (i.e.: microsword or weighted Glossostigma elatinoides)). Fish are few, small and 
spend most of their time suspended in the water column. Lighting is categorized as low (1 watt/gallon or 
less), moderate (2 watts/gallon) or strong (3 watts+/gallon). 
 
 The typical turtle tank is bare-bottomed or has gravel substrate, has low intensity lighting, and 
turtles (more massive than most planted tank fish) scamper across the bottom, dig in the substrate and 
clamber around on plants. Some eat plants or just shred them. Bottom Line: Turtle keepers have a limited 
selection. 
 
 Plants need nutrients, lighting, decent water conditions (i.e.: temp., pH, hardness), for some 
substrate, and for the turtles not to shred or eat them (too much). For most turtle enclosures nutrients are a 
non-issue; many plants tolerate a range of water conditions, and not all plants need a substrate, so lighting 
and physical abuse by turtles are the major hurdles. 
 
 Physical abuse includes eating, excessive climbing around on, digging up and gratuitous shredding. 
All turtles clamber around on plants; hardy plants tolerate small turtles (i.e.: mud, musk, male southern 
painteds, male map turtles of small species, male chicken turtles) or the occasional brush with a large but 
less active species (cooter). Brittle stem plants are vulnerable to breakage; stronger stem plants (i.e.: 
Amazon swords), tough, flexible plants (i.e.: Java fern) and stemless plants (i.e.: Java moss) work better. 
Delicate leaves get shredded (i.e.: the popular Aponogeton ulvaceus). Softshells burrow into substrate, 
uprooting plants – rootless options can be tried. Mainly carnivorous (i.e.: mud, musk, softshell, chicken 
turtles, some snappers) and less herbivorous omnivores (i.e.: some map turtles) may not eat your plants 
(individuals vary), but more herbivorous species (painteds, sliders and cooters) eat palatable species (i.e.: 
Anacharis, water hyacinth, water lettuce) and some individuals shred some plants they won’t eat (my 
southern painted used to ‘mow’ sword plants). 
 
 Many plants require moderate or strong lighting, roughly 2-3 watts/gallon, for good growth. The 
typical standard fluorescent hood and bulb(s) on most turtle tanks give about 1 watt/gallon. Low-light 
plants include Java fern, Java moss, Hornwort and (to some extent) Anacharis. Even low-light tolerant 
plants may grow faster and prosper in moderate-light tanks (if algae doesn’t overgrow them). Strong-
lighting (3 watts+/gallon) is seldom seen in indoor turtle tanks; this is what strong lighting-dependent plants 
need. A much cheaper option than power compact fluorescent setups (and cheaper and cooler than metal 
halide pendent lamps) is to use shop lights with 2 or 3 bulbs over your tank. Both fixtures and bulbs are 
cheap and easy to replace at the local hardware store. Since planted turtle tanks tend to have lower plant 
densities and higher nutrient levels than typical planted tanks, and live plants compete with algae, very 
strong light levels may exacerbate algae growth so be aware. 
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Plants Useful In Turtle Tanks 
 

1.) Anacharis (Egeria densa)– an attractive green South American plant that forms strands which, 
untended, form tangled mats. It’s a ‘cool water’ plant which grows thicker and darker in well-lit, 
cool water but in low-light tanks gets thin and light green. It’s not a rooting plant but sends out long 
white root-like strands to secure itself. Grows fine free-floating can grow planted shallowly in 
substrate. Typically portrayed as a group of upright stalks bound at the base but grows fine 
horizontally and forms thick mats in shallow water with strong lighting. Sold in bunches of strands 
tied together at the base with a rubber band or weighted tie to make it look like a single plant. 
Reproduces readily by sending out ‘daughter’ stalks off the parent plant. Reputedly a good 
oxygenator and removes nitrates from water. Similar-looking related U.S. native-plants include 
Elodea canadensis or nuttallii. Turtles with a herbivorous bent (sliders, painteds, cooters) eat 
Anacharis; less herbivorous species sometimes eat a little. 

 
Juvenile Eastern Spiny Softshell amidst Anacharis. 

 
2.) Hornwort (Ceratophyllum demersum) – a bushy, dense-growing branching thin-stemmed plant 

with tiny leaves reminiscent of some evergreen trees. Fairly low-light tolerant and a very fast 
grower. Sold as a bunch of stems bound at the base but lacks true roots and in tanks tends to escape 
the binding, float to the surface and grow into a thick, dense mat. Tiny bits of leaves break off and 
can make a mess. Some turtles eat it but in my experience not as much as Anacharis. Reputedly 
good at taking up nutrients from water. A similar plant in parts of the U.S. is water milfoil. I find 
Asian Marsh Weed (Limnophila sessiliflora) more brightly colored and easier to keep in substrate. 

 
3.) Java Fern (Microsorum pteropus) – a small-to-medium Asian water fern grown attached to an 

object (i.e.: tied to driftwood or a rock until it secures its own hold) or free-floating. Don’t bury the 
rhizome (which looks like a root) since it’ll rot if you do. Fairly slow-growing but prolific; tiny new 
plants arise from the leaves, grow, detach and live independently. Does best in large enclosures with 
few, small turtles lest it get shredded. Tough, hardy and low-light tolerant. Works well in some 
turtles tanks but reputedly toxic to some fish so if your turtles eat much (more than a rare nibble) 
consider removal. Anubias are also slow-growing, bad-tasting hardy plants with a rhizome you 
shouldn’t bury and they come in many varieties. Note: In tanks with bad algae problems algae can 
coat the leaves of slow-growing submerged plants and kill them. Java fern and Anubias are both 
prone to algae overgrowth in brightly lit tanks. 
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4.) Java Moss (Vesicularia dubyana) – A bushy green mass of fine green filaments grown free-floating 

or tied to an object (to which it may eventually adhere on its own). From South-east Asia. Hardy 
and low-light tolerant. Java moss grows into a large green mass in moderately-lit tanks and must be 
pruned least it cover everything. Useful for nitrate removal. In heavy particulate-waste tanks can 
accumulate crud (but can be rinsed out). Hardly anything eats it (except my co-worker’s goldfish). 
A similar plant marketed for cooler water tanks is Willow Moss (Fontinalis antipyretica). Java 
moss is prone to algae overgrowth in brightly lit tanks (like with blue-green algae in mine). 

 
Once established in the tank Java moss will build an ever-increasing ‘bush’ and spread around. 

 
5.) Amazon Sword (Echinodorus species) – Medium-to-large stemmed aquarium plants with fairly 

large, dark green leaves. Attractive, fairly fast-growing hardy plant that needs moderate or better 
lighting (some types tolerate low-light). Several different types (i.e.: species and even hybrids) in 
the hobby. Some grow well emergently and are tall enough to rise out of tanks. Conventional 
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wisdom suggests they’re bitter tasting; my southern painted turtle ‘mowed’ the stalks and nibbled 
the roots. Columbian Ramshorn Snails will eat them. 

 
6.) Duckweed (Lemna minor) – U.S.-native tiny floating plant resembling a clover leaf clump with tiny 

roots trailing below. Grows in a sheet of thousands across the water surface. Hardy, prolific and can 
cover the water surface. Can be sucked into shallow filter intakes or where power filter water falls 
drive it under the surface. Since it floats it gets enough light. Turtles eat duckweed; so do goldfish. 
Consumes nitrates.  

 

 
Duckweed is common, cheap, easy to grow and not for everyone. 3-Striped Mud Turtle amidst duckweed on right. 

 
7.) Salvinia a.k.a. ‘Floating Watermoss’ (Salvinia natans) – A floating aquatic fern from Europe and 

Asia vaguely resembling a tiny version of water hyacinth (but far larger than duckweed). Mature 
leaves have a furry look. Covers the water in a mat of dark rounded leaves with dangling roots 
below. Grows pretty fast and floats so it gets enough light. Some turtles eat it. Pretty cold-tolerant 
but won’t survive extended freezing weather. Below is a Salvinia species. 

 
 

8.) Water Lettuce (Pistia stratiotes) – A pan-tropical floating plant with large green ridged leaves; 
duller and lighter green than water hyacinth, and the plant is (usually) much smaller, but it is 
similarly fast-growing and rapidly prolific. It has large root masses underwater. Unlike water 
hyacinth water lettuce may prosper in indoor aquariums and stock tanks with good light, although 
mine was slowly destroyed by what I believe were aphids). Otherwise functions as a flatter, scaled 
down version of water hyacinth. Some turtles eat it. 
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9.) Water Hyacinth (Eichhornia crassipes) – A floating plant native to South America growing in 
thick, dense mats that can cover a waterway and cast it into darkness beneath. Beautiful dark green 
medium-sized plants with large feathery root masses beneath (that accumulate lots of particulate 
crud). Proliferates rapidly. Turtles love to hang out in the submerged portion of hyacinth mats. 
Herbivorous turtles may eat it. Old plant parts die and rot; roots shed and clutter the enclosure. 
Requires strong lighting outdoors and even with strong lighting tends to fare poorly indoors. No 
relation to the land plant ‘hyacinth’ (which is poisonous). Attractive blue-white flowers. Invasive in 
parts of the U.S. where it’s expensive to eradicate. Illegal in some states (including Florida and 
Texas). In an online posting21 Karen Randall of the Aquatic Gardeners’ Association reported water 
hyacinth needs strong light, high humidity and lots of headroom, but can be over-wintered indoors 
in good conditions (covered tank to keep humid, strong lighting, fertilize well) – that said, in states 
where it’s legal it’s cheap and prolific, so most people ‘start over’ buying new plants each Spring. 

 
 

10.) Water Lilies & Pond Lillies – A rhizome in substrate produces long stems which send 
medium-to-large variably rounded leaves to the surface (some can hold leaves above it). Beautiful 
blooms appear above water. There are temperate-tolerant water lilies (marketed as ‘hardy’) and 
tropical lilies. Wide variety of sizes and flower colors. Typically kept in pots with gravel. Some 
hardy lilies that tolerate deep water can become nuisances in farm ponds and are difficult to 
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eradicate. Probably won’t work out with herbivorous turtles. The yellow pond-lily Nuphar lutea is 
native to the U.S. A friend and I obtained it by breaking lengths of rhizome off wild ones and 
potting them in a stock tank pond. Most often used in ponds or stock tanks. Turtles can eat water 
and pond lilies. 

 
Some have emergent leaves, some floating leaves. Left – a hardy yellow flowering (?Pond) lily taken from the wild in southwestern KY. 

Right – a tropical water lily with pink flowers. 
 
Appendix XIII.) Lighting Systems for Turtles. 
 
 In nature most turtles bask in natural sunlight, which gives them heat (which raises activity 
potential, metabolism, digestive rate, immune function and growth rate), light (for vision and color 
recognition) and UV-B (part of the ultraviolet light spectrum needed for conversion of a precursor to Vit. 
D3 in the skin, required for adequate absorption of calcium from the diet). Alternately drying out basking 
and submersion make the body surface more hostile to microbes and helps prevent disease. Let’s look at 
how sunlight works, then discuss how to imitate it. 
 
 Natural sunlight is made of different types of radiant energy. These include infrared, visible light 
(red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet) and ultraviolet light (UV-A and UV-B), listed in order 
from longest to shortest wavelength. Infrared is essentially heat. Visible light is light visible to the human 
eye, and wavelengths determine the colors. Most of the ultraviolet light is UV-A, invisible to humans but 
not some animals (i.e.: some birds and reptiles) – it may impact animal behavior (Robert MacCarger of 
ReptileUV.com reported increased mating behavior in some tortoises suspected due to adding UV-A (pers. 
com.)). UV-B converts a dietary precursor to Vitamin D3 in the skin and in excess causes sunburn and 
damages DNA (leading to skin cancer in humans). Plants use portions of the visible light spectrum for 
photosynthesis. Sunlight starts out moderately intense in the morning due to atmospheric filtering, grows 
much more intense around noon to 1 p.m. (the atmosphere is thinnest with the sun directly overhead), then 
diminishes toward evening. 
 
 If your turtle’s not kept outdoors with daily unobstructed sunlight (i.e.: no windows), it needs you to 
provide its lighting needs. In brief, your turtle needs: 
 

1.) Heat – Provide a large enough basking platform so the turtle can move around to choose the right 
temperature. Part of the basking spot should be a ‘hot spot’ at least 85 degrees and preferably reach 
the mid. to upper 90’s (beware you don’t overheat small enclosures’ water) by day. Don’t let your 
turtle touch the heat source and get burned. Heat is produced by incandescent, halogen and 
mercury-vapor bulbs. Little heat is produced by fluorescent bulbs (tube or coil versions). Ceramic 
heat emitters produce heat (no light) and are more durable than light bulbs. 
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2.) Intensity – Most small-to-medium ‘fish tank kits’ provide a hood with a single fluorescent bulb 

giving about 1 watt/gallon tank size. Live aquatic plant enthusiasts call that ‘low light,’ suitable 
only for a few tolerant aquatic plants (i.e.: Java moss, Java fern and Anubias). They deem 2 
watts/gallon ‘moderate light’ (good for a range of popular aquatic plants like Anacharis) and 3 
watts/gallon as ‘strong lighting’ (good for demanding plants like Cabomba). Direct natural sunlight 
is a good deal more intense than that. Technically light is measured in lux or lumens, not watts (a 
measure of power consumption/unit time), and not all light sources are equally efficient at 
producing light. Halogen and mercury vapor bulbs produce intense light in a small area; 
fluorescents are efficient at lighting the whole tank and incandescent bulbs are less efficient than 
fluorescents at light production. We don’t know just how important light intensity is to turtles, but 
some respond to photo period (day length) and some humans are subject to seasonal affective 
disorder (substantial depression due to lesser light levels in winter), and humans dislike extended 
confinement in dim environments, so it’s reasonable to suggest turtles get at least a moderate light 
level. Unusually short tanks (i.e.: 20 gallon long) may not need quite as intense a bulb. 

 
3.) Spectrum – Light is made up of a series of wavelength ranges we call colors, including infrared, 

visible (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet) and ultraviolet (A, B and C). Infrared is, for 
practical purposes, heat and invisible to humans. Humans can see the colors of the visible light 
spectrum, and different combinations of wavelengths produce different colors; all 7 combined give 
us white light. The color mix of light determines what color objects appear to our eyes. For 
example, while the human brain unconsciously makes adjustments for artificial lighting, we adjust 
the white balance on cameras so photos don’t look distorted under artificial lighting. Scuba divers 
learn red fish (and our blood) look black at depth due to light filtering (red doesn’t penetrate 
deeply). Some reptiles can see into the UV-A range, and it’s thought at least some turtles can. 
Robert MacCarger has had reports of tortoises abruptly mating after switching to Mega-Ray® 
bulbs, presumably due to UV-A altering the females’ appearance. Research26 with Chuckwalla 
lizards suggests they prefer basking under a Westron-made mercury vapor bulb (note: Westron 
makes the Mega-Ray®) rather than an incandescent light plus a black light (for UV-B). It’s 
suspected some reptiles prefer broader spectrum lighting (‘full spectrum’ visible spectrum + UV-A) 
and may derive psychological benefit from it. Mercury vapor, halogen and full-spectrum fluorescent 
bulbs produce good, broad spectral lighting; incandescent and non-full spectrum fluorescents tend 
not to. 

 
4.) UV-B – This portion of the ultraviolet light spectrum converts a precursor to Vit. D3 in the skin. Vit. 

D3 occurs naturally in some carnivorous foods (esp. vertebrate prey, so many snakes don’t require 
UV-B) but is absent from most plant matter and I doubt most invertebrates have enough. While 
most modern brand-name commercial turtle foods are fortified with Vit. D3, dosing is an inexact 
science, feeding regimens differ and high doses of Vit. D3 are toxic. Many ‘hedge their bets’ by 
providing both some dietary D3 and UV-B lighting. Animals with access to UV-B lighting may be 
able to self-regulate their body D3 levels to a point; that’s hard to do with straight dietary D3 (and 
high levels of Vitamin D3 are dangerous; one form of rat poison uses high-dose D3!). UV-B doesn’t 
penetrate most glass and acrylic (a UV-B fluorescent bulb in a tank hood with a protective glass 
splash plate is useless). Sunlight UV-B is highest near the equator and at high altitudes. It starts very 
low in the morning, peaks around noon (reaching ~ 150 to over 300 µwatts/cm2, with up to 50 
µWatts/cm2 a few feet into the shade) and diminishes into late afternoon and evening. The range for 
turtles isn’t known but conventional wisdom is provide at least 20 µwatts/cm2, preferably 50-250 
µwatts/cm2 in a ‘hot spot’ on a large basking platform (it’s thought reptiles can auto-regulate their 
exposure given a large enough basking platform to offer a range of UV-B levels). In the pet industry 
only bulbs advertising UV-B produce enough to matter; so-called ‘full spectrum’ bulbs often don’t. 
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UV-B output often falls off over time, so replace on a schedule (6 months fluorescent, 1 year 
mercury vapor) or when output drops too low (measured by UV-B light meter). UV-B tube 
fluorescent output is roughly doubled by some aluminum reflectors (but not white or mirror-type 
reflectors), or reduced by passing through a screen top. Some UV-B coil fluorescents in an 
aluminum hood clamp lamp, due to its shape, could in theory create dangerously concentrated high-
level UV-B in a small area. Unnaturally high levels of UV-B are dangerous and can cause skin 
burns and eye damage (another reason to stick to trusted name brands with a proven track record). 

 
 Those are the components of sunlight we want to emulate. In ranking of importance, basking heat 
bulbs are necessary to improve metabolism-related functions and stave off illness, UV-B is preferred to 
provide and regulate levels of Vit. D3 (which diet may provide with less optimal regulation), and intense 
broad spectrum lighting may provide psychological benefits (rational speculation with anecdotal 
evidence). Most keepers use a combination of bulb types. There are 4 main types, fluorescent (produce 
much light and low heat), incandescent (much heat and moderate light), halogen and mercury vapor (much 
light and heat). Most indoor keepers use tube fluorescents to light the overall tank, either T-12 (1.5” 
diameter) or the brighter, more energy efficient T-8 (1” diameter) tube bulbs. Many aquarium kits include 
fixture and bulb giving ~ 1 watt/gallon, adequate for viewing but many live plants prosper under 2 – 3+ 
watts/gallon. Most keepers use incandescent light bulbs to provide heat (ceramic heaters are an expensive, 
durable option without light) or mercury vapors for heat and UV-B. There are ‘coil fluorescent’ UV-B 
bulbs that screw into incandescent sockets; in my opinion they’ve yet to establish the known track record of 
tube bulbs and I don’t yet recommend them unless you research the matter beforehand. 
 

1.) Ceramic Heat Emitters – Long-lasting durable ‘bulbs’ producing strong heat without any light. 
Some turtles bask under them but does the lack of intense, broad-spectral light reduce basking or 
hypothetical psychological benefits? We don’t know. Only good for basking heat. 

 
2.) Fluorescent Bulbs – Produce low-to-moderate light over a broad area (usually rather poor 

spectrum, except ‘full spectrum’ versions) and little heat. Don’t produce significant UV-A or B 
except special versions sold for this purpose. Good for lighting tanks, but not basking heat. Brushed 
aluminum reflectors reflect UV-B and may roughly double tube bulb UV-B output. Tubes are an 
older, well-established product; compacts are newer and light a smaller area. UV-B production and 
the dependability of manufacturer claims vary widely; we recommend the tube versions of the Zoo 
Med Laboratories, Inc. ReptiSun® 5.0 for use at 6-8”, and the ReptiSun® 10.0 at 8-12” (combine 
with a full-spectrum light; the 10 gives off purplish light). The Rolf C. Hagen Corp. ReptiGlo 8.0 is 
an acceptable alternative. UV-B fluorescents like the ReptiSun® 5.0 and Repti-Glo 8.0 list a % (5 & 
8 in these) of radiant energy that is UV-B. Be warned; that’s a % of the amount of energy that 
brand puts out. You cannot assume that 5% of a ReptiSun’s® output is less than 8% of a Repti-
Glo’s (since their outputs probably aren’t equal, even if the bulbs have the same wattage). Sunlight 
is very bright and causes strong constriction of the eye pupil; fluorescent light bulbs are less intense, 
cause less constriction, and some theorize might let more UV-B into the eye ball (so we recommend 
UV-B bulbs be situated overhead, not at eye level). It’s recommended UV-B fluorescents be 
replaced every 6 months unless you use a UV-B light meter to insure adequate output.  

 
3.) Incandescent Bulbs – Produce decent light (usually rather poor spectrum), good heat and minimal 

if any UV-A. Cheap and readily available (standard house-hold bulbs). Often used for cheap 
basking heat bulbs. Pet product makers offer special ‘Basking Bulbs’ with UV-A for a better 
spectrum and these cost ~ $10. Good for basking heat and lighting a small part of the tank. 

 
4.) Halogen Bulbs – Produce strong light (good spectrum) and heat (more efficiently than 

incandescents; per Robert MacCarger a 50 watt halogen’s heat output may equal a 75 watt 
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incandescent’s) with more UV-A than most incandescents. Only use flood versions; spot halogens 
produce a heat beam that can be dangerous at close range. Good for basking heat and quality 
lighting a small section of tank.  

 
5.) Self-ballasted Mercury Vapor Bulbs (UV-B flood models) – Produce strong light (good 

spectrum) and heat. Quality of product and reliability of manufacturer claims vary across brands, 
models and individual bulbs. One bulb with a strong reputation for consistent ‘as advertised’ 
dependable UV-B output (neither inadequate nor dangerously excessive) is the Mega-Ray® (self-
ballasted version), made by Westron. Westron began making the T-Rex Active UV-Heat bulb 
(flood version) with the same technique, so it should work comparably. At this writing I only 
recommend these 2 mercury vapors! A Mega-Ray® produces about 150-200+ µwatts/cm2 at 12”. 
Mercury vapor bulbs are vulnerable to early failure (esp. if jostled while on); the externally-
ballasted Mega-Ray® is an exception but produces little heat. Do not use spot versions of mercury 
vapor bulbs; they produce intense beams of heat and UV-B at a distance. If you use mercury vapor 
bulbs, I recommend using a UV-B Meter. 

 
 I recommend you get a UV-B Light Meter such as the Solar Meter 6.2. This product measures the 
rough amount of UV-B output so you can customize your lighting setup and bulb distance to get the desired 
range, then keep using the same bulbs until UV-B output drops too low (instead of throwing them away at 
some arbitrary time interval, like every 6 months). These meters cost around $150-200, and most keepers 
don’t have and won’t buy them. To provide reliably adequate but not excessive UV-B for keepers without 
meters, I recommend a single ReptiSun® 5.0 tube fluorescent bulb at 6 to 8” from the animal. The 
ReptiSun® 10.0 produces about twice the UV-B, less UV-A, and the visible light looks more 
bluish/purplish so you pair it with a ‘whiter-looking’ fluorescent bulb. Without a meter, replace UV-B 
fluorescents every 6 months and mercury vapors every year. 
 
 For large enclosures at a good basking distance from the bulb, I recommend the Mega-Ray® 
purchased directly from ReptileUV.com (very reputable company to deal with). Over time the durability of 
the externally-ballasted bulbs and the excellent dependable UV-B output justifies the high initial cost. If 
you insist on heat and UV-B in one bulb, make it a self-ballasted Mega-Ray® (and if your tank’s large, go 
with a 160 watt instead of a 100 watt; you’ll get more heat). 
 
 Note: T-Rex has a product called Solar Drops, a liquid concentrated Vitamin D3 supplement for 
diurnal reptile species. While I respect the good brand name and quality products of T-Rex, I am concerned 
with what I perceive to be the ‘one size fits all‘ approach where, as of this writing Jan. 07, the label 
recommends a set dose (with no evident modification for reptile species, size or developmental stage (i.e.: 
juvenile slider or adult American Alligator). Therefore as of this writing I do not recommend using it. If 
you wish to use such products, research them first. 
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